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Abstract

The exploitation of offshore wind in deep waters by means of floating wind tur
bines is steadily gaining traction as a suitable option to produce renewable en
ergy. Among the innovative technologies recently proposed, tworotor floating
wind turbines offer significant advantages in terms of smaller blades deployed
offshore, cheaper operations, fewer installations, and sharing of the floating
platform. Although examples of commercial prototypes currently under de
velopment are many, the scientific literature lacks thorough studies on the dy
namic performance of such systems. As a consequence, a better understanding
of the major design drivers of such systems leading toward the definition of a
baseline design is required.

Floatingwind turbines are highly dynamic systems subjected to environmen
tal loads from waves, currents, and wind. Moreover, the dynamic response of
wind turbines is heavily influenced by the nonlinear behavior of the servo sys
tems, such as cutin, cutout, and failure conditions. As such, dynamic analysis
is often carried out by means of fullycoupled tools able to consider all factors
in an integrated environment. To date, there is a lack of an opensource fully
coupled tool able to easily analyze the dynamics of tworotor floating wind tur
bines. This PhD thesis presents the development of such a tool. Development
work wasmostly carried out inModelica through the opensource environment
OpenModelica and the freelyavailable Modelica Standard Library. The dy
namics of the system and structural dynamics of tower and blades were imple
mented by means of a multibody approach. Linear hydrodynamics was solved
in DNVWadam and the associated hydrodynamic loads were imported into the
tool as time realizations. Moreover, the wellknown aerodynamicmodule Aero
Dynwithin theNRELpackageFASTwas integrated into the environment for the
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computation of aerodynamic loads based on the bladeelement momentum ap
proach. Benchmark studies showed good performance and accuracy compared
with standard singlerotor packages.
The tool was also employed to examine various dynamic aspects of tworotor

floating wind turbine concepts. Global dynamic analysis of a tworotor wind
turbine mounted on a spartype floating platform showed significant platform
yaw response due to wind turbulence intensity and the distribution of thrust
loads on the structure. Modification of the bladepitch control system was
found to be beneficial to reduce platform yaw response. As a consequence, the
design of an optimal control strategy based on a linear quadratic regulator was
carried out, showing better performance than reference control strategies with
out the need for large usage of the actuation systems. Furthermore, the anal
ysis of the longterm extreme response of the same tworotor floating system
was carried out by means of a variety of methods. Amodification of the 50year
environmental contour method considering the cutoff condition of the system
was assessed, showing a small underestimation of windinduced responses as
compared with a full longterm analysis. Thismethodmay thus be considered a
fast alternative for the longterm extreme assessment of tworotor floatingwind
turbines. The global response of the tworotor wind turbine systemmounted on
different platform types was also assessed. Results showed the largest platform
yaw response for the spar type, while the greatest structural loadswere obtained
for the tensionleg type. The semisubmersible type showed the greatest re
sponse in extreme conditions, but the most balanced response in operational
conditions. The analysis of bladepitch actuation faults on the dynamics and
loads of a tworotor system was also carried out. Results showed significant
dynamic loads on the tower structure which can be detrimental in terms of fa
tigue life. Shutdown delay between rotors implies greater torsional loads on
the structure, while loads on the faulty blades are not affected by the choice of
platform employed or tworotor application.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

In the last few years, offshore wind has been an exceptionally fastgrowing in
dustry. Estimates of the global cumulative offshore capacity in 2021 is about 35
GW,while the offshore wind capacity installed in 2020 is about 6.1 GW (GWEC,
2019). Offshore wind is appealing since wind tends to be faster and steadier
offshore than inland, and since it is less intrusive to densely populated areas
(Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). The installation of offshore wind turbines currently
relies on fixed foundations, of which three major classes are monopile, jacket,
and tripod (Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). The major limitation of these designs
is the maximum water depth at which they are economically feasible to deploy.
The maximum water depth at which they can be used is set to approximately
50m (shallow water sites), while the average water depth of currently deployed
wind farms is 27.2 m (Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). However, most of the ideal
offshore wind energy sites across the globe are characterized by much deeper
water depths (Jonkman, 2007).
Floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) have been proposed as a techno

logical solution for the exploitation of deepwater locations (Jonkman, 2007;
Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). These concepts have been extensively studied in the
last decades, and several examples of fullscale deployment are present. Clas
sification of floating foundations considers the manner in which the structure
achieves hydrostatic stability. The spartype platform uses ballast to achieve
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stability, the TLPtype uses tensioned stationkeeping lines, while the barge
type platform uses the platform waterplane static stability (Jonkman, 2009b).
Early examples are Hywind Demo, a 2.3MWFOWT developed by Equinor ASA
and deployed in Karmøy, Norway in 2009 (Equinor, 2020a), andWindFloat®,
a 2 MW FOWT prototype developed by Principle Power, Inc. and deployed in
Aguçadoura, Portugal in 2011 (Principle Power, 2016). Hywind Scotland is the
first FOWT farm composed of five 6 MW wind turbines mounted on spartype
platforms, commissioned by Equinor ASA off the coast of Peterhead, Scotland
in 2017 (Equinor, 2020b). Principle Power has also recently commissioned two
FOWT farms, WindFloat Atlantic in 2017 and Kincardine Offshore Windfarm
in 2021. They are composed, respectively, of three V1648.4MWand five V164
9.5 MW wind turbines mounted on semisubmersible platforms, and deployed
off the coasts of Viana do Castelo, Portugal and Aberdeenshire, Scotland (Prin
ciple Power, 2016).

Reduction of the overall cost of energy may in principle be achieved also by
downscaling wind turbines into equivalent multirotor systems (two or more
wind turbines installed on the same structure, as illustrated in Figure 1.1). The
development of multirotor wind turbines is an old idea, first developed early
in the 20th century when the lack of advanced glass fiber composite materi
als made the manufacturing of large rotors unfeasible (Jamieson and Branney,
2012). The nominal wind turbine power scales with the square of the rotor ra
dius. On the other hand, blade mass scales with the cube of the rotor radius
(Jamieson and Branney, 2012). Employing an array of rotors in place of an
equivalent singlerotor configuration is thus advantageous in terms of power
toweight ratio. Multirotorwind turbine concepts are also interesting to reduce
the costs associated with the manufacturing, transportation, and operation and
maintenance of big wind turbine components. Vestas Wind Systems A/S and
the Technical University of Denmark, for instance, studied a multirotor wind
turbine concept composed of four 225 kW turbines (4RV29), showing good
performance in terms of faster wake recovery andmarginally higher power pro
duction compared to an equivalent singlerotor configuration (van der Laan
et al., 2019). In addition to the potential advantages already mentioned, multi
rotor wind turbines mounted on floating platforms entail major advantages in
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Figure 1.1: a)Hexicon TwinWindTM (Hexicon, 2021a). b) One of the tworotor
floating wind turbine concepts considered in this work.

terms of stationkeeping and platform sharing, cheaper offshore operations as
sociated with the handling of smaller components, and fewer net installations.

Despite the rapid development of multirotor FOWT systems, the literature
lacks information about their dynamic response. Although some multirotor
FOWT structures have been developed, design standards lack information lead
ing toward a baseline design. A better understanding of the major dynamic
features of these systems in operational and extreme environmental conditions
is thus needed. Moreover, standard control algorithms for bladepitch con
trol may not be suitable for multirotor employment. As such, suitable con
trol strategies should be investigated in more detail. The features of an optimal
floating platformdesign formultirotor applications have also not been formally
investigated, as well asmajor structural design considerations given normal op
erational conditions, extreme conditions, and fault conditions.

New FOWT designs are normally analyzed and validated by means of fully
coupled dynamic tools. Such codes are able to predict the coupled system re
sponse due to aerodynamic and hydrodynamic loads, stationkeeping, struc
tural dynamics, and control systems. Thismethod is also called the aerohydro
elasticservo fullycoupled approach (Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). Major de
sign tools are, for instance, FAST by NREL, Bladed by DNV, HAWC2 by DTU,
and SIMO/RIFLEX by Marintek (Cordle and Jonkman, 2011; Robertson et al.,
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2014b). Table 1.1 lists their modeling capabilities. These tools offer the neces
sary fidelity needed for prototypal analysis. However, they offer very low flex
ibility concerning the accommodation of nonconventional wind turbine con
figurations. To date, none of these tools is able to consider multirotor FOWT
systems. On the other hand, a few experimental codes have been recently pre
sented that employmore sophisticated aerodynamic formulations coupled with
standard multibody dynamics modules. These architectures may, in principle,
be able to accommodate multirotor applications. See, for instance, the work
by RamosGarcía et al. (2022) in which a vortex code is coupled with HAWC2.
Moreover, the work by Manolas et al. (2020) presents a fullycoupled architec
ture in which a freewake aerodynamic model is included. However, experi
mental codes are typically optimized for a fixed configuration and are hard to
employ in a flexible way for different cases. It would require huge code develop
ment efforts each time a new multirotor FWT concept with a different turbine
configuration is to be studied. The low flexibility in handling arbitrary turbine
configurations makes these codes impractical to study innovative multirotor
FWTs with a vast range of concepts and configurations proposed. To close the
current gap existing in numerical tool flexibility, two major objectives of this
work can be stated as 1) the development and benchmark of a comprehensive
fullycoupled tool able to easily accommodate arbitrary platform and tower ge
ometries and the number of wind turbines used, and 2) the employment of the
tool to gather insights on the dynamics of tworotor FOWT systems aiming at
the definition of a baseline design. The tool must also be flexible enough to
allow for further development and modification of existing code.

The development work has been carried out in Modelica, which is a non
proprietary, objectoriented, equationbased language developed by the non
profit Modelica Association and used to conveniently model complex physi
cal systems (The Modelica Association, 2020). The development of numeri
cal tools for the analysis of FOWTs written in Modelica is relatively new, al
beit some modeling experience exists (Strobel et al., 2011; Brommundt et al.,
2012; Leimeister and Thomas, 2017). The opensource platformOpenModelica
has been used as development environment. OpenModelica is the major open
source platform based on the Modelica language, mainly used in academic re
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search and supported by the Open SourceModelica Consortium (OSMC, 2021).
Modelica offers a freely available Modelica Standard Library (MSL), suitable to
model dynamic systems of various physical domains, such as mechanical, ther
mal, control, and electrical. The objectoriented nature of Modelica allows for
a flexible way of generating complex multidomain models and facilitates the
reuse of common classes throughout the model. Objectoriented modeling is
then convenient when a fullycoupled approach is needed. Modelica language is
also advantageous for the establishment of analysis platforms suitable to be fur
ther extended in time by different developers, it greatly aids debugging stages,
and it is well suitable for code sharing. Frontend platforms include commercial
and opensource options. Dymola is a common commercial platform, devel
oped by the European company Dassault Systèmes and available within CATIA
(Elmqvist, 2014).
The tool developed in this work implements industrystandard fidelity lev

els of the system dynamics, structural dynamics, and formulation of the exter
nal loads acting on the system. Aerodynamic loads are implemented by inte
grating into Modelica the wellestablished opensource aerodynamic module
AeroDyn v15 from the NREL package FAST v8. AeroDyn implements blade
element momentum (BEM) aerodynamics with the inclusion of Prandtl tip and
hub losses, as well as PittPeters skewed flow and Gaulert corrections (Mori
arty and Hansen, 2005). The proximity between rotors is assumed to have no
influence on the wind velocity profile, i.e., the aerodynamic loads on blades are
computed by considering the undisturbed turbulent wind profile and the blade
local velocity induction factors only. The currentmodeling assumption resulted
adequate to extract useful information about the global dynamics of tworotor
FOWT systems. Nonetheless, the effect of the aerodynamic interaction between
rotors on the system response should be later investigated in detail by means of
highfidelity methods and findings should be integrated into the code.
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1.2 MultiRotor Wind Turbine Systems

Todate, the literature lacks a thoroughdepiction of the dynamic performance of
multirotor FOWTs. However, commercial development of multirotor floating
wind turbines is advancing rapidly. Figure 1.2 shows examples of multirotor
wind turbine systems either developed in the past or currently under develop
ment. In the following, information about a selection of multirotor wind tur
bine systems is given.
Early examples of multirotor FOWT research are InnWind and MUFOW.

InnWind (INNWIND, 2015) was an EUfunded project proposing a 20 MW
wind turbine configuration employing 45 turbines 444 KW each. Conclusions
claimed a reduction of the LCoE against an equivalent singlerotor configura
tion of about 15%. KirchnerBossi and PortéAgel (2020) showed that the opti
mization of the layout ofmultirotor wind farmsmay lead to significant benefits
also in terms of overall power density compared to a baseline singlerotor wind
farm layout. On the other hand, the Multiple Unit Floating Offshore Windfarm
project (MUFOW) (Barltrop, 1993), initiated in 1993 by a UKbased consor
tium, investigated of the feasibility of arrays of wind turbines mounted on a
single floating platform. The study highlighted potential advantages of the sys
tem in terms of cheaper installations per machine, greater hydrostatic stability,
better platform motion characteristics given by the larger floater, and easier
maintenance procedures. However, the concept has not been further analyzed
in detail. Vestas Wind Systems A/S installed a multirotor demonstrator at the
Technical University of Denmark, named 4RV29, composed of four 225kW
wind turbines mounted on a single structure and in operation between 2016
and 2019. van der Laan et al. (2019) recently compared numerical results ob
tained from several ReynoldsAveraged NavierStokes equations (RANS) tools
against field measurements of power performance and wake deficit, showing
faster wake recovery and marginally higher power output at belowrated envi
ronmental conditions given by the rotors aerodynamic interaction. Bastankhah
and Abkar (2019) also performed a largeeddy simulation to study the wake
flow properties of a similar fourrotor concept. They found out that the wake
recovery is faster at short downwind distances with respect to a singlerotor
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Figure 1.2: Examples of selectedmulti rotorwind turbine designs under devel
opment. a) Hexicon TwinWindTM (Hexicon, 2021a). b) EnBW Nezzy2 (EnBW,
2021b). c) Rosenberg Worley Flex2Power (Flex2Power, 2022). d) WCS Wind
Catching (Wind Catching Systems, 2022). e) DTU 4RV29 prototype (decom
missioned).
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system. TwinWindTM by Hexicon, for instance, is a tworotor wind turbine sys
tem mounted on a semisubmersible platform (Hexicon, 2021a). Claimed de
sign advantages are the increased power density and associated reduction of
the levelized cost of energy compared with an equivalent singlerotor design.
Hexicon is planning to deploy a fullscale demonstrator at theMetcentre’s deep
water area in Norway by the end of 2022 (Hexicon, 2021b). Another example is
Flex2Power by RosenbergWorley AS (Flex2Power, 2022), a slim, modularized,
and elastic platform for combined wind, wave, and solar energy production.
Major advantages of this concept are the significantly low construction and ser
vice cost, the lowmaterial usage, and the lightweight and flexible design. Ocean
basin tests were carried out in June 2021 with successful results. Design cer
tification is currently in process by DNV. A scaled prototype is planned to be
deployed off the coast of Norway in the next years. Wind Catching by Wind
Catching Systems (WCS) (Wind Catching Systems, 2022) is also a good exam
ple of multirotor FOWT development. The system is composed of a steel grid
of 117 small turbines mounted on a semisubmersible floating platform. Major
claimed advantages are an increased power density, significant scalability, and
easier operation andmaintenance compared to an equivalent set of singlerotor
FOWTs. A final example is Nezzy2, currently under development by EnBW and
Aerodyn Engineering (EnBW, 2021b; Aerodyn Engineering, 2021). The system
is composed of a tworotor wind turbine supported by a light Yshaped semi
submersible platform (EnBW, 2021a). A scaled prototype has been installed in
the Bay of Greifswald in the Baltic Sea in 2020, showing good dynamic behavior
under operational and storm conditions. A fullscale prototype is expected to
be tested in China in the next years.
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1.3 Objectives and Methodology

In view of the issues raised above, this thesis is intended to set a starting point
for the dynamic analysis of tworotor FOWTs. The aim is to give designers and
standards organizations elements directed towards the definition of a baseline
tworotor FOWT design. The document is structured into two main parts. The
first part of the thesis deals with the development and benchmark of a fully
coupled environment for the dynamic analysis of tworotor FOWTs. The first
associated section presents the general structure of the tool and the implemen
tation of the external loads and servo systems by assuming rigid body dynamics
and concentrated aerodynamic loads at the rotor hubs. This simplified method
results in an efficient approach for the fast assessment of tworotor FOWT pro
totypes. The second associated section presented the implementation of the
complete system dynamics, the structural dynamics of tower and blades, and
the aerodynamic loads acting on blades based on the BEM approach in an inte
grated environment. In the secondpart of the thesis, the tool is employed to per
formdesignwork and assess the dynamic response of tworotor FOWT systems.
In particular, the following subobjectives have been defined and achieved:

1. To establish and benchmark a comprehensive fullycoupled tool for the
dynamic analysis of tworotor FOWTs. The tool should enable industry
standard fidelity and should be able to easily accommodate arbitrary plat
form and tower geometries and number of wind turbines used.

2. To analyze the global dynamic response of a tworotor FOWT concept un
dergoing operational environmental conditions. The major dynamic as
pects of the system should be highlighted.

3. To design and test a bladepitch control algorithm suitable for tworotor
applications.

4. To investigate the longterm extreme response of a tworotor FOWT con
cept. Simplified methods, such as the environmental contour method
(ECM) and the modified environmental contour method (MECM), should
be assessed to test their feasibility in tworotor applications.
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5. To compare the dynamic response of a tworotor wind turbine mounted
on different floating platform types. Elements aimed at the definition of
an optimal platform type for tworotor applications should be highlighted.

6. To analyze the dynamic response and loads of a tworotor FOWT concept
undergoing bladepitch actuation faults.

1.4 Thesis Structure and Declaration of Au
thorship

The organization of the thesis structure is presented in Figure 1.3 and follows
the order of the research objectives previously outlined. All the journal papers
presented as the content of this thesis are coauthored. The contents of each
chapter and authorship contribution for each publication are described in the
following.

Chapter 2: The third chapter presents the first part of the development
work of a tool for the fullycoupled analysis of innovative horizontalaxis
floating wind turbine systems. This part of the development work deals with
the definition of the general tool structure, the external loads acting on the
system, and the servo systems. Major assumptions employed at this stage
are 1) single rigid body dynamics, 2) simplified rotor dynamics to define the
aerodynamic state of the system, and 3) concentrated aerodynamic loads
computed by means of steadystate thrust and torque coefficients.

This chapter is partly published as:
El Beshbichi, O., Xing, Y., Ong, M.C. (2021). An ObjectOriented Method

for Fully Coupled Analysis of Floating Offshore Wind Turbines through Map
ping of Aerodynamic Coefficients. Marine Structures, 78:102979.

The PhD candidate is the first author of the paper and contributed to the
work conceptualization, conducted the development work and the numerical
simulations, postprocessed the results, and wrote the main manuscript. Prof.
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Yihan Xing, who is the second author, contributed to the work conceptualiza
tion, provided comments on the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion
of the results. Prof. Muk Chen Ong contributed to the work conceptualization,
provided comments on the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion of
the results.

Chapter 3: The fourth chapter presents the second part of the develop
ment work of a tool for the fullycoupled analysis of innovative horizontalaxis
floating wind turbine systems. This part of the development work deals with
the inclusion of the fullsystem multibody dynamics, the structural dynamics
of tower and blades, and the distributed aerodynamic loads based on the
bladeelement momentum approach.

This chapter is under review as:
El Beshbichi, O., Xing, Y., Ong, M.C. (2021). ModelicaAeroDyn: De

velopment, benchmark, and application of a comprehensive objectoriented
tool for dynamic analysis of nonconventional horizontalaxis floating wind
turbines. Wind Energy.

The PhD candidate is the first author of the paper and contributed to the
work conceptualization, conducted the development work and the numerical
simulations, postprocessed the results, and wrote the main manuscript. Prof.
Yihan Xing, who is the second author, contributed to the work conceptualiza
tion, provided comments to the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion
of the results. Prof. Muk Chen Ong contributed to the work conceptualization,
provided comments on the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion of
the results.

Chapter 4: The fifth chapter presents the dynamic analysis of a two
rotor floating wind turbine concept.

This chapter is partly published as:
El Beshbichi, O., Xing, Y., Ong, M.C. (2021). Dynamic analysis of

tworotor wind turbine on spartype floating platform. Ocean Engineering,
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236:109441.
El Beshbichi, O., Xing, Y., Ong, M.C. (2021). ModelicaAeroDyn: De

velopment, benchmark, and application of a comprehensive objectoriented
tool for dynamic analysis of nonconventional horizontalaxis floating wind
turbines. Wind Energy.

The PhD candidate is the first author of the paper and contributed to the
work conceptualization, conducted the numerical simulations, postprocessed
the results, and wrote the main manuscript. Prof. Yihan Xing, who is the
second author, contributed to the work conceptualization, provided comments
to the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion of the results. Prof. Muk
Chen Ong provided comments on the manuscript draft, supervision, and
discussion of the results.

Chapter 5: The sixth chapter presents the optimal control design of a
tworotor floating wind turbine concept.

This chapter is published as:
El Beshbichi, O., Xing, Y., Ong, M.C. (2022). Linear Quadratic Regu

lator Optimal Control of TwoRotor Wind Turbine Mounted on SparType
Floating Platform. Journal of Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering,
145(2):022001.

The PhD candidate is the first author of the paper and contributed to the
work conceptualization, conducted the numerical simulations, postprocessed
the results, and wrote the main manuscript. Prof. Yihan Xing, who is the
second author, contributed to the work conceptualization, provided comments
to the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion of the results. Prof. Muk
Chen Ong provided comments on the manuscript draft, supervision, and
discussion of the results.

Chapter 6: The seventh chapter presents the evaluation of the longterm
extreme response of a tworotor floating wind turbine concept by means of full
longterm analysis and contour methods.
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This chapter is published as:
El Beshbichi, O., Rødstøl, H., Xing, Y., Ong, M.C. (2022). Prediction of

longterm extreme response of tworotor floating wind turbine concept using
the modified environmental contour method. Renewable Energy, 189:1133
1144.

The PhD candidate is the first author of the paper and contributed to the
work conceptualization, provided supervision, and wrote the main manuscript.
Henrik Rødstøl, who is the second author, conducted the numerical simu
lations and postprocessed the results. Prof. Yihan Xing, who is the third
author, contributed to the work conceptualization, provided comments to the
manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion of the results. Prof. Muk Chen
Ong provided comments on the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion
of the results.

Chapter 7: The eighth chapter presents a comparative dynamic analysis
of a tworotor floating wind turbine concept mounted on spartype, semi
submersible, and TLP floating platforms.

This chapter is published as:
El Beshbichi, O., Xing, Y., Ong, M.C. (2022). Comparative dynamic anal

ysis of tworotor wind turbine on spartype, semisubmersible, and tensionleg
floating platforms. Ocean Engineering.

The PhD candidate is the first author of the paper and contributed to the
work conceptualization, conducted the numerical simulations, postprocessed
the results, and wrote the main manuscript. Prof. Yihan Xing, who is the
second author, contributed to the work conceptualization, provided comments
to the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion of the results. Prof. Muk
Chen Ong provided comments on the manuscript draft, supervision, and
discussion of the results.

Chapter 8: The ninth chapter presents the loads analysis of a tworotor
floating wind turbine concept undergoing bladepitch faults.
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This chapter is under review as:
El Beshbichi, O., Xing, Y., Ong, M.C. (2022). Load response of a tworotor

floating wind turbine undergoing bladepitch system faults. Wind Energy.
The PhD candidate is the first author of the paper and contributed to the

work conceptualization, conducted the numerical simulations, postprocessed
the results, and wrote the main manuscript. Prof. Yihan Xing, who is the
second author, contributed to the work conceptualization, provided comments
to the manuscript draft, supervision, and discussion of the results. Prof. Muk
Chen Ong provided comments on the manuscript draft, supervision, and
discussion of the results.

Chapter 10: The conclusions, original contributions to the PhD project,
and the recommended future research are given in the last chapter.
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Figure 1.3: Structure of the present thesis.
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the first development stage of the thesis. This stage
defined the general structure of the tool and implemented the hydrodynamic
loads, the aerodynamic loads, the stationkeeping loads, and the wind turbine
servo systems. Major assumptions considered at this stage are 1) single rigid
body dynamics, 2) simplified rotor dynamics used to determine the aerody
namic state of the system, and 3) concentrated aerodynamic loads computed
by mapping the steadystate aerodynamic coefficients of the baseline NREL 5
MWwind turbine. This aerodynamic modeling approach presents itself as a vi
able alternative to more complex beamelement momentum (BEM) models or
overly simplified approaches.

2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Hydrodynamics

The following method is based on work by Jonkman (2009b), where valida
tion and benchmark work can be found. Several assumptions are generally
considered to simplify the hydrodynamic problem. The body displacements
are assumed to be small, which is a valid assumption in most practical cases
(Jonkman, 2007). Assuming small body displacements is necessary to linearize
the hydrodynamic problem, take advantage of the superimposition principle,
and employ incident wave models such as Airy wave theory (Newman, 1977;
Faltinsen, 1993). The fluid is assumed inviscid and irrotational. The hydrody
namic problem can be split into hydrostatics, radiation, and diffraction. Added
mass and added damping compose the radiative contribution, while external
wave loads are associated with diffraction and FroudeKrylov loads (Faltinsen,
1993). The equations of motion of a rigid floater can be described as (Jonkman
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et al., 2009):

[M ]q̈ + [C]q + C0,3 = −[A]inf q̈ −
∫ t

0
[K(t− τ)]q̇dτ

+Fwaves + Fmooring + F drag − [B]addedq̇ + F g

(1)

where q denotes the floater rigid degrees of freedom (DoFs), [M ] and [C] are, re
spectively, the inertia and hydrostatic matrices, C0,3 is the buoyancy load from
Archimedes’ principle, [A]inf is the added mass matrix at infinite incident wave
frequency, [K] is the waveradiationretardation kernel matrix, Fwaves are the
loads from incident waves, Fmooring are themooring system loads, F drag are vis
cous drag loads, [B]added is the linear added damping matrix, and F g are the
gravitational loads.

Incident wave loads

The irregular wave elevation, ξ, can be defined as (Jonkman, 2007):

ξ(t) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
W (ω)

√
2πS2−Sided(ω)ejωtdω (2)

Equation (2) is an Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) of the 2SidedWave PSD,
S2−Sided(ω), and results in a time realization. W (ω) is the Fourier Transform of
a White Gaussian Noise (WGN) time realization, and can be defined in several
ways. In this work, it is defined through the piecewise BoxMuller formulation
(Box and Muller, 1958):

W (ω) = 0, if ω = 0

W (ω) = r(cosϕ+ jsinϕ), if ω > 0

W (ω) = r(cosϕ− jsinϕ), if ω < 0

(3)

where:
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r =
√
−2ln[U1(|ω|)]

ϕ = 2 U2(|ω|)
(4)

whereU1(ω) andU2(ω) are independent random samples defined on the unit in
terval (0,1). The 2SidedWave PSD is commonly defined bymeans of the JOint
North SeaWAve Project (JONSWAP) spectra, based on the PiersonMoskowitz
spectra. They are defined in the design standard IEC 614003 (International
Electrotechincal Commission, 2009).
The incident wave loads time realization, Fwaves(t), is related to the wave

elevation and defined as (Jonkman, 2007):

Fwaves(t) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
W (ω)

√
2πS2−Sided(ω)X(ω, ψ)ejωtdω (5)

where ψ is the heading angle, andX(ω, ψ) is the vector of waveexcitation loads
on the platform per unit wave amplitude. Figure 2.1 shows a wave amplitude
time realization (in this case relative toHs = 6mand Tp = 10 s), and the compar
ison between the target JONSWAP power spectral density with the one associ
ated with the time realization. The white gaussian noise contribution is clearly
visible.
Regular waves can be implemented by defining the PSD of a sinusoidal wave

of amplitude A and frequency ω∗:S1−Sided
r (ω) = 0, if ω ̸= ω∗

S1−Sided
r (ω) = (A/

√
2)2

dω , if ω = ω∗
(6)

where dω is the frequency resolution of the PSD.

WaveRadiation Damping

The waveradiation damping term,
∫ t
0 [K(t−τ)]q̇dτ , also called potential damp

ing, is a convolution integral implementing memory effects of the platform in
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Figure 2.1: a)Wave elevation time realization. b)Wave power spectral density
computed from time realization versus target JONSWAPpower spectral density
(Hs = 6 m and Tp = 10 s).
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teracting with the fluid (Jonkman, 2007). The convolution representation was
first proposed by Cummins (1962). If i and j are DOFs indices, the wave
radiationretardation kernel Kij(t) represents the hydrodynamic load acting
upon the platform in the direction idue to a unit platformvelocity impulse in the
direction j. The waveradiationretardation kernel matrix is commonly com
puted by an Inverse Cosine Transform (ICT) time realization of the frequency
domain damping matrix, [B(ω)]:

[K(t)] =
2

π

∫ ∞

0
[B(ω)]cos(ωt)dω (7)

FASTHydroDyn implements directly the convolution integral in the time
domain (Jonkman, 2007). However, the convolution term is inconvenient for
simulation and for the analysis and design ofmotion control systems (Perez and
Fossen, 2008). Because the convolution is a dynamic linear operator, it can be
approximated by linear ordinary differential equations or statespace model.
Kristiansen and Egeland (2003) have first proposed this approach for the ap
proximation of convolution integrals in hydrodynamic modeling. Duarte et al.
(2013) expanded HydroDyn with a statespace realization of the convolution
term, SSFitting. An approximation of the ij convolution term, µij:

µij ≃
∫ t

0
Kij(t− τ) ˙qijdτ (8)

can be defined in the statespace form as:

˙ξij = [α]ijξij + [λ]ij ˙qij

µij = [θ]ijξij + [γ]ij ˙qij
(9)

where [α]ij, [λ]ij, [θ]ij, [γ]ij are the ij statespace matrices, and ξij is the ij state
vector. The matrices dimensions are, respectively, (mxm), (mx1), (1xm), and
(1x1), where m is the statespace approximation order. After proper matrix
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assembly, the total statespace approximation can be defined as:

ξ̇ = [α]ξ + [λ]q̇

µ = [θ]ξ + [γ]q̇
(10)

The final matrices dimensions are, respectively, (36mx36m), (36mx6),
(6x36m), and (6x6). The statespace approximation implementation is based
on the system identification scheme employing the Hankel SVD method, first
proposed by Kung (1978). This scheme is implemented inMATLAB in the func
tion IMP2SS (impulse to statespace) within the Robust Control Toolbox. If the
input unit impulseresponse is discrete, the outputmust be scaled with the time
step, dt:

[α]ij = [α]ij

[λ]ij = [λ]ij

[θ]ij = [θ]ijdt

[γ]ij = 0

(11)

where [γ]ij is forced to be zero in order to keep the causality of the system
(Duarte et al., 2013).

This method allows for high accuracy but generally entails a high approx
imation order (m > 200). Consequently, the computational efficiency is re
duced (Duarte et al., 2013). Hankel Singular Values (HSVs) are ameasure of the
”energy” associated with each state variable of a dynamic system (Machowski
et al., 2012). The HSV distribution of the statespace approximation of the
waveradiationretardation kernel follows a Pareto distribution. That is, a small
number of states account for most of the total state energy. Figure 2.2 shows
theHSVdistribution for the statespace approximation of the surgesurgewave
radiationretardation kernel,K11(t). Only a small set of states accounts formost
of the impulse energy. For instance, the first two states account for 77.5 % of the
total impulse energy. It is then possible to consider a limited subset of states for
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Figure 2.2: Hankel Singular Values distribution (HSVs) for the surgesurge
waveradiationretardation kernel statespace approximation,K11(t).

the convolution approximation without losing accuracy. The model reduction
is carried out in MATLAB by means of the function BALMR (balanced model
reduction), which is based on truncation and Shur methods and implemented
in Robust Control Toolbox (Kenney andHewer, 1987; Kristiansen and Egeland,
2003).

Viscous Drag

In severe sea states, the hydrodynamic loads from linear potential flow theory
may be augmented by a term accounting for flow separation (Jonkman, 2010).
Morison’s formulation, used in the analysis of fixedbottom structures for off
shore wind turbines, may be used to define viscous drag loads for cylindrical
structures if 1) diffraction effects are negligible in severe sea states, 2) radia
tion damping is small, and 3) flow separation will occur in severe sea states
(Jonkman, 2007). The fluid velocity in the platform surge and sway directions
(1 for the surge direction, 2 for the sway direction) is defined from linear poten
tial flow theory as (Faltinsen, 1993; Jonkman, 2007):
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v1(t, x, y, z) =
cosψ

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
W (ω)

√
2πS2−Sided(ω)

e−jk(ω)[x cosψ+y sinψ]
cosh[k(ω)(z + h)]

sinh[k(ω)h]
ejωtdω

(12)

v2(t, x, y, z) =
sinψ

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
W (ω)

√
2πS2−Sided(ω)

e−jk(ω)[x cosψ+y sinψ]
cosh[k(ω)(z + h)]

sinh[k(ω)h]
ejωtdω

(13)

where h is the water depth and k(ω) is the wave number, defined through the
following implicit equation (Faltinsen, 1993):

k(ω)tanh[k(ω)h] =
ω2

g
(14)

The viscous drag load can be then defined as:

dFi
drag(t, z) =

1

2
CdρwaterDdz[vi(t, 0, 0, z)]− q̇i(z)]

|v(t, 0, 0, z)− q̇(z)|
(15)

where Cd is the drag coefficient, D is the spar diameter, dz is the vertical spar
section height, and i = 1 or 2.

Preprocessing

Numericalpanel codes are generally employed to solve the frequencydomain
hydrodynamic problem of floating platforms. The hydrodynamic quantities
needed are the added mass matrix [A(ω)], linear damping matrix [B(ω)], and
the vector of wave loads per unit wave amplitude, X(ω, ψ). In this work, the
frequencydomain hydrodynamic problem is solved by means of the industry
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Figure 2.3: Hydrodynamic preprocessing workflow (see Section 2.2.1).

standard numericalpanel code WADAM, available within the DNV software
SESAM (DNV, 2017). Figure 2.3 shows the preprocessing workflow. First,
the wetted surface geometry, in general of arbitrary shape, is provided to the
SESAM builtin CAD software GeniE. The extension .sat is compatible with the
package and can be exported by most commercial CAD software. The geometry
may also be developed directly in GeniE. Next, the frequencydomain hydro
dynamic analysis is carried out in WADAM. All the hydrodynamic quantities
are computed at the SWL. The resulting output file, with extension .LIS, is pro
cessed through an extraction tool developed for the purpose. The tool gives the
hydrodynamic quantities in canonical form. The waveradiationretardation
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kernel matrix is obtained from the frequencydomain damping matrix, [B(ω)].
The statespace approximation of each kernel matrix component ij is carried
out through the employment of the functions IMP2SS andBALMRwithinMAT
LAB. The single statespacematrices are assembled, giving rise to the final state
space formulation, [α], [λ], [θ], and [γ]. A tool for the generation of wave quanti
ties is also developed. Inputs of the tool are parameters describing the sea state
(Tp, Hs, ψ, h) and the vector of waveexcitation loads on the platform per unit
wave amplitude, X(ω, ψ). Outputs of the tool are the time realizations of wave
quantities (incident wave loads, wave amplitude, and horizontal fluid veloci
ties). All the quantities thus defined are stored in lookup tables communicating
with the modules in Modelica.

2.2.2 Mooring Lines

Station keeping of floating platforms is achieved by means of mooring lines.
Modeling of the mooring loads acting at the platform fairlead is often achieved
by means of either quasistatic or dynamic models (Cruz and Atcheson, 2016).
Quasistatic models assume dynamic equilibrium of the mooring lines. This
allows the description of stationkeeping loads as a function of the fairlead po
sition only. The dynamic approach allows for the account of local line dynamics.
Dynamic models are used in later stages where higher accuracy is needed, as in
the case of extreme responses and fatigue loads (Azcona et al., 2017). This work
implements a quasistatic mooring model for taut or slack catenary mooring
lines given its computational efficiency and sufficiently accurate results in the
context of prototypal analysis (Masciola et al., 2013). In this formulation, the
fairlead position is known from the global system dynamics, while the mooring
tension is computed at each instant as lookup relationship. Figure 2.4 shows
a schematization of a single mooring line. The implicit nonlinear formulation
computes the horizontal and vertical loads at the fairlead point, HF and VF , as
a function of the mooring stretching. Linear yaw stiffness is added to take into
account the rigidity given by the mooring lines and bridles (Jonkman, 2009b).
The formulation assumes a portion of the mooring line near the anchor point
laying on the seabed, xS. The mooring stretching is described by means of the
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Figure 2.4: Mooring line schematization.

fairlead horizontal and vertical distance from the anchor point, xF , and zF . Fig
ure 2.5 shows the mooring line load characteristic as a function of the fairlead
horizontal and vertical distance from the anchor point. Both horizontal and ver
tical mooring loads experience a steep rise when the mooring line gets tauter 
the nonlinear increment is particularly visible for horizontal distances higher
than 90 % of the unstretched mooring line length. Assuming a fairlead vertical
distance from the anchor point of about 250 m, the mooring line will be com
pletely detached from the seabed (xS = 0m) if the horizontal fairlead distance
from the anchor point exceeds 858.5 m.

2.2.3 Aerodynamics

Simplified Aerodynamics

Most numerical codes for the designFOWTs, such as FAST,HAWC2, andSIMA,
employ the bladeelementmomentum theory tomodel aerodynamic loads. The
aerodynamic loads acting on tower and blades are instantaneously computed
from the integration of finiteelement based drag and lift forces, allowing for
very good response precision (Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). Simplifiedmodels are
also used for feasibility and conceptual studies when the effects of rotor dynam
ics are negligible. Karimirad and Moan (2012a) investigated the response of a
dynamic link library called TDHMill (ThrustDynamicHorizontalMill), where
the aerodynamic loads are defined as an overall concentrated thrust load act
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Figure 2.5: Mooring line load characteristic (unstretched length 902.2 m,
mass density 77.71 kg/m, vertical length 250 m, diameter 0.09 m).

ing on the rotor hub. The response was compared with the HAWC2 BEMbased
code, showing good agreement for operational conditions. Nielsen et al. (2008)
analyzed the response of an integrated code for FOWTs loads employing sim
ilarly simplified aerodynamics. They compared the code response against ex
perimental data, showing good agreement. Rotor dynamics, distributed aero
dynamic loads, and detailed control dynamics are neglected. This type of sim
plified aerodynamics computes the thrust force acting on the hub as:

F =
1

2
ρairCt(Urel)AUrel

2 (16)

where ρair is the air density, Ct is the thrust coefficient,A is the total aera swept
by the rotor, and Urel is the relative velocity between the incoming wind flow
and hub:

Urel = Uwind − Uhub (17)

Uwind andUhub are local projections, transversal to the rotor plane, of thewind
and hub velocities referred to the global reference frame. Uwind incorporates the
3dimensional turbulent wind field at the hub. Figure 2.6 shows the thrust co
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Figure 2.6: Thrust coefficient as function of relative wind velocity used in sim
plified aerodynamic codes (Nielsen et al., 2008).

efficient used in simplified aerodynamic codes. The thrust coefficient profile
incorporates the effect of bladepitch control. A notch filter on the tower ve
locity signal is also incorporated to consider resonant motions above the rated
wind speed.

SteadyState Aerodynamics

This work implements steadystate rotor aerodynamics, including a simplified
rigidrotor EoM to define the aerodynamic state of the system. The rotor equa
tion of motion is (Jonkman, 2007):

(Irotor + γ2Igenerator)ω̇rotor = T − γTgenerator (18)

where Irotor is the rotor inertia, Igenerator is the generator inertia, γ is the gearbox
ratio, ωrotor is the lowspeed shaft rotational speed, T is the aerodynamic torque
acting on the lowspeed shaft, and Tgenerator is the generator torque acting on the
highspeed shaft. Table 2.1 shows the main drivetrain properties. Tgenerator is a
characteristic of the wind turbine, incorporating variablespeed torque control
and given as a tabulated function of the generator rotational speed (Jonkman,
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Table 2.1: Drivetrain properties NREL Baseline 5MW Wind Turbine
(Jonkman, 2007).

Irotor kgm2 3.86x107

Igenerator kgm2 534.12
γ 97
ωgenerator,rated rpm 1173.7

2007).

The aerodynamic loads acting on the system are composed of a concentrated
thrust load at the hub and a torque acting on the rotor’s lowspeed shaft. The
aerodynamic loads are defined by means of steadystate aerodynamic coeffi
cients. The aerodynamic loads can be written as:

F =
1

2
ρairCt(λ, β)AUrel

2 (19)

and:

T =
1

2
ρairRCq(λ, β)AUrel

2 (20)

where β is the rotorcollective bladepitch angle, R is the rotor radius, and λ is
the tip speed ratio, defined as:

λ =
ωrotorR

Urel,filtered
(21)

where Urel,filtered is the lowpass filtered relative velocity between incoming
wind and hub:

Urel,filtered = Uwind,filtered − Uhub (22)

The effective decoupling of the bladepitch angle from the aerodynamics
makes this method also suitable for the analysis of bladepitch control strate
gies  not possible with simplified tools such as TDHMill. The aerodynamic
coefficients are steadystate quantities. In order to avoid unrealistic fluctua
tions, the wind velocity used to define λ accounts for relatively steady velocity
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Figure 2.7: Thrust coefficient (NREL 5MWBaseline Onshore Wind Turbine).

variations by filtering out highfrequency content. The wind velocity profiles
are obtained through the NREL code TurbSim. The turbulence model consid
ered is the standard Kaimal. An IEC Class B normal turbulence model (NTM)
is used. The steadystate aerodynamic coefficients are obtained through the
NREL code FAST for the NREL 5 MW baseline wind turbine. AeroDyn v15 is
used to solve the aerodynamic loads. A steady wind profile is used (WindType =
1). A time step of 0.001 s is used. The rotor is assumed to be rigid (CompElast =
1). A steady blade airfoil aerodynamic model is used (AFAeroMod = 1). Blade
pitch control is deactivated. A batch analysis is carried out in order to collect
the aerodynamic profiles of the coefficients. λ is varied between 0 and 25, and β
between 5° and 25°. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the obtained thrust and torque
coefficients, respectively.
Themodeling of aerodynamic loads bymeans of steadystate coefficients nat

urally leads to unavoidable limitations. Aerodynamic effects induced by un
steady dynamic motions are neglected, such as the effects given by the dynamic
inflow, the rotor yaw motion, and the airfoil spatial orientation of the blades.
This method is generally suitable to assess only the overall dynamic response
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Figure 2.8: Torque coefficient (NREL 5MWBaselineOnshoreWind Turbine).

of FOWTs and leads to accurate results only when considering operational en
vironmental conditions (Karimirad and Moan, 2012a).

2.2.4 Servo System

Control of variablespeed wind turbines is achieved by regulating bladepitch
angles and generator torque (Bossanyi, 2000). Control is generally divided into
four regions as a function of the control objective:

• Region 1. Below cutin wind speed. In this region, no generator torque
allows drivetrain acceleration for startup.

• Region 2. Between cutin wind speed and rated wind speed. In this region,
aerodynamic power is optimized by regulating generator torque.

• Region 3. Between rated and cutout wind speed. In this region, genera
tor speed is maintained equal to the rated value by actuating bladepitch
angles. Generator torque control allows for either constant electric power
output or constant generator torque.
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Table 2.2: Major class specialization types.

Models Deploy classes, generic in nature, into a specific instance
Functions Algorithmic imperative sections within the declarative Modelica environment
Connectors Exchange variable information among functional blocks
Packages Organize complex class hierarchies

• Cutoff region. Above cutout wind speed. In this region, blades are fully
pitched for parking the wind turbine by disrupting the aerodynamic loads.

The bladepitch angleβ is commonly computedbymeans of a rotorcollective
PI control on the error between the generator rotational speed and its rated
speed value. The control system is based on the baseline NREL 5 MW wind
turbine PI controller (Jonkman, 2007). If the generator rotational speed error
is defined as:

f = (ωgenerator − ωgenerator,rated) (23)

the bladepitch angle can be computed as:

β = Kp(β)f +KI(β)

∫ t

0
fdt (24)

where Kp(β) and KI(β) are the proportional and integral gainscheduling, re
spectively. The gains vary to account for a reduction of aerodynamic power sen
sitivity to bladepitch angles (Jonkman, 2007).

2.2.5 Modelica

Modelica packages are organized as a set of hierarchicallystructured reusable
classes. Simple code structures can be used as fundamental classes and de
ployed in the definition of complex classes. Specializations may be assigned to
general classes. Table 2.2 lists the major class specialization types with a brief
description of their functionality. Classes deployed in a model are called func
tional blocks in this work. Functional blocks are characterized by input/output
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connectors that allow the exchange of functional quantities. Each functional
block is semiindependent, meaning that it only needs the definition of the nec
essary input quantities to be operative. The objectoriented nature of this ap
proach allows for great flexibility  once the code structure is developed, model
ing can be achieved graphically. The same code functionality can be employed
in a virtually unlimited number of physical configurations. Specific models are
constructed by the deployment of functional blocks. Models are generally used
for the compilation of specific analysis cases. Versions of Modelica and Open
Modelica used in this work are, respectively, v3.2.3 and v1.16.2. Figure 2.9
shows the diagram view of the Phase IV OC3 simplified model implemented in
Modelica. All the major functional blocks and their interactions are depicted.

2.3 Development

2.3.1 Baseline Design

The baseline singlerotor spartype NREL 5 MW Phase IV OC3 design is used
throughout the tool development process (Jonkman et al., 2009; Jonkman,
2010). This design has been extensively studied by researchers in the last
decade and literature focusing on its dynamic response is plenty (for reference
see Cruz and Atcheson (2016)). Moreover, the OC3 design is by default imple
mented in FAST v8, resulting in reasonably straightforward benchmark stud
ies. Figure 2.10 shows a schematization of the NREL 5 MW baseline wind tur
bine. Major properties of the design are listed in Table 2.3. Tower properties
are adjusted for floating deployment (Jonkman, 2010). Figure 2.11 depicts the
Phase IV OC3 spartype platform geometry. The platform is characterized by
a draught of 120 m, and a center of gravity (CoG) depth from the sea water
level (SWL) of about 89.92 m. Stationkeeping is achieved by means of three
catenary mooring lines. Table 2.4 summarizes the geometrical, inertial, and
hydrostatic properties of the system.
Figure 2.12 shows a topview schematization of the mooring system em

ployed in the Phase IV OC3 platform. The angle δ is equal to 30°. Three inde
pendent mooring lines are considered, installed at 120° from one another. The
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Figure 2.9: Diagram view of the Phase IV OC3 simplified model implemented
in Modelica.
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Figure 2.10: NREL 5 MW baseline wind turbine.
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Table 2.3: NREL 5MWBaselineWind Turbine Specifications (tower adjusted
for floating deployment) (Jonkman et al., 2009; Jonkman, 2010).

Rating MW 5
Rotor Orientation, Configuration Upwind, 3 Blades
Control Variable Speed, Collective Pitch
Drivetrain High Speed, MultipleStage

Gearbox
CutIn, Rated, CutOut Wind Speed m/s 3, 11.4, 25
CutIn, Rated Rotor Speed rpm 6.9, 12.1
Rotor, Hub Diameter P m 126, 3
Hub Height (w.r.t tower base) O m 80
Overhang A m 5
Tower Height (w.r.t tower base) B m 77.6
Tower CoG Zaxis Location (w.r.t tower
base)

C m 33.4

Nacelle CoG Xaxis Location D m 1.9
Nacelle CoG Zaxis Location E m 1.75
Drivetrain Shaft Tilt F deg 5
Distance Zaxis from Yaw Bearing to Shaft G m 1.96
Precone H deg 2.5
Blade Length (w.r.t blade root) L m 61.5
Distance between blade root and rotor axis m 1.5
Blade CoG Location (w.r.t blade root) M m 20.650
Blade Mass kg 1.75x104

Rotor Mass kg 1.10x105

Nacelle Mass kg 2.40x105

Tower Mass kg 2.49x1045

Blade Moment of Inertia (w.r.t blade root) kgm2 1.17x107

Nacelle Moment of Inertia (w.r.t Zaxis) kgm2 2.60x106

Generator Moment of Inertia (w.r.t shaft) kgm2 5.34x102
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Figure 2.11: Phase IV spartype OC3 geometry.
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Table 2.4: Phase IV OC3 spartype platform specifications (Jonkman et al.,
2009; Jonkman, 2010).

Draught Q m 120
Depth to CoG R m 89.92
Depth to fairlead S m 70
Diameter TU m 6.5 to 9.4 (tapered)
Water Displacement m3 8029
Mass (including ballast) kg 7.4x106

Roll Moment of Inertia about CoG kgm2 4.2x109

Pitch Moment of Inertia about CoG kgm2 4.2x109

Yaw Moment of Inertia about Centerline kgm2 1.6x108

Number of mooring lines  3
Angular distance between adjacent mooring lines deg 120
Unstretched line length m 902.2
Static mooring line horizontal length m 848.67
Radius to fairlead m 5.2
Line diameter m 0.09
Line mass density kg/m 77.71
Mooring Line Weight in Water N/m 698.09
Mooring Line Extensional Stiffness N 3.8x108

Yaw Spring Mooring Stiffness Nm/rad 9.8x107

Water Depth m 320
Water Density kg/m3 1025
Drag Coefficient  0.6
Heave Hydrostatic restoring stiffness N/m 3.3x105

Roll Hydrostatic restoring stiffness Nm/rad 1.3x109

Pitch Hydrostatic restoring stiffness Nm/rad 1.3x109

Surge added linear damping N/(m/s) 1x105

Sway added linear damping N/(m/s) 1x105

Heave added linear damping N/(m/s) 1.3x105

Yaw added linear damping Nm/(rad/s) 1.3x107
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Figure 2.12: Phase IV OC3 mooring lines schematization (topview).

unstretchedmooring line length is about 902.2m. The static mooring line hori
zontal length, l0, is about 848.67m, while the staticmooring line vertical length,
v0, is about 250m (Jonkman, 2010). The horizontal and vertical distance of the
fairleads from the anchor points need to be defined to determine the mooring
loads. To this end, the fairleads displacements in the platform surge and sway
directions computed from the global system dynamics (rij, where i is the ith
mooring line and j is the jth direction) can be projected in the mooring lines
local directions. The effective horizontal distances of the fairleads from the as
sociated anchor points can be written as:

xF,i = l0 +∆1(i)ri1 +∆2(i)ri2 (25)

where:

∆1(i) =


sinδ, if i = 1

sinδ, if i = 2

−1, if i = 3

(26)
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and:

∆2(i) =


cosδ, if i = 1

−cosδ, if i = 2

0, if i = 3

(27)

The effective vertical distances of the fairleads from the associated anchor
points are determined through the vertical fairleads displacements:

zF,i = v0 + ri3 (28)

The mooring line horizontal loads, referred to the mooring line local refer
ence frames, need to be referred to the fairlead global reference frame. The
transformation can be expressed as:HFi,1 = ∆1(i)HFi

HFi,2 = ∆2(i)HFi

(29)

where HFi,1 is the ith mooring line horizontal load projected in the platform
surge direction. Vertical mooring line loads do not need any transformation.

2.3.2 Single Rigid Body Dynamics

Standard code from the multibodyModelica Standard Library is used to imple
ment the system dynamics. A rigid body with mass and inertia tensor is used to
define the equations of motion of the full system. Five frame connectors are de
fined, three at the fairlead locations, i.e., wheremooring lines loads are applied,
one at the COG location, i.e., where hydrostatic restoring loads are applied, and
one at the SWL location, i.e., where the linear hydrodynamic loads are applied.
The body is referred to the global reference frame, placed at the seabed location,
by means of a free motion joint, where the system states are initialized. The
body velocity in the platform surge and sway directions as a function of water
depth (q̇1(z) and q̇2(z)) are computed through a twopoint linear interpolation.
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2.3.3 Hydrodynamics

Fivemodules are used to define the hydrodynamic loads, one for each load com
ponent. Each hydrodynamic module makes use of a single frame connector
where the associated load is applied. Hydrodynamic loads must be applied in
the same reference frame used by the panelcode to solve the linear hydrody
namic problem. The default frame used in WADAM is at the SWL. Modules
are fed by the associated platform state information, i.e., q, q̇, and q̈, and loads
are applied to the platform. FAST v8 hydrostatics separates the contribution
of body weight from the contribution given from hydrostatic restoring as the
global CoG may be subjected to significant displacements given by structural
flexibility (Jonkman et al., 2009). This effect has been assumed negligible. As
a consequence, hydrostatic quantities are defined as overall metacentric height
relationships (Faltinsen, 1993), and hydrostatic loads are applied to the global
CoG of the system.

Linear Relationships

Input state vectors (q, q̇, or q̈) are exchanged from the platform module to each
hydrodynamic loads functional block. The related linear loads are obtained by
scaling the input state vector with the associated matrix. Loads are defined as
external forces and resolved globally. All linear hydrodynamic load contribu
tions need to be applied at the location where the frequencydomain hydrody
namic problem is solved, i.e., at the SWL. Hydrostatic relationships are applied
at the COG as hydrostatic restoring torques are also defined through metacen
tric height relationships. The total buoyancy force from Archimedes’ principle
is implemented by means of a static world force directed upwards and resolved
globally.

WaveRadiation Damping

The waveradiation damping functional block is implemented by means of the
Modelica standard statespace module, solving a statespace system given the
input vector. Statespace variables are initialized at zero. The input vector is
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set equal to the input velocity state vector, q̇. All the loads are defined as world
forces and resolved globally.

Incident Wave Loads

Lookup tables in the time domain are used to compute the incident wave
loads. Modelica standard lookup modules allow for linearperiodic interpola
tion. Lookup start time is set to 0.1 s to aid the integrator initialization process.
A continuousderivative smoothness of table interpolation is used.

Viscous Drag

Time realizations of the water velocity fields in platform surge and sway direc
tions, varying with water depth, are implemented by means of lookup tables in
the time domain. Morison’s definition of drag loads included the variation of
platform diameter. The platform discretization step, dz, is set equal to 1 m.

2.3.4 Mooring Lines

The quasistatic mooring load module uses a single frame connector where the
mooring load at the fairlead is applied. Lookup tables in two dimensions are
used to compute the horizontal and vertical load components as a function of
the fairlead horizontal and vertical position. The variation of the vertical moor
ing loads as a function of farilead position is implemented as an optional feature.
Themodule is generalized to account for arbitrarymooring configurations. The
angle between the surge direction and the mooring line axis (positive counter
clockwise) is considered, and four cases (one for each plane quadrant) are im
plemented to adjust horizontal mooring load projections. Trigonometric load
projections account for high platform surge displacements, i.e., they account
for cases where surge displacement is big enough to significantly affect layout
angles. The following equations hold formooring configurations within the sec
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ond plane quadrant:

H =

√(
H0cosβ

)2

+

(
H0sinβ + u[1]

)2

Fx = F
H0sinβ + u[1]

H

Fy = F

√√√√1−
(
H0sinβ + u[1]

H

)2

(30)

where H is the mooring line length, H0 is the static mooring line length, β is
the angle between the mooring line angle and the sway axis, u[1] is the platform
surge displacement, F is the horizontal mooring load at the fairlead, and Fx
and Fy are, respectively, the horizontal mooring loads at the fairlead projected
in surge and sway direction. The additional yaw stiffness module implements
a linear relationship between platform yaw motion and yaw restoring moment
due to stationkeeping. The restoringmoment is applied in the frame at fairlead
depth in the platform centerline. Mooring loads are applied to the system at
time 0.1 s to aid the integrator initialization process.

2.3.5 Tower

The simplified tower module is used to define a reference frame local to the
rotor hub. The hub velocity vector, q̇hub, is exchanged from the simplified tower
functional block to the aerodynamic module.

2.3.6 SteadyState Aerodynamics

Table lookup in two dimensions is carried out to compute the aerodynamic
thrust and torque coefficients given the tip speed ratio, λ, and the rotor
collective rotorpitch angle, β. Time realizations of the wind turbulent velocity
field, obtained in TurbSim, are implemented by means of lookup tables in the
time domain. The input state vector, q, is exchanged from the platform func
tional block to the aerodynamic functional block to project the wind and hub ve
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locity transversal to the rotor plane. The filtered turbulent wind velocity needed
to compute λ is implemented by means of a lowpass butterworth filter with a
cutoff frequency set to 0.0033 Hz (5 minutes cutoff period). Table lookup in
one dimension is carried out to compute the generator torque given the genera
tor rotational speed. The rotorcollective bladepitch angle β is exchanged from
thePI control functional block to the aerodynamic functional block. Conversely,
the generator speed, ωgenerator, is exchanged from the aerodynamic functional
block to the PI control functional block. The thrust force is defined as external
force and resolved locally to the hub. A smooth initialization of the aerodynamic
module is implemented by adjusting initial values of λ and thrust force. λ is im
posed equal to 1 for the first 5 s of the analysis. The thrust force is set equal to
0 N for the first 2 s of the analysis, and equal to 2x105 N for the next 200 s.

2.3.7 Servo Systems

The bladepitch PI control and variablespeed torque control modules imple
ment servo algorithms in a manner similar to the NREL FAST baseline control
system (Jonkman et al., 2009). FAST models implement their controllers as
an external Dynamic Link Library (DLL) in the DNV Bladed code style (DNV,
2021). The bladepitch PI control module uses input and output real variable
connectors for the feeding of the generator speed and rotorcollective blade
pitch angle signals. Low pass filter of the generator speed is implemented by
means of a butterworth filter. A range limiter is used to saturate the total blade
pitch angle signal, and a slew rate limiter is used to implement the blade pitch
rate saturation. The variablespeed generator torque module implements the
low pass filter of generator speed, the saturation of generator torque, and the
saturation of generator torque rate in a similar fashion to the bladepitch PI con
trol module. Definition of generator speed regions is implemented in a manner
similar to the Bladedstyle DLL controller (see Appendix C in Jonkman et al.
(2009)).
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Table2.5: Summary of themodeling capabilities of themajor codes used in the
codetocode comparative analysis (Jonkman et al., 2010; Cruz and Atcheson,
2016; Leimeister et al., 2020). (T: Turbine. P: Platform. Mod: Modal dynamics.
MBS: MultiBody System. FE: FiniteElement. SS: SteadyState. QS: Quasi
Static. BEM: Blade Element/Momentum. PF: Potential Flow. ME: Morison’s
Equation.)

De
vel
oper

Structural
Dynamics

Aerody
namics

Hydro
dynam
ics

Mooring
Dynamics

Iden
tifier

Present
Model

 T: Simplified
P: Rigid

SS PF + ME QS

FAST NREL T: Mod/MBS
P: Rigid

BEM PF + ME QS

Simo
Riflex

MAR
INTEK

T: FE P: FE BEM PF + ME FE

HAWC2 DTU T: MBS/FE P:
MBS/FE

BEM ME FE

Bladed DNV T: Mod/MBS
P: Rigid

BEM PF + ME QS

2.4 Numerical Setup

The integration method used is the standard dassl, with a tolerance equal to
1x10−6 and time step equal to 0.1 s. The time step is associated with a Nyquist
bounded maximum dynamic frequency of 5 Hz, higher than the system natural
frequencies and therefore suitable to cover the rigid body dynamics.

2.5 Benchmark

In this section, a codetocode comparative analysis is performed by contrasting
the dynamic responses of major design codes against the dynamic response of
the present model.
Table 2.5 summarizes the modeling capabilities of the major codes used in

the validation analysis. Modeling capabilities are described in terms ofmethods
for structural dynamics, aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, andmooring dynamics
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Table 2.6: Load cases (LCs) used in codetocode comparative analysis, based
on IEA Phase IV (Jonkman et al., 2010).

Wind Conditions Wave
Conditions

Type

1.2 None: air density = 0 Still Water Eigenanalysis
1.4 None: air density = 0 Still Water Freedecay test time series
4.1 None: air density = 0 Regular Airy:

Hs = 6 m, Tp =
10 s

Periodic time series

4.1* None: air density = 0 Regular Airy:
Hs = 2 m, Tp =

variable

RAOs

4.2 None: air density = 0 Irregular Airy:
Hs = 6 m, Tp =
10 s, JONSWAP

spectrum

Power spectra

5.1 Steady, uniform, no shear: Vhub = 8 m/s Regular Airy:
Hs = 6 m, Tp =

10 s

Periodic time series

5.3 Turbulent: Vhub = 18 m/s, I = 0.18 Irregular Airy:
Hs = 6 m, Tp =
10 s, JONSWAP

spectrum

Power spectra

modeling. The load cases (LCs) used for the analysis are based on the standard
International Energy Agency (IEA) Wind Task 23, Phase IV (Jonkman et al.,
2010; Leimeister et al., 2020). The main reference code used for the compar
ative analysis is NREL FAST. The comparison is carried out in terms of eigen
value analysis, freedecay time series tests, and time series and power spectra
associated with different load conditions.
Table 2.6 outlines the load cases used in the comparative analysis. The eigen

value analysis is performed by linearizing the system in the neighbourhood of
its static equilibrium position when neither wind nor wave is acting (system
stationary in still water). A drag coefficient Cd= 0 is used for freedecay anal
ysis. The total simulation time is set to 600 s. The values of Hs and Tp in LC
4.1∗ are employed in order to compute the RAOs of the system. RAOs are fre
quency response functions defined as the ratio of a given DOF response am
plitude to a given regular wave amplitude. RAOs are used in the offshore oil
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and gas industry to assess the frequencydomain linear wavebody response of
floating platforms. RAOsof sparbuoyplatforms are significant only in platform
surge, heave, and pitch directions. OC3Hywind RAOs computed by means of
NRELFASTHydroDyn are used asmain reference (Ramachandran et al., 2013;
SeaFEM, 2018; Lin et al., 2019). Regular waves are employed to compute the
RAOs (LC 4.1∗). For each wave period considered, the hydrodynamic loads re
lated to a 1 m amplitude regular wave are applied to the system. Because the
procedure is based in the timedomain and only a limited number of wave pe
riods is considered, the obtained RAOs are discrete. A drag coefficient Cd= 0 is
used. The first 600 s are not considered in order to discard initial transients.
In order to compute the PSDs of the system response to irregular waves and
turbulent wind (LC 4.2 and LC 5.3), a simulation time of 4000 s is carried out.
The first 400 s are not considered to discard initial transients so that a net 1h
simulation time is used in the analysis. A 15th order onedimensional median
filter is used to smooth the PSD responses.

2.5.1 WindWave Dynamic Response

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 present an example of dynamic response of the system
subjected to irregular waves and turbulent wind in terms of platform surge and
pitch response. The dynamic loading of the system is relative to JONSWAP
irregular airy waves (Hs = 6 m and Tp = 10 s), and turbulent wind (V = 18 m/s,
I =0.167). The figures present time series at the SWLand smoothedPSDsbased
on 1h time history in the case of turbulent wind, constant wind, and waveonly
conditions. Mean displacement values of the system can be inferred from the
time histories. PSDs distribution clearly highlights energy peaks at platform
surge, pitch, and wave excitation frequencies.

2.5.2 LC 1.2  FullSystem Eigenanalysis

Figure 2.15 shows the natural frequencies of the rigid motions of the system
calculated through eigenvalue extraction. Most of the codes agree in their pre
diction, except for higher platform roll/pitch natural frequency computed with
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Figure 2.13: Surge response for coupled wavewind analysis. a) Surge time
history at SWL for irregular waves and turbulent wind (JONSWAP Hs = 6 m
and Tp = 10 s, V = 18 m/s, I = 0.167). b) Surge smoothed power spectral densi
ties based on 1h time history in the case of turbulent wind, constant wind, and
waveonly conditions.
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Figure 2.14: Pitch response for coupledwavewind analysis. a) Pitch time his
tory at SWL for irregular waves and turbulent wind (JONSWAPHs = 6mand Tp
= 10 s, V = 18m/s, I =0.167). b) Pitch smoothed power spectral densities based
on 1h time history in the case of turbulent wind, constant wind, and waveonly
conditions.
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Figure 2.15: Fullsystem hydroelastic natural frequencies from LC 1.2
(Jonkman et al., 2010; Leimeister et al., 2020)

HAWC2. Results obtained frompresentmodel are in good agreementwithmost
codes and match very well with the results obtained from the main reference,
NREL FAST.

2.5.3 LC 1.4  Free Decay

Figure 2.16 shows the free decay time series comparison in platform heave,
pitch, and surge directions. The freedecay time series obtained from present
model are compared against NREL FAST and other codes whose free decay re
sponses are available. A certain degree of variability is to be expected among
responses obtained through different design codes. For the platform surge free
decay test, most of the codes agree well with each other. POSTECHFAST shows
less hydrodynamic surge damping. This discrepancy is due to the lack of addi
tional linear damping in POSTECH results (Jonkman et al., 2010). Results ob
tained from present model agree very well with FAST results. For the platform
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Table 2.7: Natural frequencies of the OC3Hywind floating wind turbine ob
tained from present model through free decay tests.

Natural frequency [Hz]

Surge/Sway 0.0081
Pitch/Roll 0.035
Heave 0.0314
Yaw 0.122
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Figure 2.16: OC3Hywind free decay time series comparison in platform
heave, pitch, and surge directions fromLC 1.4 (Jonkman et al., 2010; Leimeister
et al., 2020).
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Figure 2.17: Response amplitude operators from LC 4.1∗ (Ramachandran
et al., 2013).

pitch freedecay test, most codes agree. Present model results show a slight dif
ference of platformpitch natural frequencywith respect to results obtainedwith
FAST  about 2.5 % higher from the present model. The difference is reason
ably limited (δ: 9e4 Hz,min: 0.0316 Hz,max: 0.0448 Hz, σ: 0.0047 Hz). For
the platform heave freedecay test all codes agree, except HAWC2 results which
show less hydrodynamic damping. Table 2.7 shows the natural frequencies of
theOC3Hywind systemobtained in the presentmodel through free decay tests.
The results agree with eigenanalysis.
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2.5.4 LC 4.1∗  Response Amplitude Operator (RAO)

Figure 2.17 shows the RAOs comparison in platform heave, pitch, and surge
motions. The blue line represents the discrete RAOs obtained from present
model. The red line represents the main reference RAOs obtained from FAST
HydroDyn (Jonkman, 2010; Ramachandran et al., 2013). RAOs computed in
present model and the ones computed from FAST are in good agreement. The
platformheaveRAOapproaches unity in the quasistatic region, which is a good
quality check for RAOs estimation and agrees well with the reference. Platform
pitchsurge coupling is clearly visible and is correctly detected both in platform
surge and pitch motions. A marginally higher amplitude response is experi
enced in present model in the upperresonance region, which is most likely as
sociated with the minor shift in the platform pitch natural frequency between
the two codes.

2.5.5 LC 4.1  HydroElastic Response with Regular
Waves

Figure 2.18 shows the time series of platform surge, pitch, and heave motions,
and downstream fairlead tension (mooring line #3  see Figure 2.12) under con
ditions given in LC 4.1. All of the platform initial transients obtained from all
codes are removed from the results. All codes agree except HAWC2 platform
surge response, which may simply have output the wrong parameter (Jonkman
et al., 2010). SIMO results are phaseshifted relative to the other codes. Present
model response agrees very well with NREL FAST response.

2.5.6 LC 4.2  HydroElastic Response with Irregular
Waves

Figure 2.19 shows the power spectral densities for the same parameters used
in Figure 2.18, computed under conditions given in LC 4.2. All codes removed
initial transients from the results. A net 1h simulation time history is used in
the PSD computation. Spectral shape estimates obtained from present model
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Figure 2.18: Hydroelastic time series with regular waves from LC 4.1
(Jonkman et al., 2010; Leimeister et al., 2020).
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Figure 2.19: Hydroelastic power spectral densities with irregular waves from
LC 4.2 (Jonkman et al., 2010; Leimeister et al., 2020).
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agree well with the main reference FAST. Wave energy is mainly distributed at
wave excitation frequency, i.e., 0.1 Hz. The distribution of energy at platform
surge, pitch, andwave frequencies obtainedwith presentmodel agreeswell with
NREL FAST.

2.5.7 LC 5.1  FullyCoupled Response with Regular
Waves

Figure 2.20 shows the time series of platform surge, pitch, heave, and yaw mo
tions, and downstream and upstream fairlead tensions (mooring line #2 and #3
 see Figure 2.12) under conditions given in LC 5.1. Thrust associated with the
steady wind causes nonzero mean loads and displacements. SIMO results are
phaseshifted relative to the other codes. For the platform surge displacement,
all codes exceptHAWC2 agreewell on the oscillation amplitude. Themean plat
form surge displacement varies slightly among codes. Themean platform surge
displacements obtainedwith SIMOandwith presentmodel are in a similar fash
ion slightly higher than the same results obtained from FAST. These differences
are, however, reasonably limited (δ= 1.5 m,min: 8.37 m,max: 15.10 m, σ: 2.66
m). The significant difference in platform yaw response among codes is clearly
visible in the figure. Present model platform yaw response is significantly lower
than the response obtained from FAST. The difference is due to the simplified
rotor dynamics assumptions employed in the present model. Lack of platform
pitchyaw coupling given by rotor gyroscopic effects leads to significant differ
ence in platform yaw dynamics.

2.5.8 LC 5.3  FullyCoupled Response with Irregular
Waves

Figure 2.21 shows the PSDs for the same parameters used in Figure 2.20, com
puted under conditions given in LC 5.3. Initial transients from the results ob
tained from all codes are removed. A net 1h simulation time history is used
in the PSD computation relative to present model. Spectral shape estimates
obtained from present model, given in terms of distribution of energy at plat
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Figure 2.20: Fullycoupled time series with regular waves and steady wind
from LC 5.1 (Jonkman et al., 2010; Leimeister et al., 2020).
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Figure 2.21: Fullycoupled power spectral densities with irregular waves from
LC 5.3 (Jonkman et al., 2010; Leimeister et al., 2020).
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form surge, pitch, and wave frequencies, agree well with those obtained from
FAST. As previously noted in LC 4.2, wave energy is highest at wave excita
tion frequency, i.e., 0.1 Hz, and most are in good agreement on wave energy
distribution. Wind energy is mainly distributed in the lowfrequency region,
corresponding to the highest energy of the wind (Jonkman et al., 2010). Plat
form yaw response deviates significantly due to simplified rotor dynamics. The
lowfrequency platform yaw response is negligible in present model due to the
lack of platform pitchyaw coupling induced by the rotor dynamics. The high
frequency platform yaw response is negligible in present model, also affected
by the lack of drivetrain dynamics. Platform yaw dynamics is then effectively
decoupled from the overall windinduced response in the present model, and
the energy content in the platform yaw PSD is mainly associated with the wave
loads. Therefore, platform yaw inaccuracy should be considered as one of the
major limitations of this method when considering OC3Hywind applications.

2.6 Conclusions

This chapter presented a novel objectoriented approach to model the fully
coupled dynamic response of floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs). The
code accounts for hydrodynamic loads, stationkeeping loads, aerodynamic
loads, and servo systems in an integrated environment. The key features of
fered by the method are the following:

1. Its structure naturally allows for easy implementation of arbitrary platform
geometries and platform/rotor configurations.

2. The analysis time is significantly faster than that of standard codes and
results are accurate in situations where rotor dynamic contribution is neg
ligible.

3. An extremely flexible modeling environment is offered by the object
oriented nature of Modelica. Moreover, the current modeling facility used
for code development is opensource and is naturally suitable for code
sharing.
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The aerodynamicmodel computes the aerodynamic loads through themapping
of steadystate aerodynamic coefficients. Thismodeling approach can be placed
at the intersection between simplified aerodynamic methods, such as TDHMill,
and full beamelement momentum aerodynamic methods. Aerodynamic loads
are composed of a concentrated thrust and a concentrated torque. The thrust
acts at the hub, while the torque is applied at the rotor lowspeed shaft of a sim
plified rigid rotor equation of motion (EoM) used to account for the rotor re
sponse. Codetocode benchmark considered the response of the Phase IV OC3
system to standard load cases, resulting in a good agreement. The next chapter
will present the development of a complete multibody dynamics environment,
the structural dynamics of tower and blades, and bladeelement momentum
aerodynamic load capabilities.
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the second development stage of the thesis. This stage
defined the structural dynamics of tower and blades and the aerodynamic loads
acting on blades based on the bladeelement momentum approach.
The slender geometry of blades and tower allows to assume them as flexible

beams with mass and stiffness continuously varying along their span. Major
methods based on classical beam theory used to model the structural dynamics
of wind turbine blades and tower are 1) the assumed modes (AM) formulation
(also called normal mode summation method) (Jonkman, 2003), 2) the finite
element (FE) formulation, and 3) the multibody (MB) formulation (also called
lumped parameter formulation). The AMmethod describes the elastic flexibil
ity of beam structures by considering a truncated vibration mode series. This
method is computationally efficient and allows for sufficient accuracy. FAST
relies on AM for blades and tower structural dynamics modeling. However,
AM requires accurate reprocessing ofmodal quantities each time the structural
system is modified. The FE method divides the structure into finite elements
specifying the local stress and deformation field (Liu and Quek, 2014). DNV
Bladed uses a FE formulation for structural dynamics modeling (DNV, 2021).
Examples ofModelica implementation of flexible beams bymeans of the FE for
mulation are present in literature (Ferretti et al., 2005; Murua et al., 2006). FE
procedure is the most accurate, but the implementation procedure is cumber
some and computationally demanding. In this work, the system dynamics and
structural dynamics are modeled by means of an MBbased approach, and the
MSLmultibody environment is employed. Further information concerning the
MB approach employed can be found in Section 3.2.2.
Full bladeelement momentum capabilities are achieved by integrating into

Modelica the wellestablished aerodynamic module AeroDyn v15 and wind
profile processor InflowWind developed by NREL and utilized within FAST.
FAST v8 (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence) is a comprehen
sive opensource tool written in Fortran 90 and used for the fullycoupled aero
hydroservostructural analysis of two and three bladed horizontalaxis wind
turbines (HAWTs) (Jonkman andBuhl, 2005). OpenFAST, a new version of the
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Figure 3.1: Modularized schematization of the tool developed in this work.

code, has recently been released (NREL, 2020). FAST couples different codes
in a single structure within the socalled modularization framework.
A thorough codetocode benchmark study is carried out for validation by

considering the baseline Phase IV OC3 spartype singlerotor design against
FAST, showing almost identical results between the codes.
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Figure 3.2: Relationship between local flow condition parameters and local
aerodynamic loads of a single blade element.

3.2 Methodology

Figure 3.1 depicts a schematization of the tool developed in this work, where the
major theories and external tools employed are highlighted. The next sections
present in detail the development methodology of the multibody package, the
structural dynamics of tower and blades, and bladeelement momentum aero
dynamics.

3.2.1 Aerodynamics

The bladeelement momentum theory (BEMT), also called strip theory, is
widely utilized to compute the aerodynamic state of wind turbines due to its
simplicity, reasonable accuracy, and computational efficiency. AeroDyn v15
implements BEMT with the inclusion of Prandtl tip and hub losses, as well as
PittPeters skewed flow and Gaulert corrections (Moriarty and Hansen, 2005).
In the blade element theory, the blades are discretized in finite independent
elements. The relationship between local flow condition parameters and lo
cal aerodynamic loads of a blade element is typically depicted as in Figure 3.2,
where Ω is the rotor angular speed, φ is the relative wind angle, U is the inflow
wind speed, Urel is the relative local wind speed, a is the local axial induction
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factor, a′ is the local tangential induction factor, c is the blade element chord
length, r is the distance of the blade element from the rotor center, dFL and
dFD are, respectively, the differential local lift and drag forces, and dFN and
dFT are, respectively, the differential normal and tangential forces referred to
the rotation plane. The relationship between the total local aerodynamic loads
and the local flow condition can be easily derived and expressed as:

dFN =
1

2
bρU 2

rel(Clcosφ+ Cdsinφ)cdr (1)

dQ =
1

2
bρU 2

rel(Clsinφ− Cdcosφ)crdr (2)

where dQ is the differential torque acting on the rotor, b is the number of blades,
ρ is the air density, Cl is the airfoil lift coefficient, Cd is the airfoil drag coeffi
cient, and dr is the radial differential thickness of the control volume.

BEM capabilities are achieved by means of the solver AeroDyn v15 within
FAST v8 (Moriarty and Hansen, 2005). This version of the code implements
classic BEM theory as wake model. Prandtl tip and hub losses are included,
as well as PittPeters skewed flow and Gaulert corrections. Steady airfoil aero
dynamics is used throughout the work, although AeroDyn v15 is able to con
sider BeddoesLeishman unsteadymodel. AeroDyn presented itself as a natural
choice for the task at hand given its widespread use and opensource platform.
The next chapters present in greater detail the AeroDyn v15 code structure and
how the coupling with the dynamic code implemented in Modelica has been
achieved. Turbulent wind profiles are computed by means of the NREL routine
TurbSim (Jonkman, 2009a). TurbSim generates turbulent wind fields from the
selection of a given spectral model and spatial coherence model. TurbSim is
based on Veer’s method to generate the wind profiles, which is based on the
factorization of the spectral matrix. AeroDyn v15 is not able to take into ac
count aerodynamic interactions, as each blade element is independent of the
flow condition and from other elements. This may have a significant effect on
the fullycoupled analysis of tworotor FOWT systems. A correction may be
extracted from CFDbased models by assessing the steadystate velocity field
around the rotors for different states of the system and later coupling the re
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sulting wind velocity deficit to the undisturbed wind profile. To date, the issue
is left as a subject for future work.

3.2.2 Structural Dynamics

Wind turbine blades generally vibrate in flapwise, edgewise, and torsional
directions, while wind turbine towers vibrate in longitudinal (foreaft) and
transversal (sideside) directions. Structural vibrations given by aeroelasticity
negatively affect the system performance and its structural reliability (Xu et al.,
2020).
The structural dynamics of tower and blades are modeled by means of an

MBbased approach. HAWC2, developed and distributed by DTU Wind En
ergy, makes use of anMB formulation for the structural dynamics of blades and
tower (Larsen and Hansen, 2007). Literature focusing on the application of the
MB method in the structural dynamics of wind turbine blades is plenty. For
instance, Zhao et al. (2007) presented the MBmodeling procedure of wind tur
bine blades based on rigid bodies connected through cardanic joints. Mo et al.
(2015) presented a blade aeroelastic coupling based on theMBprocedure. Jiang
and Duan (2011, 2016) performed vibration analysis of wind turbine blades and
tower using an MB approach.
The MB approach employed in this work assumes small, linear, and elastic

structural deformations, and makes use of a collection of discrete flexible units
approximating the local structural dynamics of slender bodies (in this work they
are called generalized beam elements, GBEs) (Miller et al., 2017). Each GBE is
composed of two rigid bodies coupled with connecting springs and dampers
defining its stiffness and dissipative properties. If bending deformations are
considered, the equivalent spring coefficient of the GBE can be obtained from
equalling the spring torque at the elastic joint and the bending moment of an
equivalent continuous beam. The joint torque T can be defined as:

T = kRθ (3)

where kR is the spring coefficient, and θ is the deflection angle. On the other
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Figure 3.3: Blade structural discretization into generalized beam elements
through MB approach.

hand, the bending momentM of a continuous beam unit can be computed as:

M =
EIb
R

(4)

whereEIb is the beam flexural rigidity, andR is the bending radius of curvature.
For small angles θ ≃ lb/R, where lb is the undeformed beam unit length. The
spring coefficient can be thus computed as:

kR =
EIb
lb

(5)

The procedure is similar in the case of elastic torsional deformations. Figure
3.3 depicts the blade structural discretization into GBEs (N bodies, NB GBEs).
Joints have no spatial attribute and can enable all the local structural DoFs of
the blade. More commonly, however, only the most important modes are en
abled, i.e., the flapwise (y), the edgewise (x), and the torsional (z) mode. The
flexural and torsional stiffness associated with a single GBE can be computed
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Figure 3.4: NREL 5 MW baseline wind turbine blade distributed structural
properties as function of blade span (Jonkman et al., 2009).

as (Xu et al., 2020):

Kx = EIx/l (6)

Ky = EIy/l (7)

Kz = GJ/l (8)

where Kx and Ky are, respectively, the flexural stiffness in the edgewise and
flapwise direction,Kz is the torsional stiffness,EI andGJ are, respectively, the
blade flexural and torsional rigidity, and l is the GBE length, L/NB [where L is
the blade length]. Rigidities and mass density vary significantly as a function
of the blade span, and their variation is normally determined experimentally.
For instance, Figure 3.4 shows the variation of flexural/torsional rigidities and
mass density as a function of blade span for the NREL 5 MW baseline wind
turbine, determined from experimental data of LMH645 blades (Lindenburg,
2002; Jonkman et al., 2009). Rigidities and mass per unit length associated
with each GBE are computed assuming mean values interpolated from the dis
tributed quantities.

The reason for employing theGBEbasedMBapproach in this work for struc
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Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of the Phase IVOC3model implemented
in Modelica.

tural dynamics is twofold. Firstly, themultibody environment within theMod
elica Standard Library makes it the most straightforward approach to imple
ment. Secondly, MB allows for higher modeling flexibility and fidelity if com
pared to the AM approach, while keeping computational economy if compared
to the FE approach.

3.2.3 Modelica

Figure 3.5 depicts the graphical representation of the fullycoupled Phase IV
OC3 model as implemented in Modelica. The model is structured as a set of
functional blocks communicating through connections graphically represented
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Figure 3.6: OpenModelica animation of the Phase IV OC3 model imple
mented in Modelica.

as wirings. The variables P, V, O, and L, stand for, respectively, the position, ve
locity, orientation, and applied loads of each aerodynamic node of the system.
Blue wirings are associated with the exchange of variable information between
functional blocks, while black wirings connect reference frames of the multi
body environment. For instance, each blade is connected to the hub at the blade
root through a reference frame connection. Additional variable exchange is also
used between blades and hub to obtain the orientation of the unpitched blade
root frame to compute inplane and outofplane deflections. Further informa
tion can be found in the next sections. OpenModelica also features a 3D anima
tion environment forMBmodels, a particularly useful development tool. Figure
3.6 depicts an animation render of the fullycoupled Phase IV OC3 model.
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3.3 Development

3.3.1 Baseline Design

The baseline singlerotor spartype NREL 5 MW Phase IV OC3 design is used
throughout the tool development process, as presented in Section 2.3.1.

3.3.2 MultiBody Dynamics

The multibody code library implements distinct modules for each structural
component type. Moreover, twowelldistinctmodules are implemented to han
dle rigid and flexible structures and are used independently in relation to the
modeling necessity.

Rigid Tower

The rigid tower module is composed of two frame connectors at the tower base
and tower top connected to a rigid body with mass.

Nacelle

Two frame connectors are used in the nacelle module. One frame is placed at
the tower top for communication with the tower module, and one at the shaft
bearing location for communication with the hub module (frames a and c in
Figure 2.10, respectively). Frame a is connected to a revolute joint to enable
yaw dynamics. This is achieved by imposing a forced movement to the associ
ated axis flange. Yaw dynamics is modeled by means of a secondorder transfer
function between the yaw angle input signal and the flange movement (fn = 3

Hz, ζ = 2 %). The maximum yaw rate limit is implemented by means of a slew
rate limiter. The nacelle and generator equations ofmotion are implemented by
using rigid bodies with mass and inertia tensor. The nacelle body is connected
to the frame at the tower top rotating as prescribed by yaw dynamics (frame
b in Figure 2.10). A prescribed rotation and translation between frame b and
frame c are used to implement the shaft tilt (F in Figure 2.10) and the distance
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in the zaxis from the tower top to shaft (G in Figure 2.10). Shaft bearing is
implemented by means of two revolute joints grounded to frame c and rotat
ing about the shaft axis. An ideal gearbox without inertia and friction losses is
used between the flange axes to implement the low and high speed sides of the
shaft (LSS and HSS, respectively). The generator body is connected to the HSS
frame, while the LSS frame is used as frame connector (frame d in Figure 2.10).
An external torque acting at the HSS and resolved locally is used to implement
the generator torque.

Hub

The hub module takes into account hub and shaft. Four frame connectors are
used, i.e., one at the LSS frame and three at each blade root location. The
shaft is modeled as a rigid body with negligible inertia. Drivetrain torsion is
implemented by means of a revolute joint connecting the LSS frame and the
shaft. Torsion properties are implemented by means of a rotational spring and
damper in parallel. The hub equations of motion are included by means of a
rigid body with mass and inertia tensor. Two prescribed rotations are used to
implement the precone angle and relative orientation angle of each blade root
frame. A revolute joint is used to implement blade pitch angle dynamics. Sim
ilar to the nacelle yaw dynamics, the implementation is achieved by means of
a forced movement coupled with a secondorder transfer function (fn = 5 Hz,
ζ = 2%).

Rigid Blade

The rigid blademodule is composed of a rigid bodywithmass and inertia tensor
and a frame connector at the blade root. Modelica resolves the inertia tensor in
the CoG of the rigid body. Therefore, the blade moment of inertia referred to
the blade root must be transported to the blade CoG by means of the classic
transportation formula IG = IR −MbCG

2 [where IG and IR are, respectively,
the blade moment of inertia referred to the CoG and blade root,Mb is the blade
overall mass, and CG is the CoG location referred to the blade root].
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Floating Platform

The platform module is composed of a number of frame connectors placed at
particular locations by means of prescribed translations. The locations consid
ered are the global reference frame, SWL, CoB, total CoG, CoG of spar only,
platform top, each fairlead, and fairlead depth in the platform centerline. The
platform equations of motion are implemented by using a rigid body with mass
and inertia tensor. The platformbody is connected to the global reference frame
by means of a free motion joint where the system states are initialized. Several
real variable connectors are used to feedmodules with platform states informa
tion (q, q̇, q̈, fairlead displacement, platform displacement as function of depth).

3.3.3 Structural Dynamics

The flexible blade and tower modules implement the structural flexibility by
means of lumped elastoinertial parameters. Arbitrary mesh refinement is
achieved by implementing single beam units composing the overall slender
structures. Figure 3.7 depicts the general Modelica representation of the beam
unit module, together with a depiction of the aerodynamic node structure. The
structural beam unit makes use of four frame connectors. Connectors of the
type B are used to connect beam units to one another. Connectors of the type
A are instead used to connect the aerodynamic nodes to the structural system.
The Atype frame connected to a given aerodynamic node changes in relation
ship to the number of beam units considered (span length per beam unit de
creases by increasing the number of units). For this reason, Atype frame con
nectors are defined in array form to automatize the connection process. The
beam unit deploys two rigid bodies with mass and inertia tensor (not used)
and two revolute joints to enable flapwise (foreaft) and edgewise (sideside)
motion. Torsion and axial stiffness are not included to date. Linear rotational
springs and dampers are used to implement local structural stiffness and damp
ing. Frame connectors are used to define the aerodynamic nodes (Nds[i] in
Figure 3.7 [where i is the ith aerodynamic node]), which are placed at the local
aerodynamic center of the blade. The associated aerodynamic loads (F [i] and
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Figure 3.7: Beam unit module for structural dynamics implementation in
Modelica with aerodynamic node structure in addition. Twist implementation
is associated with blade unit only. Aerodynamic node twist accounts for adjust
ment of local structural twist angle.

M [i]) are implemented by means of an external force and torque and are re
solved globally. A prescribed translation and rotation are used for each aerody
namic node to define its global position. The prescribed translation Position[i]
takes into account the node span along the bladepitch axis and the local out
ofplane offsets of the aerodynamic center as a result of blade curvature and
blade sweep. On the other hand, the prescribed rotation Twist[i] considers the
local aerodynamic twist angle of the airfoil adjusted for the approximated local
twist used in the structural system, Twist_s. The tower beam unit and the def
inition of tower aerodynamic nodes clearly do not account for twist, curvature,
and sweep. The blademodule uses frame connectors at the blade root, blade tip,
and undeflected blade tip (the latter is rigidly connected to the blade root frame
by means of a prescribed translation). Blade tip deflection referred to the un
deflected position is computed as the difference between tip displacement and
undeflected tip displacement. Deflection is projected according to the orienta
tion of the unpitched blade root frame, obtained from the hubmodule, to obtain
inplane and outofplane quantities. Tower deflections are defined similarly.
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3.4 ModelicaAeroDyn Integration

FAST v8 is structured as a set of independent modules implementing differ
ent physical domains of bottomfixed and floating wind turbine systems. The
development language is Fortran 90. The standardized structure, called mod
ularization framework, enables easy access and manipulation of source code
(Jonkman, 2013). Each module is featured by associated dynamic states, input
and output variables, and internal parameters. Two approaches exist for mod
ule coupling  loose and tight coupling. Loose coupling integrates the modules
states by means of independent solvers and achieves coupling by exchanging
input and output variables at each time step. Tight coupling, on the other hand,
integrates all the dynamic states with a common solver. Loose coupling is im
plemented in FAST due to major benefits such as modularity, software reuse,
independentmodeling, and customization (Felippa et al., 2001). Tight coupling
is not yet supported in the latest OpenFAST releases (NREL, 2020). Loose
coupling can lead to numerical errors or numerical instability in some cases
(Jonkman, 2013). Numerical stability of looselycoupled algorithms is studied,
for instance, by Gasmi et al. (2013). FAST employs a fixed coupling time step
common to all modules to aid convergence performance. Modules are com
posed of subroutines, which can be either public or local. Public subroutines
are used to control the module, while local subroutines implement the under
lying numerical computations. Subroutines manipulate variables defined by
means of specialized type structures. Figure 3.8 shows the typical flow of pub
lic subroutines used to call a general module in FAST v8, where u and y are,
respectively, the input and output variables, p are the module parameters, s are
the generalized module states, and t is the integration time step. The first sub
routine initializes all the module variables, states, and parameters according
to input info (userdefined from .dat file) and it is called only at the simula
tion start. The second subroutine interpolates the module states at the current
time step from the information of system states at previous time steps. The
third subroutine performs the main module computations and returns the out
put variable y at the current time step given the module states s and the input
variable u. Finally, the last subroutine performs cleaning procedures, and it is
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  Init

 End

  Compute Output

  Update States

Figure 3.8: Public subroutines flow used in the call of a general module in
FAST v8.

called only at the simulation end.
AeroDyn v15 makes use of three different modules within FAST v8, i.e.,

NWTC_Library, InflowWind, andAeroDyn itself. NWTC_Library containsma
jor algorithmic implementations and is commonly used throughout FAST v8.
InflowWind computes the wind velocity components undisturbed from struc
ture proximity at the location of the aerodynamic nodes along blades and tower.
Turbulent input wind profiles are preventively computed by means of the rou
tine TurbSim (Jonkman, 2009a). InflowWind input data contain the position of
the aerodynamic nodes, while the output data hold the associated wind velocity
components.
AeroDyn v15 uses input data from the structural dynamic code (ElastoDyn

in FAST) and from the turbulent wind flow code, InflowWind, to compute the
aerodynamic loads acting on each aerodynamic node. AeroDyn v15 input data
contain information about the orientation, the translational displacement, and
the translational velocity of each aerodynamic node, and wind velocity compo
nents at the location of the aerodynamic nodes along blades and tower. Orien
tations are defined as 3x3 directioncosine matrices. All quantities are referred
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to the inertial reference frame located at the tower base. Aerodyn v15 output
data, on the other hand, contain information about the aerodynamic force and
moment acting on each aerodynamic node. Loads are given referred to the in
ertial reference frame. It is clear how proper AeroDyn coupling with arbitrary
structural dynamic codes can be achieved by feeding the necessary information
to the AeroDyn input data structure and employing the AeroDyn, InflowWind,
and NWTC_Library modules according to their own function.
Modelica is able to interface with routines written in external libraries by

means of external functions (The Modelica Association, 2017). Direct support
is available for routines written in C and Fortran 77. To date, direct support
for Fortran 90 routines is not available. As a result, the most robust strategy to
integrate AeroDyn v15 and InflowWind modules in Modelica is by means of a
dedicated DLL. The approach can be stated as follows. A general aerodynamic
subroutine can be developed in Fortran 90 and compiled in DLL to call the pub
lic subroutines needed to control the AeroDyn v15 and InflowWind modules.
In other words, the aerodynamic subroutine implements the direct functional
relationship between the dynamic state of the system at a given time and the
resulting aerodynamic loads. A buffer, written in C, can be used to load the ex
ternal DLL and link the stored aerodynamic subroutine to a C function. Lastly,
the C function can be easily imported intoModelica achieving the desired inter
face.

3.4.1 CBuffer Architecture

Two types of variables are used in the Cbuffer, i.e., pointers and local vari
ables. Pointers refer to the address occupied by another variable and are used
to interface the Cbuffer to the input/output variables defined in Modelica and
in the F90 aerodynamic subroutine, as shown in Figure 3.9. Local variables,
on the other hand, are used to carry out the specific local computations and
to call the external subroutine. Input variables originating from the Modelica
structural dynamic code, um, are the position vector, orientation matrix, and
velocity vector of the hub, the blade roots, and the aerodynamic nodes at the
tower and blades. On the other hand, output variables computed by the aerody
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Figure 3.9: Variable flow between Modelica, Cbuffer, and the aerodynamic
subroutine (stored in DLL).

namic subroutine, yd, are the aerodynamic loads computed at the aerodynamic
nodes of the tower and blades. The definition of the C function structure follows
Modelicaspecific argument type mapping (The Modelica Association, 2017).
AeroDyn v15 handles fixed time steps only, while Modelica can accommo

date variable time steps. Therefore, the Cbuffer is developed in such a way as
to allow for AeroDyn calls at fixed time steps regardless of the time steps used
by the Modelica solver, as shown in Figure 3.10 [where ∆t is the fixed aerody
namic time step,N is the current aerodynamic simulation time step, time is the
current Modelica simulation time, and P,O, V, L stand, respectively, for nodes
position, orientation, velocity, and aerodynamic loads]. AeroDyn computation
is carried out only while N∆t < time.

3.4.2 Aerodynamic Subroutine Architecture

Two variables declaration, i.e., passed and local, are used in the aerodynamic
subroutine to handle incoming variables from theCbuffer. Passed variables are
used to interface the subroutine to the Cbuffer, while local variables are used
to perform local operations. Passed variables are further specialized into two
intent types, i.e., input type (IN) or output type (INOUT). Fortran 90 stores
multidimensional arrays in columnmajor while C stores them in rowmajor.
As such, the variables passed from the Cbuffer to the aerodynamic subroutine
must be properly rearranged to keep array structure consistency. The same pre
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Figure 3.10: Scheme used to accomodate the AeroDyn v15 solver (fixed time
steps) in Modelica (variable time steps).

cision kind must also be used for variables exchanged between Modelica and
Fortran 90. Since Modelica exports variables in double precision only, it is im
portant to define all the variables of the aerodynamic subroutine as double pre
cision. Figure 3.11 depicts the functional flow of the aerodynamic subroutine.
The initialization block is executed only at the simulation start. First, proper
allocations are given to initialization variables. Modules variables, parameters,
and dynamic states (if present) of AeroDyn v15 and InflowWind are initialized
according to userdefined input information. Position and orientation of hub
and blade roots from Modelica are used to initialize the aerodynamic nodes
mesh of blades and tower in AeroDyn v15. Hub position is also used to ini
tialize InflowWind. Input information not needed during the main calculations
are finally deallocated.

The functional flow at each time step can be presented as follows. The struc
tural variables incoming from Modelica are used to update the AeroDyn v15
input data. The position of the aerodynamic nodes at blades and tower is also
used to update the InflowWind input data. Next, the wind velocity components
at the position of the aerodynamic nodes are computed. The inflow variables in
the AeroDyn v15 input data are then updated with the new wind velocity pro
file. An array of Aerodyn v15 input data is then updated with input information
corresponding to the previous and the current time step. A linear interpola
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Table 3.1: Numerical integration setup.

Integration Method ida
Tolerance 104

Linear Solver total pivot
–maxSizeLinearTearing 0
Non linear Solver kinsol

tion order is hence assumed. Since the aerodynamic subroutine is called from
the Modelica structural code, the system states are known beforehand. As a
consequence, interpolation is not strictly necessary. However, the associated
computation is retained to maintain source code consistency. Next, the Aero
Dyn v15 dynamic states at the current time step are determined bymeans of the
interpolated data previously defined. InflowWind module, on the other hand,
does not feature any dynamic state. Lastly, the AeroDyn v15 output channels
are computed, corresponding to the aerodynamic forces and moments acting
at the aerodynamic nodes. The loads are returned normalized per unit length.
Dimensionalization of the aerodynamic loads can be achieved by making use of
the equivalent structural length associated with each node.

3.5 Numerical Setup

The default integration method implemented in OpenModelica is DASSL (Dif
ferential/Algebraic System Solver) (Petzold, 1982), an implicit higherorder
solver with variable stepsize. The solver IDA, however, is found to give a more
robust performance in the context of this work. IDA is part of the solver fam
ily SUNDIALS (Suite of Nonlinear and Differential/Algebraic equation Solvers
(Hindmarsh et al., 2005). Similar to DASSL, IDA is an implicit higherorder
solver with variable step size. Table 3.1 lists the numerical integration setup
found to give reasonable stability and robustness. Total pivot, method using
a total LU factorization for undetermination systems, is used as linear solver.
Linear tearing is disabled. This is known to significantly improve the perfor
mance of large systems in combination with sparse solvers. Kinsol, on the other
hand, is used as nonlinear solver. Kinsol implements a combination of Newton
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Figure 3.12: Power spectral densities of irregular wave amplitude (Hs = 6 m,
Tp = 10 s). Blue line represents the target JONSWAP spectrum. Dots represent
estimates from four different seeds. Green crosses depict the seed average. a)
OM Hydrodynamic preprocessor. b) FASTHydroDyn.

Krylov, Picard, and fixedpoint solver (Taylor and Hindmarsh, 1998).

3.6 Benchmark

The baseline Phase IV OC3 design is also used for benchmark analysis. In the
following sections, results obtained with the present code are compared with
those computed in FAST v8. Identical turbulent wind and irregular wave time
realizations are used.

3.6.1 Hydrodynamic PreProcessing &Mooring Lines

Estimation of power spectral densities (PSDs) associated with the time realiza
tion of wave elevation profiles and incident wave loads are used to benchmark
the hydrodynamic preprocessing module. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 depict, re
spectively, the PSDs of irregular wave amplitude and wave load in the platform
pitch direction estimated from time realizations (Hs = 6 m, Tp = 10 s). Four
different seeds are considered. The time series are obtained with the hydrody
namic preprocessing module (a) and FASTHydroDyn (b). Good power distri
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Figure 3.13: Power spectral densities of wave load in the platform pitch direc
tion (Hs = 6 m, Tp = 10 s). Four different seeds are considered. a) OM Hydro
dynamic preprocessor. b) FASTHydroDyn.

bution is obtained. As coarse time sampling leads to PSD scatter, the seed aver
age is used to reduce the relative effect of noise. As expected, the seedaveraged
wave amplitude PSD converges to the target JONSWAP spectrum.
The radiation damping is approximated in the time domain by means of a

statespace representation. Only two states are used to approximate each ker
nel component (thus reducing the kernel dynamics to a secondorder ordinary
differential equation). A unit platform velocity impulse can be fed to the state
space model to reconstruct the kernel components associated with the corre
sponding exciting impulse direction. Figure 3.14 shows the waveradiation re
tardation kernel components obtained by exciting the statespace model with
velocity unit impulses. The resulting kernels are then compared with the ref
erence. It is clear how two states are sufficient to cover most of the impulse
dynamics. Additional states may be necessary in cases where radiation damp
ing is characterized by highfrequency energy content, for instance in the OC4
semisubmersible hydrodynamic response (Robertson et al., 2014a).
The benchmark of mooring lines is often assessed in terms of the non

linear relationship between static platform displacements and the resulting
mooring restoring loads (Jonkman et al., 2009). Figure 3.15 shows the load
displacement relationship as computed in OM and FAST (Jonkman, 2010).
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Figure 3.14: Waveradiation retardation kernel components obtained by us
ing velocity unit impulses in the statespace radiation damping approximation.
Comparison with reference kernel components. Two states are used for the
statespace approximation of each kernel component (s=2).
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Figure 3.15: Loaddisplacement relationships of the Phase IV OC3 moor
ing system as computed in OM and FAST (Jonkman, 2010). Only surge/pitch
mooring loads due to surge displacement are depicted.
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Table 3.2: Fullsystemnatural frequencies of the Phase IVOC3 systemas com
puted in OM (NT = 2, NB = 6) against reference FAST frequencies (Jonkman
et al., 2010;Matha, 2010; Lupton and Langley, 2017). OM frequencies are com
puted in the time domain through freedecay and sweepsine tests.

OM [Hz] FAST [Hz]

Surge 0.008 0.008
Sway 0.008 0.008
Heave 0.0314 0.032
Roll 0.035 0.034
Pitch 0.035 0.034
Yaw 0.122 0.121
Tower foreaft 1st 0.490 0.473
Tower sideside 1st 0.490 0.457
Drivetrain torsion (freefree) 1.667 1.700
Tower foreaft 2nd 3.632 3.751
Tower sideside 2nd 4.312 4.258
Blade flapwise 1st 0.634 0.666
Blade flapwise 2nd 1.951 1.920
Blade flapwise 3rd 4.204 N.A.
Blade edgewise 1st 1.126 1.080
Blade edgewise 2nd 4.144 N.A.

Only mooring loads in the platform surge and pitch direction due to a static
displacement in the surge direction are depicted. A very good match is clearly
obtained between the two codes. Mooring nonlinearities are thuswell described
with the present implementation. Moreover, the platform surge natural period
computed from freedecay tests, which is strongly associatedwithmooring stiff
ness, is also agreeing very well between the codes, as shown in Section 3.6.3.

3.6.2 Structural Dynamics

As the structural model of blades and tower is composed of lumped elements,
accuracy will depend on the number of blade/tower units employed. As a con
sequence, the benchmark consists in evaluating the convergence of the struc
tural response to reference values. Convergence is given for the components
inertia properties and for the associated structural frequencies. OM frequen
cies are computed in the time domain. Table 3.2 presents the fullsystem natu
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Figure 3.16: a) Power spectral densities of tower foreaft deflection computed
by means of sweepsine excitation at the SWL in the platform surge direction.
b) Power spectral densities of tower sideside deflection computed by means of
sweepsine excitation at the SWL in the platform sway direction. Uncoupled
PSDs (rigid blades) are obtained for different number of tower units employed,
NT . Coupled PSD (flexible blades) is also included (NB = 6, NT = 2). Com
parison with reference FAST frequencies (Jonkman et al., 2010; Matha, 2010;
Lupton and Langley, 2017).

ral frequencies as computed in OM, together with reference FAST frequencies
(Jonkman et al., 2010;Matha, 2010; Lupton and Langley, 2017). Values are rel
ative to two tower units and six blade units (NT = 2,NB = 6). Platform natural
frequencies are determined from freedecay tests, as presented in Section 3.6.3.
The structural frequencies of blades, tower, and drivetrain are determined from
freedecay and sweepsine tests. Drivetrain torsion is relative to a generator
rotor freefree condition. Figure 3.16a and Figure 3.16b show, respectively, the
uncoupled (rigid blades) PSDs of tower top foreaft (FA) and sideside (SS) dis
placement determined for different number of tower units, NT . Coupled PSD
(flexible blades) is also included forNB = 6. Sweep sine excitation is applied at
the SWL in the platform surge and sway direction, respectively. Linear sweep
rate is used. Pitch natural frequency is visible, as well as the frequencies as
sociated with the first two tower FA/SS modes. It is clear how two units are
sufficient to obtain full tower convergence. Tower inertia convergence is neg
ligible given geometric regularity. Blades and tower structural coupling signif
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Figure 3.17: Convergence of blade overall (integrated) mass (a) and rotor in
ertia (b) as function of blade units employed (NB) against reference FAST.

icantly affect the second tower FA frequency, shifting from about 2.79 Hz to
about 3.63 Hz. On the other hand, the second tower SS frequency is found to
be only marginally affected by structural coupling.

Due to the complex distributed structural properties, the blade struc
tural dynamic benchmark must consider both the convergence of the blade
mass/inertia and of the associated structural frequencies. The overall rotor in
ertia can be estimated in the time domain by assessing rotor acceleration due to
a prescribed external torque. Figure 3.17 shows the blade overallmass and rotor
inertia convergence as a function of the number of blade units employed. Five
blade units are sufficient to reach full mass/inertia convergence (maximum 2%
deviation from reference). Figure 3.18a andFigure 3.18b show, respectively, the
uncoupled PSDs (rigid tower) of blade (zero azimuth) outofplane (OoP) and
inplane (IP) deflection determined for different number of blade units, NB.
Sweep sine excitation in the platform surge direction (a) and the platform sway
direction (b) is applied at the SWL. Resonance peaks at the platform pitch natu
ral frequency aswell as at the flapwise and edgewise structuralmodes are clearly
visible. It is clear that a good frequency convergence is achieved regardless of
the number of blade units employed. The third flapwise and second edgewise
modes are also detected at about 4.3 Hz and 4.1 Hz, respectively.
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Figure 3.18: a) Power spectral densities of blade outofplane deflection com
puted by means of sweepsine excitation at the SWL in the platform surge di
rection. b) Power spectral densities of blade inplane deflection computed by
means of sweepsine excitation at the SWL in the platform sway direction. Un
coupled PSDs (rigid tower) are obtained for different number of blade units
employed, NB. Comparison with reference FAST frequencies (Jonkman et al.,
2010; Matha, 2010; Lupton and Langley, 2017).

3.6.3 Global Dynamics

Throughout the dynamic benchmark exercise, six blade units and two tower
units are used (NT = 2,NB = 6). Table 3.3 shows the load cases considered for
the present dynamic benchmark, which are based on Phase IV Offshore Code
Comparison Collaboration (Jonkman et al., 2010). The load cases are charac
terized by the associated enabled DoFs, the wind condition, the wave condi
tions, and the resulting analysis type. The first two load cases consider the fully
flexible wind turbine deployed onshore (retaining offshore tower geometry),
under steadystate and turbulent wind conditions. Aerodynamic loads acting
on the tower are not considered. A selection of steadystate operational curves
from load case 2. 1 is shown inFigure 3.19. The codes performalmost identically.
Amarginal deviation of blade outofplane deflection is detected at rated opera
tional conditions (about 0.3 m higher in FAST at 11.4 m/s). Small deviations in
blade deflections are to be expected given the different modeling assumptions
used. Fullycoupled response time series from load case 2. 2 are shown in Figure
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Table 3.3: Summary specifications of loadcase simulations used in bench
mark study, based on IEA Phase IV Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration
(Jonkman et al., 2010).

Enabled DoFs Wind Conditions Wave Conditions Analysis
Type

2.1 Tower, Blades Steady. Vhub = 3–25
m/s

N.A. Operational
curves

2.2 Tower, Blades Turbulent (Kaimal,
NTM B). Vhub = 11.4

m/s

N.A. Time series

2.3 Platform None Still Water Freedecay
time series

2.4 Platform, tower None Regular Airy: Hs = 6 m,
Tp = 10 m

Time series

2.5 Platform, tower None Irregular Airy
(JONSWAP):Hs = 6 m,

Tp = 10 m

Time series,
PSDs

2.6 Platform, tower,
drivetrain, blades

Steady. Vhub = 8 m/s Regular Airy: Hs = 6 m,
Tp = 10 m

Time series

2.7 Platform, tower,
drivetrain, blades

Turbulent (Kaimal,
NTM B). Vhub = 11.4

m/s

Irregular Airy
(JONSWAP):Hs = 6 m,

Tp = 10 m

PSDs

NTM: normal turbulence model
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Figure 3.19: Steadystates operational curves from load case 2.1 (offshore
tower geometry is used in both codes).
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Figure 3.20: Fullycoupled response time series from load case 2.

3.20. The same turbulent input file (.bts) is used in the two codes. As it is clear,
the codes result in almost identical responses. Figure 3.21 shows the freedecay
time series from load case 2. 3 associated with the platform surge (a), heave (b),
and pitch (c) directions. Initial displacements of 10 m and 10 deg are used. A
good response is obtained. Platform heave freedecay yields identical results.
No significant hydrodynamic radiation is present for spartype structures in the
heave direction (Jonkman, 2010). Thus, heave dynamics is fully determined by
the system inertia and the dynamic loads from incident waves. Some variabil
ity in the system damping is found in the platform surge and pitch directions.
The damping ratio from logarithmic decrement in the surge direction found in
FAST and OM is, respectively, about 0.097 and 0.143. In the platform pitch di
rection, the damping ratio from logarithmic decrement is, respectively, about
0.063 and 0.088. As radiation damping is approximated by means of a state
space representation, a certain degree of variability in damping properties is ex
pected. Resulting time series from load case 2. 4 are given in Figure 3.22. Also in
this case, codes perform almost identically. Load case 2. 5 is a variation of load
case 2. 4 where external loads are relative to prescribed irregular waves realized
from JONSWAP spectrum. The same realization is used in both codes (same
pseudorandom seeds). The resulting time series are given in Figure 3.23. The
associated power spectral densities are shown in Figure 3.24. Energy content
is distributed in a similar fashion between the codes. The major peak around
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Figure 3.21: Freedecay time series from load case 3.
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Figure 3.22: Fullycoupled response time series with regular waves from load
case 4.
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Figure 3.23: Fullycoupled response time series with irregular waves from
load case 5.
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Figure 3.24: Fullycoupled response power spectral densities with irregular
waves from load case 5.
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Figure 3.25: Fullycoupled response time series with regular waves from load
case 6.

the characteristic wave period is clearly visible (0.1 Hz), as well as energy peaks
at the platform surge (0.008 Hz), platform heave (0.032 Hz ca.), and platform
pitch (0.035 Hz) motions, and the first tower foreaft mode (0.49 Hz). Load
case 2. 6 considers the fullsystem dynamics, i.e., platform motion, drivetrain
and control systems, and tower/blades structural dynamics. The response is
due to steadystate wind conditions and prescribed regular waves. Figure 3.25
shows the resulting time series in terms of platform surge motion (a), platform
heave motion (b), platform pitch motion (c), platform yaw motion (d), tower
foreaft deflection (e), towertop shear (f), towertop bendingmoment (g), blade
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Table 3.4: Specifications for computing unit used in performance analysis.

CPU Intel®Core™i79700 3.00 GHz
RAM 64 GB DDR4 2666 MHz SODIMM
Drive 512GB M.2 2280 PCIe SSD NVMe

outofplane deflection (h), blade inplane deflection (i), rotor speed (j), down
wind fairlead tension (k), and upwind fairlead tension (l). Very good results are
clearly obtained. Load case 2. 7 considers fullsystem response due to turbulent
wind and irregular waves. The same windwave realizations are used in both
codes (same pseudorandom seeds). Rated wind condition is considered, i.e.,
11.4 m/s. Results are given in terms of power spectral densities for the same
parameters introduced in load case 2. 6, as shown in Figure 3.26. Also in this
case, thematch between the codes is very good. Reference values for the system
natural frequencies are depicted (fromTable 3.2), as well as themean rotor rev
olution frequencies. Match of blade flapwise modes with references are relative
to the collective modes, which do not change natural frequency significantly at
11.4 m/s (Johnson et al., 2019).

3.7 Performance

Table 3.4 lists the specifications of the computing unit used to estimate the
present code performance. The latest available OpenModelica compiler is used
(v1.18.1). Conditions prescribed in load case 2.7 are used. The performance
index considered is the time ratio, i.e., simulated time versus CPU time. The
time ratio is evaluated as a function of the structural dynamic fidelity of the sys
tem, i.e., the number of units used for blades structural dynamic modeling. The
effect of the radiation damping statespace approximation order on the code
performance is also evaluated. Simulation settings used are listed in Table 3.1.
Performace of the reference code FAST is also evaluated. FAST performance
evaluation only takes into account radiation damping as computed from convo
lution in the time domain (RdtnMod=1). Moreover, FAST performance evalu
ation only considers a purely rigid and a fullyflexible case. In the flexible case,
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Figure 3.26: Fullycoupled response power spectral densities with irregular
waves from load case 7 (ωr = 11.4 m/s). Reference FAST frequencies and rotor
revolution frequencies are also depicted (Jonkman et al., 2010; Matha, 2010;
Lupton and Langley, 2017).
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Figure 3.27: Performance study. a) OM Time Ratio (simulated time versus
CPU time) as function of structural dynamic fidelity (tower/blade units N con
sidered). The effect of the radiation damping statespace approximation order
on the system performance is also considered. b) FAST Time Ratio as function
of structural dynamic fidelity (flex case considers all tower/bladesmodesDoFs).
The radiation damping effect on the system performance is also depicted.

all rigid and structural modes DoFs are enabled. Results are depicted in Fig
ure 3.27. Figure 3.27a shows the time ratio for the present code, while Figure
3.27b shows the performance of reference code FAST. The present code per
formance is comparable with FAST. FAST time ratio does not vary significantly
(max: 4.53, min: 3.85). The present code performance, on the other hand,
varies as a function of structural dynamic fidelity and the statespace radiation
approximation order. If no radiation damping is considered, the purely rigid
dynamics time ratio is about 7. The time ratio reduces to about 2 if six blade
units and a sixthorder statespace approximation are used. A lower time ratio
is expected given higher modeling fidelity. However, computational improve
mentmay be achieved by optimizing the blade structural code. Future workwill
address code performance optimization.

3.8 Conclusions

This chapter presented the further development of a fullycoupled aerohydro
servoelastic tool able to easily accommodate arbitrary platform and tower ge
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ometries and number of wind turbines employed. Development is carried out
in Modelica, making use of the modelica standard library and the associated
multibody environment. Key implementations are the following:

• A complete multibody environment accounting the themajor system com
ponents has been developed.

• Full beamelement momentum capabilities were achieved by integrating
into Modelica the NREL opensource aerodynamic module AeroDyn v15
and windprofile processor InflowWind within FAST v8. To establish this
interface, a dedicated aerodynamic subroutine is written in Fortran 90 and
compiled in a dynamic link library. A code buffer is also developed in C to
bridge Modelica and Fortran 90.

• Structural dynamics of tower and blades is implemented by means of an
MBbased approach, thus discretizing such structures with a series of con
centrated masses and stiff joints.

The standard singlerotor Phase IV OC3 design is used throughout the devel
opment and benchmark process. A thorough codetocode benchmark is per
formed by assessing the present code accuracy against FAST v8, and positive
results and good performance of the present tool are obtained. To date, no aero
dynamic interaction between rotors is included, as well as the tower influence
on thewind field and aerodynamic loads on the tower. Aerodynamic interaction
between adjacent rotorsmay be handled within BEMaerodynamics by first em
ploying CFDbased models to assess the steadystate velocity field around the
rotors for different states of the system, and later coupling the resulting wind
velocity deficit to the undisturbed wind velocity field computed in InflowWind.
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Abstract

The dynamic response of a tworotor wind turbine mounted on a spartype
floating platform is studied. The response is compared against the baselineOC3
singlerotor design. Structural design shows how the tworotor design may
lead to a mass saving of about 26% with respect to an equivalent singlerotor
configuration. Simulations predict significant platform yaw response of the
tworotor floating wind turbine  about 6 deg standard deviation at the rated
operating wind speed. It is shown how the platform yaw response is directly
caused by the turbulence intensity at the hub coupled with the transversal
distribution of thrust loads on the structure. A coupled control strategy for
the rotorcollective blade pitch controller is proposed, in which a simple
proportional control mitigating platform yaw motion is superimposed to the
baseline OC3 PI controller. Numerical simulations show how platform yaw re
sponse is reduced by about 60%, at the cost of mean power loss at belowrated
wind speeds of about 100 kW and maximum increase of the rotorcollective
bladepitch angles standard deviation of about 2 deg. Parametric analysis of
mooring lines design shows how an equivalent mass density of the line of at
least 190 kg/m is needed to avoid vertical loads at the anchors.

Keywords: Floating offshore wind turbines, Dynamic analysis, Multi
rotor wind turbines, Sparbuoy platform, Modelica.
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4.1 Introduction

Offshore wind energy is a steadily growing industry, reaching in 2019 a total
worldwide offshore wind power capacity of 30 GW out of a total worldwide
wind power capacity of 600 GW (GWEC, 2019). Offshore wind energy is ap
pealing since wind speed is much greater offshore than inland, and since many
of the drawbacks ofwind turbine deployment derives from interactionwith pop
ulated areas (Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). Ideal wind energy sites are mostly lo
cations where water depth far exceeds 50 m, while bottomfixed offshore wind
turbines are economically feasible to be deployed only in shallow water depths
(Jonkman, 2007). Floatingwind turbines (FOWTs), able to be deployed in deep
waters, offer a technological solution, and may thus help in the reduction of the
overall levelized cost of energy (LCoE) associated with wind energy.
Reduction of the overall LCoE may in principle be achieved also by means

of downscaling wind turbines into equivalent multirotor systems (two or more
wind turbines installed on the same structure). The development of multirotor
wind turbines is an old idea, first developed early in the 20th century when the
lack of advanced glass fiber composite materials made the manufacturing of
large rotors unfeasible (Jamieson and Branney, 2012). The rated power of a
wind turbine is proportional to the net area swept by the rotor blades  it thus
scales with the square of the rotor radius. However, the blade mass generally
increases with the cube of the rotor radius, thus making an array of smaller tur
bine units advantageous (Jamieson and Branney, 2012). Multirotor wind tur
bine concepts are also interesting froman economical and logistical perspective,
since small blades are easier tomanufacture, transport, and deploy with respect
to state of the art blade sizes. Vestas Wind Systems A/S installed a multirotor
demonstrator at the Technical University of Denmark, named 4RV29, com
posed of four 225kW wind turbines mounted on a single structure and in oper
ation between 2016 and 2019. van der Laan et al. (2019) recently compared nu
merical results obtained from several ReynoldsAveraged NavierStokes equa
tions (RANS) tools against fieldmeasurements of power performance andwake
deficit, showing faster wake recovery and marginally higher power output at
belowrated environmental conditions given by the rotors aerodynamic inter
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action. Bastankhah and Abkar (2019) also performed a largeeddy simulation
to study the wake flow properties of a similar fourrotor concept. They found
out that the wake recovery is faster at short downwind distances with respect
to a singlerotor system. The EUfunded project InnWind (INNWIND, 2015)
proposed a 20 MW configuration composed of 45 turbines 444 KW each. Con
clusions claimed a reduction of the LCoE against an equivalent singlerotor con
figuration of about 15%. KirchnerBossi and PortéAgel (2020) showed that the
optimization of the layout ofmultirotorwind farmsmay lead to significant ben
efits also in terms of overall power density compared to a baseline singlerotor
wind farm layout. Research of multirotor concepts mounted on floating plat
forms is to date scant. First concepts date back to the time of the earliest works
in the field, such as the work of Heronemus (1972). Multiple Unit Floating Off
shore Windfarm (MUFOW) (Barltrop, 1993) was a UK based project started
in 1993 aiming at the investigation of the feasibility of arrays of wind turbines
mounted on a single floating platform. However, the idea has yet to be stud
ied thoroughly and its feasibility has yet to be analyzed in detail. The overall
dynamic response of the floating system must be carefully studied, as well as
the aerodynamic interaction of the rotors under operative and extreme envi
ronmental conditions.
In this work, the dynamic response of a tworotor wind turbine mounted on

a spar floating platform is studied. The study relies upon a reduced aerody
namic model, simplified yet adequate to get the overall dynamic characteristics
of the tworotor FOWT concept. The advantageous stability and relatively sim
ple design and manufacturing of spartype platforms made it one of the most
studied designs over the years, and the abundance of reference designs makes
it suitable to be used in conceptual analyses. Phase IV OC3, for instance, is
widely used as a major reference design (Jonkman, 2009b, 2010). Fullscale
deployment of floating wind turbines also utilized spartype design, as in Hy
windDemo (Equinor, 2020a), the first fullscale prototype of a FOWTdeployed
in Norway in 2009, as well as in Hywind Scotland (Equinor, 2020b), the first
floating wind farm situated in Scotland and commissioned in 2017.
The analysis of this work relies on an inhouse tool for the simplified fully

coupled analysis of FOWTs concepts. The predictive tool is developed in Mod
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elica, a nonproprietary, declarative, objectoriented language developed by the
nonprofitModelica Association and employed to convenientlymodelmulti do
main systems (The Modelica Association, 2020). The tworotor FOWT sys
tem is modeled as a rigid body. A dummy degree of freedom (DOF) describing
the simplified rigid rotor dynamics is added to the system equations of motion
(EQM) in order to determine the aerodynamic state of the system. The aerody
namic loads are then modeled as concentrated thrusts acting on the rotor hubs
and as concentrated torques acting on the rotor lowspeed shafts. The aero
dynamic loads are computed by considering the relative velocity between the
hub and wind transversal to the rotor plane andmapping the steadystate aero
dynamic coefficients of the wind turbine. This method is thought of as a sim
plified alternative to more complex beamelement/momentum (BEM) models,
and previous work showed how results obtained are accurate in terms of overall
dynamic response in operative environmental conditions (El Beshbichi et al.,
2021b). The method, however, presents major limitations when considering
more complex dynamic interactions. The rotors flexibility and dynamic con
tributions to the overall system dynamics are neglected. The aerodynamic in
teraction between rotors, as well as the aerodynamic effects induced by skewed
flows are also not considered.

The present work is structured as follows. First, the tworotor wind turbine
concept (2WT) is presented. A simple structural study is carried out in order
to define firstattempt tower dimensions and inertial properties. Moreover, the
spar platform design is carried out by setting forth general hydrostatic perfor
mance considerations. Next, the dynamic response of the 2WT system is ana
lyzed and contrasted with the response of the reference OC3 floating wind tur
bine. The response of the 2WT system is analyzed by means of two different
rotorcollective blade pitch control strategies: the baseline OC3 controller, and
a coupled controller that incorporates mitigation of yaw response. Finally, re
marks about mooring lines dimensioning applied to the 2WT system are given.
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Table 4.1: NREL offshore 5MW Baseline Wind Turbine Specifications
(Jonkman, 2007).

Rotor Diameter m 126
Hub Height m 90
Rotor Mass kg 110x103

Nacelle Mass kg 240x103

CutIn, Rated, CutOut Wind Speed m/s 3, 11.4, 25
CutIn, Rated Rotor Speed rpm 6.9, 12.1

SWL 7.6 (D1)

10.5 (D2)
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Figure 4.1: a) OC3 geometry [m] (Jonkman, 2007, 2010). b) 2WT configu
ration selected in the present study [m]. (* When only the floating platform is
considered, the depth to COG is 89.9 m for the OC3 platform, and 121.5 m for
the 2WT configuration.)
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4.2 MultiRotor Wind Turbine Concept

Figure 4.1 shows the tworotorwind turbine concept defined in the presentwork
in relation to the standard OC3 design (Jonkman, 2007, 2010). The concept is
composed of a tworotor wind turbine mounted on a sparbuoy floating plat
form. As in any new technology development, the tworotor FWT will eventu
ally converge to themost optimal concept. This means that the OC3 spar design
might not be themost optimal concept for the tworotorWT. However, the OC3
spar design has been studied extensively by a large number of researchers over
the last decade. Using this concept in the present paper offers the advantage of
greatly aiding result assessment.
The hub height from the sea water level (SWL) is about 90m, while the hori

zontal distance between the hubs is about 138.6 m. The center of gravity (COG)
of the OC3 system is about 78m from the SWL, while it is about 100.9 m for the
2WTsystem. StandardNREL5MWwind turbines are used in this study, whose
main specifications are listed in Table 4.1. The horizontal rotor spacing is as
sumed to be 10% of the rotor diameter, inspired by the multirotor turbine con
cept installed at DTU Risø by Vestas A/S (Bastankhah and Abkar, 2019). The
2WT tower is composed of a main vertical tapered cylinder, a secondary verti
cal cylinder mounted on top of it, and two horizontal tapered cylindrical arms
supporting the rotor nacelle assemblies (RNAs). Wires are used to connect the
end of the horizontal arms to the top of the vertical structure. The inclination
angle of the wires is 30 deg. This structural geometry allows for distribution of
the aerodynamic loads on the horizontal arms as bending loads, while the wires
distribute the static loads given by the arms selfweight and RNAs concentrated
weight at the hubs as compression loads on themain structure. The assessment
of local buckling resistance is neglected at this stage.
In the context of the present work, a simple structural dimensioning of the

tower is carried out with the aim of defining firstattempt global inertia prop
erties of the FOWT system. The following study is thus simplified and not in
tended to focus on detailed structural design. Table 4.3 summarizes the se
lected tower geometry in terms of crosssectional dimensions of each tower
subdomain. Data are given in terms of inner diameter, outer diameter, and
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Table 4.2: Parameters used in simple tower structural design (European Stan
dard, 2006).

ρsteel kg/m3 8500
Syield (JIS SS400) MPa 230
Wire Grade, Rr MPa 1960
Wire Fill factor, f  0.8
Wire Spinning loss factor, k  0.9
Wire Self weight N/mm3 830x107

Safety factor, γ  1.4

Table 4.3: Tower geometry selected in simple structural design, maximum
loads and utilization ratio.

Vertical
tower

Horizontal
arms

Top
cylinder

Wire

Inner diameter (base) m 6.22 4.732 3.26 
Outer diameter (base) m 6.28 4.79 3.29 
Thickness (base) m 0.03 0.028 0.014 
Inner diameter (top) m 4.75 1.79 3.26 
Outer diameter (top) m 4.79 1.77 3.29 
Thickness (top) m 0.0215 0.014 0.014 
Diameter mm    107
Effective load, Se

(bending/axial)
MPa 135 94  1058

Se/Syield  0.58 0.40  0.54
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related thickness, and are given both at the base and top of the substructure.
Intermediate crosssections are defined through linear tapering. The structural
computation assumes the maximum aerodynamic thrust acting at the hub, i.e.,
808kN for the NREL 5MW wind turbine (Jonkman, 2007). The wire tension
and the reaction forces acting at the horizontal arms base are readily computed
by solving the associated statically indeterminate beam problem. The loaded
crosssection areamust be big enough to prevent yield (Syield). Yield assessment
is performed at themost stressed sections of the structure, i.e., at the tower base
and at the horizontal arm base. A safety factor (γ) of 1.4 is used to obtain a con
servative design. The yield assessment can be prescribed as follows:

4routM

π(rout4 − rin4)
≤ Syield

γ
(1)

where M is the bending load acting at the base of the tower subdomain, and
rout and rin are the outer and inner radii at the base crosssection, respectively.
Maximum and minimum values of thickness are considered, equal to 0.04 m
and 0.001 m, respectively. The bending moment acting at the base of the hori
zontal arms is assumed given by the action of the aerodynamic thrust, the RNA
weight concentrated at the hub, and the horizontal arm selfweight. On the
other hand, the bending moment acting at the base of the vertical tower is as
sumed chiefly related to the action of the aerodynamic thrusts. Effective loads,
as well as the ratio between effective and yield stress, are listed in Table 4.3.
The bending stress obtained is equivalent to about 94 MPa at the horizontal
arms base and about 135 MPa at the vertical tower base, following an utiliza
tion ratio close to 50%. The total concentrated mass of the tower thus defined
is about 536.9 tonnes. The wire dimensioning is carried out in accordance with
the recommended guidelines of the standard EN1993111 (based on EN 1990)
(European Standard, 2006). The wire crosssection must be big enough to pre
vent yield undermaximum external load. A value of γ equal to 1.4 is used also in
this case. The wire diameter can be estimated as follows (European Standard,
2006):

dwire ≥

√
4Tγ

πfkRr
(2)
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where T is the wire tension,Rr is the wire grade, f is the wire fill factor, and k is
the spinning loss factor. The obtained wire tension is about 7730kN, while the
obtained wire diameter is about 107 mm. The wire concentrated mass is about
4.94 tonnes. Table 4.2 summarizes the parameters used for preliminary tower
and rope design.

4.3 Platform Design Criteria

The dimensioning process of a floating platform ismainly driven by 1) themaxi
mization of pitch stiffness in order to reducemaximum static pitch angle, 2) the
maximization of natural heave period in order to reduce waveinduced motion,
and 3) the reduction of the overall cost, chiefly driven by the platformmass and
dimensions (Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). Fatigue criteria are also applied in later
design stages but may be neglected in conceptual design. The design space of a
sparbuoy platform is generally composed of the platform draft, the upper di
ameter D1, and the lower diameter D2 as major design parameters. Platform
design parameters associated to the final system geometry adopted in this work
are those depicted in Figure 4.1. The distance between the SWL and the top
of the platform is equal to the value used in the standard OC3 design, that is,
10 m. The distance between SWL and the top of the lower spar section is also
equal to the standard OC3 value, 12 m. Spar thickness is assumed constant and
equal to 0.05 m. The platform design is carried out in terms of hydrostatic per
formance, and simple computations can at this stage be employed in order to
obtain useful predictions. The following sections present a brief discussion of
the common criteria used in platform design.

4.3.1 Hydrostatic Considerations

The major criteria used in platform design can be described as follows:

1. The floating platformmust achieve hydrostatic equilibrium. In order to en
force the constraint, themass of the sparbuoy ballast is imposed bymeans
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of the following hydrostatic vertical equilibrium:

mballast =
ρwaterV wg − 3Fm,v −msg −mt,n,rg

g
(3)

where ρwater is the water density, V w is the water displaced volume, g is
the acceleration due to gravity, Fm,v is the total vertical mooring line static
load, ms is the sparbuoy mass, and mt,n,r is the mass of tower, nacelles,
and rotors. In the design process, the ballast center of gravity is assumed
to be located at 5 m from the bottom of the sparbuoy platform. Fm,v is
assumed equal to the vertical mooring line static load of the OC3 standard
design.

2. The maximum static pitch angle must be sufficiently small, in order to
avoid an excessive pitch dynamic response and to limit the loss of an
nual energy production (AEP) due to the skewed flow conditions (Cruz
and Atcheson, 2016). According to Zambrano et al. (2006), the maximum
static pitch angle must not exceed 5 deg with ±15 deg of dynamic ampli
tude. The static pitch angle can be estimated as follows (Pham and Shin,
2019):

θ5 =
FthrustHB

C55
(4)

where θ5 is the static pitch angle, Fthrust is the overall thrust force acting at
the hubs, HB is the vertical distance from the hubs to the center of buoy
ancy (COB) of the sparbuoy platform, and C55 is the hydrostatic restoring
pitch stiffness, which can be derived frommetacentric height relationships
(Faltinsen, 1993).

3. The pitch and heave natural periods must be larger than 2530 s in order
to avoid resonance motions with firstorder wave effects (Bachynski and
Moan, 2012). The heave period is estimated as follows:

T33 = 2π

√
mtot + A33

ρwatergAw
(5)
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wheremtot is the overall FOWTmass,A33 is the added mass component in
heave direction, andAw is the waterplane area. The value used to estimate
A33 is assumed in the design stage constant and equal to the value associ
ated with the standard OC3 platform (Jonkman, 2010). The pitch period is
estimated by considering surgepitch coupling. The estimation is carried
out by solving the associated surgepitch characteristic equation:(

−ω2

([
mtot zcogmtot

zcogmtot I55

]
+

[
A11 A15

A51 A55

])
+([

0 0

0 C55

]
+

[
Cm,11 Cm,15
Cm,51 Cm,55

]))
ϕ = 0

(6)

where ω and ϕ are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system, zcog is
the vertical location of the overall center of gravity of the FOWT system,
I55 is the overall pitch inertia, A11, A15, A51, and A55 are, respectively, the
added mass in surge, surgepitch, pitchsurge, and pitch directions, and
Cm,11, Cm,15, Cm,51, andCm,55 are, respectively, the mooring linear stiffness
values in surge, surgepitch, pitchsurge, and pitch directions. The pitch
period is simply computed as:

T55 =
2π

ω5
(7)

where ω5 is the eigenvalue associated with the pitch direction. The values
used to estimate the added mass and mooring lines linear stiffness are as
sumed in the design stage constant and equal to the value associated with
the standard OC3 platform (Jonkman, 2010). The mooring lines stiffness
is relative to an unstretched length of 902.2 m, a mass density of 77.71
kg/m, a vertical static length of 250 m, and a diameter of 0.09 m. The
platform draft affects the vertical static length of the mooring lines, and
consequently the mooring lines stiffness. Hence, a difference is to be ex
pected between the dynamic response of the system and the hydrostatic
results. The difference is assumed to be small in pitch and heave direc
tions and therefore tolerable in a preliminary design context.
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Figure 4.2: Pitch and Heave periods as a function of platform design param
eters. Left plots are relative to an upper diameter D1 = 7.5 m. Right plots are
relative to an upper diameter D1 = 10 m. The red dot denotes the design point
selected in this work.

Periods

Figure 4.2 shows the variation of heave and pitch periods of the 2WT system
as a function of the draft, lower diameter D2, and higher diameter D1 within
100 m<draft<170 m, 10 m<D2<12 m, and D1 either equal to 7.5 m (lefthand
side plots) or equal to 10 m (righthand side plots). The red dot denotes the fi
nal spar design configuration selected in the present work. As shown, the pitch
period tends to increase in configurations with shorter draft and D2 lengths,
while it does not vary substantially with variations ofD1. Values obtained indi
cate that only for unrealistic configurations given by extremely long draft and
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Figure 4.3: Maximum static pitch angle as a function of platform design pa
rameters (maximum thrust is assumed). Left plot is relative to an upper diam
eterD1 = 7.5 m. Right plot is relative to an upper diameterD1 = 10 m. The red
dot denotes the design point selected in this work.

D2 the pitch period becomes unacceptably short. The heave period tends to
increase in configurations with longer draft and D2 lengths and reduces sub
stantially in configurations with longer D1 lengths. Note that in the case of D1

= 10 m, the heave period reduces to values close to 25 s for feasible values of
draft andD2. Also for this reason, longerD1 lengths should be avoided.

Maximum Static Pitch Angle

Figure 4.3 shows the maximum static pitch angle of the 2WT system as a func
tion of platform design parameters within the same value range used in Figure
4.2. As it is clear, a greater maximum static pitch angle is obtained for shorter
lengths of draft andD2. Longer lengths ofD1 reduce to aminor extent the static
pitch angle. The isoline relative to 45 deg should be considered as a thresh
old for acceptable platform configurations. Note that the maximum static pitch
angle is the most stringent constraint in the design of tworotor floating wind
turbines, given that it eliminates most of the design space.
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Figure 4.4: Overall sparbuoy mass (including ballast) as a function of plat
form design parameters. Left plot is relative to an upper diameter D1 = 7.5 m.
Right plot is relative to an upper diameter D1 = 10 m. The red dot denotes the
design point selected in this work.

Mass Sensitivity

Figure 4.4 shows the overall sparbuoy mass (including ballast) as a function
of platform design parameters within the same value range used in Figure 4.2.
The spar mass should always be minimized in order to reduce the construction,
material, and deployment cost.

4.3.2 Platform Configuration

The selection process of a feasible platform configuration is based on a tradeoff
among the design constraints previouslymentioned. Themain design objective
is to achieve acceptable hydrostatic performance and to minimize the platform
mass to be employed. Drafts longer than 140 m are unfeasible to deploy and
are susceptible to fatigue loading, while higherD2 lengths generally lead to ex
cessive manufacturing and deployment costs (Cruz and Atcheson, 2016). From
design considerations several conclusions can be drawn. For a tworotor FOWT
employingmultiMWwind turbines, such as the 2WT concept considered in the
present study, heave and pitch periods are generally not a stringent constraint
within the region of feasible designs in view of the greater inertia involved. For
draft lengths shorter than 130140 m the maximum static pitch angle exceeds
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Table 4.4: Geometricalinertialhydrostatic specifications for the platform
configuration selected in the present work and for the standard OC3 spar plat
form (Jonkman, 2007).

OC3 2WT

D1 m 6.5 7.6
D2 m 9.4 10.5
draft m 120 140
Depth to COG m 89.92 121.5
Water Displacement m3 8x103 11.7x103

Mass (including ballast) kg 7.4x106 10.6x106

Roll Moment of Inertia about COG kgm2 4.2x109 1.13x1010

Pitch Moment of Inertia about COG kgm2 4.2x109 1.13x1010

Yaw Moment of Inertia about Centerline kgm2 1.6x108 1.7x108

Heave Hydrostatic restoring stiffness N/m 3.3x105 4.56x105

Roll Hydrostatic restoring stiffness Nm/rad 1.3x109 3.42x109

Pitch Hydrostatic restoring stiffness Nm/rad 1.3x109 3.42x109

Mass (platform, ballast, tower, nacelle, rotor) kg 8.06x106 11.8x106

Table 4.5: Mass saving between two OC3 units and a single 2WT concept.

2OC3 2WT Variation

Mass (platform, ballast, tower, nacelle, rotor) kg 16.12x106 11.8x106 26.30%
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the limit imposed of 5 deg. This constraint is the most stringent of the design
process. Higher D1 lengths are slightly beneficial in terms of maximum static
pitch angle, but significantly reduce the heave period and increase the platform
mass of about 500 tonnes. In the present work, the platform configuration se
lected is characterized by a draft of 140 m, D1 = 7.5 m, and D2 = 10.5 m. Table
4.4 summarizes the geometrical, the inertial, and the hydrostatic specifications
of the configuration selected, together with the specifications of the baseline
OC3 sparbuoy platform. The fairlead depth from SWL is assumed to be equally
distanced from the COG and the COB, as in the case of the baseline OC3 design.
The fairleads depth from SWL is thus equal to 86.5 m. The ratio between the
fairlead radius and D2 is set equal to the one used in the baseline OC3 design.
The fairlead radius from the centerline is thus equal to 5.78 m. The overall con
centrated mass of the 2WT system is about 11.8x103 tonnes. The moments of
inertia are computed by employing a CADmodel of the FOWT system. TheRNA
mass is assumed to be concentrated at the hub. The associated inertia tensor of
the 2WT system computed at the COG can be written as follows:

[I],2WT =

 6.13x1010 −5.93x105 1.67x107

−5.93x105 5.77x1010 1.47x105

1.67x107 1.47x105 3.69x109

 kgm2 (8)

Table 4.5 shows the relative variation of mass between two standard OC3
wind turbine units and an equivalent 2WT concept. Even without performing
structural optimization, the present 2WTdesign brings about a significantmass
saving of about 26.3% with respect to an equivalent singlerotor configuration.
Equivalently, the rated powertoweight ratio associated to the 2WT concept is
about 0.85 W/kg, in place of 0.61 W/kg of the OC3Hywind design. However,
the powertoweight ratio does not consider the overall power performance of
the systembut assumes rated power for each rotor as independent systems. The
aerodynamic performance of the 2WT design must be carefully studied by con
sidering all the major aerodynamic effects and interactions before an accurate
statement on power performance can be drawn.
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Table 4.6: Load cases (LCs) (Bachynski and Moan, 2012).

1 2 3

Significant wave height,Hs m 2.5 3.1 4.4
Peak wave period, Tp s 9.8 10.1 10.6
Mean wind speed at hub, U m/s 8 11.4 18
Turbulence intensity at hub, I  0.20 0.17 0.15

4.4 FullyCoupled Dynamic Analysis

In this work, the coupled dynamic behavior of the 2WT concept is studied by
employing an inhouse code implemented by means of the objectoriented lan
guageModelica. The approach allows for easy implementation of arbitrary plat
form geometries and platform/rotor configurations. Previous benchmarking
work (El Beshbichi et al., 2021b) based on the International Energy Agency
(IEA) codetocode comparisons for the baseline OC3 design (Jonkman et al.,
2010) has also shown how thismethod gives good agreement towell established
dynamic codes in situationswhere rotor dynamic contribution can be neglected.
The system is assumed to be rigid. The hydrodynamic added damping values
employed are assumed equal to those associated with the baseline OC3 design.
Albeit yawmooring stiffness is associated with the mooring lines design, in this
work its value is assumed constant and equal to the one characterizing the base
line OC3 design. The rotor inertial effects, including the contribution of gyro
scopic effects on the system dynamics, are not considered.

4.4.1 Environmental Conditions

Three specific load cases (LCs) are considered in this work. Each case is char
acterized by directionally congruent turbulent wind and irregular waves based
on standard JONSWAP spectra. Table 4.6 summarizes the characteristics of
the LCs selected. The cases considered are relative to different environmental
severity regions. The first case (LC1) is relative to a belowrated operational
wind speed, the second case (LC2) is relative to the rated operational wind
speed, and the last case (LC3) is relative to aboverated operational wind speed.
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Wave energy content increases accordingly. The turbulence intensity at the hub
follows the Kaimal spectrumwith IECClass B normal turbulencemodel (NTM),
based on the standard IEC 614001 (International Electrotechincal Commis
sion, 2005).

4.4.2 Hydrodynamic Modeling

The hydrodynamic loads are computed from linear (Airy)wave theory. Airy the
ory can be applied if the water depth is sufficiently deep (DNV, 2010). The nu
merical panel code SesamWadam (DNVGL) (DNV, 2017) is used to solve the
frequencydomain linear hydrodynamic problem relative to the selected plat
form geometry. Time realizations of irregular wave loads are preventively com
puted by means of Inverse Fourier Transformations (IFT). The additional load
contribution associated with hydrodynamic viscous drag is not considered in
this work (Cd = 0). However, it should be noted that viscous drag loads may be
significant in extreme environmental situations where much larger waves and
current effects are considered (Zheng et al., 2020a).

4.4.3 Mooring Lines Modeling

Mooring lines design is assumed in this work equal to the standard OC3 de
sign, that is, three catenarymooring linesmounted at 120 deg from one another
(Jonkman, 2010). Figure 4.5 shows a topview schematization of the standard
mooring system employed in the 2WT sparbuoy platform, based on the OC3
design. HF,1,2,3 are the horizontal mooring loads acting at the fairleads. Even
though the delta catenary mooring lines used in the OC3Hywind platform are
not subject to significant yaw moments, their designs allow for yaw stiffness,
which may be easily increased by increasing the fairlead length. A quasistatic
formulation of themooring lines loads is employed in order to obtain the loads
displacements relationship at the fairleads (Jonkman, 2007). The effect of the
mooring lines design on the yaw stiffness is neglected, and a constant equiva
lent yaw stiffness of 9.8x107 Nm/rad is used throughout the results to account
for the effect of the delta lines. Moreover, the OC3Hywind loaddisplacement
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Figure 4.5: Mooring lines schematization (topview) (El Beshbichi et al.,
2021b).

relationship in the platform’s yaw direction is found to be linear at least up to a
platform’s yaw angle of about 20 deg (Jonkman, 2010). A linear stiffness rela
tionship can then be used also where the platform’s yaw motion is considered
significant. Themooring linesmass density used is set in this work equal to 200
kg/m.

4.4.4 Aerodynamic Modeling

In this work, the aerodynamic loads are computed by mapping the steadystate
thrust and torque aerodynamic coefficients of each rotor. This approach is dif
ferent to standard codes where a full BEM method is employed, and to sim
plified codes where the aerodynamic thrust is simply computed as function of
the wind speed (Karimirad and Moan, 2012a). Integrated loads are used, and
hence the distribution of the local aerodynamic loads and the associated local
moments on the blades is neglected (Karimirad and Moan, 2012a). A simpli
fied rigid rotor EQM is considered to emulate the rotors aerodynamic response.
Aerodynamic concentrated thrusts are applied at the hubs, while aerodynamic
concentrated torques are applied at the equivalent lowspeed rotor shafts. The
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relative velocity between hub and wind speed transversal to the rotor plane is
used. The thrust loads are computed as (El Beshbichi et al., 2021b):

F =
1

2
ρairCt(λ, β)AUrel

2 (9)

where ρair is the air density, Ct is the steadystate torque coefficient, λ is the tip
speed ratio, β is the rotorcollective blade pitch angle, A is the rotor plane area,
and Urel is the relative speed between local wind and hub. The torque loads are
computed as:

T =
1

2
ρairRCq(λ, β)AUrel

2 (10)

where R is the rotor radius, and Cq is the steadystate torque coefficient. The
threedimensional wind velocity profiles at the hubs are computed in Turbsim
(Jonkman, 2009a) and imported in the code. A 15X15 grid is used, wide enough
to encompass the rotors space, and a time step of 0.05 s is used to generate
the wind profiles. Wind time histories of 4000 s are computed for each envi
ronmental condition. This method, although generating accurate overall dy
namic predictions in operational environmental conditions, is not able to de
tect more complex aerodynamic effects. For instance, the wind profile time
realizations used for the computation of the concentrated aerodynamic loads
are associated only with the hub locations. This assumption neglects the spa
tial turbulence variation on the rotors swept area. The effect of the horizon
tal arms on the local wind induction factors is also not considered. Moreover,
skewed blade aerodynamics is not considered, as well as the aerodynamic in
teraction between the rotors. Albeit literature on similar tworotor FOWTs is
scant, research works in different fields concerning similar applications, such
as the study of thrust deficit induced by the aerodynamic interaction among ro
tors of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) (Zhou et al., 2017; Alvarez and Ning,
2017), suggest that the effect of the rotor aerodynamic interaction on the over
all system response may not be significant enough to compromise the general
dynamic behaviour obtained in the present study. At any rate, the significance
of these effects on tworotor FOWT system dynamics can be quantified by em
ploying corrected BEM aerodynamic capabilities in Modelica, which is a task
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Figure 4.6: Wind profiles at the OC3, 2WT left turbine, and 2WT right turbine
hub locations relative to the same realization (LC1  Kaimal turbulence spec
trum IEC Class B NTM).

currently under development.
The tower base local reference frame is assumed placed at the same inertial

location for all configurations. Figure 4.6 shows the wind profiles relative to the
same realization and attributed to the hub locations for the OC3 wind turbine,
the 2WT left wind turbine (2WTL), and the 2WT right wind turbine (2WTR).
The time histories are relative to a mean wind speed of 8 m/s (LC1).

4.4.5 Control Modeling

As it will be presented in detail in Section 4.5.4, the platform yaw motion re
sponse of the 2WT is particularly critical. For this reason, the quantification of
the feasibility of mitigating the platform yaw motion by means of an optimized
rotorcollective blade pitch control strategy is proposed. The pitch actuator dy
namics is assumed fast enough to be neglected for rigid dynamics analysis. That
is, there is no delay between the reference pitch angle and the actual pitch angle.
A secondorder lowpass filter can generally be used to represent pitch actuator
dynamics. Common values for cutoff frequency and damping ratio are about
1 Hz and 0.7, respectively  fast compared to the system dynamics (Dunne and
Pao, 2016). Two rotorcollective blade pitch control strategies are separately
applied to the 2WT concept. The controls employed are the following:

• OC3 baseline control. The standard OC3 PI rotorcollective blade pitch
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the 2WT coupled control concept for left wind
turbine (right wind turbine condition: q6 > 0).

control on the generator speed as described in Jonkman (2007) is used to
independently control both rotors.

• Coupled control. The baseline OC3 baseline PI rotorcollective blade pitch
control on the generator speed is linearly coupled with a proportional
rotorcollective blade pitch control on the 2WT platform yaw motion.

The coupled control strategy proposed is designed to induce a reduction of
aerodynamic thrust at the hub whose surge motion brought about by the yaw
dynamics is positive. The rotorcollective blade pitch angle, βi, where i denotes
either the left (L) or the right (R) wind turbine, can be computed as:

βi(t) =KP (βi(t))
(
ωi,gen(t)− ωgen,ref

)
+

KI(βi(t))

∫ t

0

(
ωi,gen(t)− ωgen,ref

)
dt+Kq6,i(q6(t))|q6(t)|

(11)

whereKP (β) andKI(β) are, respectively, the proportional and integral gain
scheduling laws for the baselineOC3HywindPI control on the generator speed,
ωgen(t) is the generator speed, ωgen,ref is the reference (rated) generator speed,
q6(t) is the platform yawmotion in radians, andKq6(q6) is the proportional gain
scheduling law for the P control on the platform yaw motion, which can be ex
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Table 4.7: Control systems specifications (Jonkman, 2010).

Proportional Gain at Minimum BladePitch Setting (Generator speed control)  0.00627
Integral Gain at Minimum BladePitch Setting (Generator speed control)  0.00089
Generator Torque at Rated Speed Nm 43093
Proportional Gain (2WT yaw motion control)  1.5

pressed as: 
if i = L

Kq6,i = 0, if q6 > 0

Kq6,i = KP,q6, if q6 < 0

if i = R

Kq6,i = KP,q6, if q6 > 0

Kq6,i = 0, if q6 < 0

(12)

whereKP,q6 is the constant gain to be determined from tuning analysis.

Figure 4.7 shows the block diagram representation of the coupled control
strategy. Yawmotion is positive if counterclockwise. When the left rotor is con
sidered, the yaw P control contribution is active only if yaw motion is negative.
On the other hand, the right rotor yaw P control contribution is active only if
the yaw motion is positive. The absolute value of the yaw control contribution
is used to compute the final rotorcollective blade pitch angle induced by yaw
dynamics. The standard OC3 variablespeed generatortorque control, as well
as saturations of the rotorcollective blade pitch angles and pitch rates are also
enforced in both cases (Jonkman, 2007). While the PI control on the generator
speed is only active if the generator rotational speed reaches rated values, the P
control on yaw motion is always activated.

Table 4.7 summarizes the control gains used in this work. As it will be de
scribed in detail in Section 4.5.2, a constant gain for the yaw control equal to 1.5
is selected. Figure 4.8 shows a time history of about 500 s of the rotorcollective
blade pitch angle dynamics and thrust forces for both wind turbines of the 2WT
concept with coupled control. The control dynamic response is associated to
aboverated environmental conditions (LC3  Table 4.6). The plot also shows
the associated yaw response. The effect of the linear coupling between the base
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Figure4.8: a)Rotorcollective blade pitch angles and platformyawmotion. b)
Aerodynamic thrusts at hub. Coupled control schedule for 2WT at aboverated
environmental condition (LC3).

line OC3 PI control and the yaw P control is clearly noticeable, as well as the
associated influence on the rotor thrusts.

4.5 Results

The integration method dassl is employed to solve the equations of motion of
the system, with a tolerance equal to 1x10−6 and a time step equal to 0.1 s. A
simulation time equal to 4000 s is carried out. The first 400 s are discarded in
order to let the initial transients of the system die out. The effective time series
used to compute results are thus about 1h long. Three systems are tested under
the same environmental conditions: the baseline OC3 design, the 2WT concept
with OC3 baseline control, and the same 2WT system with coupled control as
described in Section 4.4.5. Every system employs mooring lines with a mass
density of 200 kg/m. The dynamic response results are given in terms of plat
formmotion q, upstream fairlead tension T2, and electric power production Pe,
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Table 4.8: 2WT and OC3 damped natural periods, obtained from free decay
tests in Modelica (note that mooring line mass density and yaw stiffness used
with 2WT system are 200 kg/m and 9.8x107 Nm/rad, respectively (Jonkman,
2007)).

2WT OC3 (200 kg/m) OC3 (77.7 kg/m)

Surge s 132.3 103.1 123.45
Heave s 32.1 30.9 31.8
Pitch s 29.7 28.2 28.5
Yaw s 33.6 8 8.19

and are expressed in terms of overall mean values, µ, and standard deviations,
σ.

4.5.1 System Natural Periods

Table 4.8 summarizes the damped natural frequencies of the 2WT system as
computed from free decay tests inModelica. The results obtained are compared
against the damped natural frequencies of the OC3 system when the mooring
mass density is equivalent to either the one used in the 2WT system (200 kg/m)
or to the standard value found in the literature (77.7 kg/m) (Jonkman, 2007).
The yaw stiffness of the OC3 system is assumed constant in the two cases. The
assumption is reflected in a constant OC3 yaw period for different mooring
characteristics. Higher inertia involved in the 2WT system lead to significantly
higher surge and yaw periods with respect to the OC3 system. As expected from
preliminary hydrostatic considerations, 2WT heave and pitch periods are for
this configuration sufficiently longer than the limit imposed to avoid firstorder
wave excitations.

4.5.2 Effect of Yaw Control Proportional Gain Tuning
(Coupled Control)

Generally, the tuning process of PI/PID wind turbine controllers is first ob
tained using methods such as poleplacement or ZieglerNichols and then re
fined by the employment of fullycoupled aeroelastic simulations to obtain an
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Figure 4.9: Standard deviation of (a) platform yawmotion, (b) electric power
output, (c) platform surge motion, (d) platform pitch motion, (e) left rotor
collective blade pitch angle, and (f) right rotorcollective blade pitch angle of
the 2WT system in relation to the yaw control proportional gain and under dif
ferent operating wind speed (Table 4.6).
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optimized tuning in terms of loads reduction and motion regulation (Ziegler
and Nichols, 1993; Mirzaei et al., 2016). On this line, Hansen et al. (2005) de
termined the gains of a standard rotorcollective blade pitch PI controller by
employing aminimization of the blade root flapwise bendingmoments. Tibaldi
et al. (2012) performed a finetuning of two PI controllers respectively associ
ated with belowrated and aboverated environmental conditions by minimiz
ing a cost function based on fatigue loads, ultimate loads, annual energy pro
duction, and blade pitch actuator duty cycle. Control gain tuning is hence a
tradeoff analysis, necessary in order to identify the best tuning setup under
contrasting objectives.
The main goal of the current analysis is to quantify the capability of a cou

pled control strategy to mitigate the platform yaw motion of the 2WT system.
For this reason, a simple proportional control of the platform yawmotion is lin
early superimposed to the OC3 baseline rotorcollective blade pitch PI control,
as presented in Section 4.4.5. The tuning process is only focused on the addi
tional proportional gain Kp, while the baseline PI controller retains the origi
nal OC3 gainscheduling (Jonkman, 2007). The study of more advanced con
trollers, as well as the study of more thorough tuning strategies being able to
further optimize the system response, are left as questions for further research.
The tuning is performed heuristically, and the main drivers are the follow

ing: 1) the minimization of platform yaw standard deviation, 2) the maximiza
tion of the mean electric power output, and 3) the minimization of the rotor
collective blade pitch angles standard deviation, which can be correlated with
the aerodynamic thrust, torque, and the associated blade root loads standard
deviation. Figure 4.9 illustrates the standard deviations of platform yaw, surge,
and pitchmotions, electric power output, and rotorcollective blade pitch angles
of the 2WT system in relation toKp for belowrated, rated, and aboverated en
vironmental conditions. The platform yaw motion standard deviation reduces
significantly for every environmental condition, reaching a minimum region at
Kp ≃ 2. For aboverated environmental conditions, the yaw motion standard
deviation increases significantly at highKp values due to stalledinduced thrust
fluctuations. Platform surge and pitch standard deviations are not notably af
fected by Kp. It can be noted how the rotorcollective blade pitch angles stan
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dard deviation is zero forKp=0 at belowrated environmental conditions, given
by the lack of the PI controller contribution to the system response. The rotor
collective blade pitch angles standard deviation greatly increases with greater
values of Kp, showing values higher than 2 deg for Kp ≥ 2. Figure 4.10 illus
trates the mean values for the same response parameters used in Figure 4.9.
Platform surge and pitch mean motion reduces at high Kp values for below
rated environmental conditions, caused by the increased rotorcollective blade
pitchmean angle and the associated reduction of aerodynamic thrust. The aero
dynamic torque is reduced in the same manner, leading to a reduction of the
overall electric power output. ForKp= 4 the electric power output loss is about
288kW. As listed in Table 4.7, the constant yaw control proportional gain se
lected for the present work is 1.5. Under this tuning schedule, platform yaw
motion is minimized at the cost of an electric power output loss of 100 kW for
belowrated environmental conditions and the increase of rotorcollective blade
pitch angle standard deviation in the range of 0.52 deg.

4.5.3 Dynamic Response

Figure 4.11 shows the overall mean values for surge and pitch motion, electric
power production, and upstream fairlead tension under different load cases for
the OC3 system, the 2WT system configured with baseline OC3 control, and the
2WT system configured with the coupled control. Platform sway, heave, and
roll motions are found to be small for each system and thus are not depicted
in the results. Changing the rotorcollective blade pitch control strategy from
the baseline OC3 to the coupled control strategy does not influence significantly
the mean response of the 2WT system. As it is clear from the figure, the mean
surge values are significantly lower in the OC3 system with respect to the 2WT
concept, at each load case about twice the values obtained in the system. This
is clearly associated with the doubling of aerodynamic thrust force in the 2WT
concept. The maximum surge response in the 2WT concept is about 30 m and
is obtained at the rated operating wind speed. The mean pitch values obtained
in the OC3 system are higher with respect to the 2WT concept. The difference is
of about 1 deg at the rated operating wind speed. As the pitch angle is one of the
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Figure 4.10: Mean of (a) platform yaw motion, (b) electric power output, (c)
platform surge motion, (d) platform pitch motion, (e) left rotorcollective blade
pitch angle, and (f) right rotorcollective blade pitch angle of the 2WT system
in relation to the yaw control proportional gain and under different operating
wind speed (Table 4.6).
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Figure 4.11: Mean surge, pitch, electric power production, and upstream fair
lead tension (all configurations employ an equivalentmooring linemass density
of 200 kg/m).
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floating platform chief design drivers, it may be concluded that some margin is
still available to further optimize the platform design. The mean electric power
production is broken down into single rotor performance. Since the mean val
ues are computed from single 1h realizations of turbulent responses, the mean
electric power production for all rotors at rated and aboverated operating wind
speed is lower than the rated power of 5MW(Clifton andWagner, 2014). This is
due to fluctuations of the generator speed in the belowrated region. Moreover,
the aerodynamic model employed in this work does not allow for assessment
of the contribution of complex aerodynamic effects on the system performance
 especially with respect to aerodynamic efficiency and consequently electric
power production. Consequently, the mean electric production obtained at be
low rated speed for the 2WT system with baseline OC3 control is similar to the
one obtained in the OC3 system. The interaction effect may be significant and
is therefore left at this stage as a question for further research.

Figure 4.12 shows the standard deviations for platform surge and pitch mo
tion, electric power production, and upstream fairlead tension for the same load
cases and system configurations given in Figure 4.11. The pattern obtained is
similar to the one characterizing themean values. Standard deviations obtained
for the 2WT system under different control strategies are found to be similar.
The electric power production standard deviations associated with the 2WT ro
tors are found to differ by about 100 kW, particularly at below ratedwind speed.
The difference is reasonably associated with the different wind velocity profiles
at the hub locations. Tension standard deviation is important when evaluating
the probability of line slack and fatigue life. In order to avoid slack conditions,
the tension standard deviation must be sufficiently smaller than its associated
mean value (Bachynski and Moan, 2012). The standard deviation of the up
stream fairlead tension for the 2WT system at the rated operating wind speed is
significantly higher than in the OC3 system. However, the tension standard de
viation is relatively small if compared with its associated mean value (ratio σ/µ
≈ 0.07), implying that the current mooring layout may be sufficient to with
stand survival environmental conditions (Cheng et al., 2017a).
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Figure 4.12: Standard deviations for surge, pitch, electric power production,
and upstream fairlead tension (all configurations employ an equivalent moor
ing line mass density of 200 kg/m).
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Figure 4.13: a) Time histories for platform yaw motion at the rated operating
wind speed (LC2). b) Standard deviations for platform yaw motion (all config
urations employ an equivalent mooring line mass density of 200 kg/m).

4.5.4 Yaw Response

Figure 4.13 shows the time histories for the platform yaw motion at the rated
operating wind speed (LC2), and the standard deviations for the environmental
conditions used in the analysis (see Table 4.6). The transversal distribution of
thrust loads given by the tworotor configuration significantly affects yaw mo
tion. The response is characterized by long periods. This can be correlated with
the concentration of wind turbulence energy in the lowfrequency region (Li
et al., 2019). The maximum yaw angle in the 2WT concept operating with the
baseline OC3 control strategy is about 21.6 deg and it is obtained at the rated
operating wind speed, while the associated standard deviation is about 6.5 deg.
The coupled control strategy proposed in this work, albeit simply implement
ing a proportional control on the platform yaw motion, reduces the overall yaw
response of about 60%. The maximum yaw angle at the rated operating wind
speed reduces to about 7.7 deg, while the associated standard deviation reduces
to about 2.5 deg. The thrust discrepancy at the hubs increases with turbulence
intensity, thus increasing the standard deviation of platform yaw motion. Fig
ure 4.14 shows the standard deviation for platform yaw motion as a function
of the turbulence intensity I, computed at the rated operating wind speed (11.4
m/s). Platform yaw motion is nonlinearly correlated with the wind turbulence
level. The significant reduction of the yaw standard deviation in the case the
system operates with a coupled control strategy endures at varying turbulence
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Figure 4.14: Standard deviation of platform yawmotion as function of turbu
lence intensity (11.4 m/s  Kaimal IEC 614001 turbulence spectrum).

intensities. It is also clear how the standard deviation for platform yaw motion
is zero when the wind profile is not turbulent (σ(q6)|I=0 = 0).

4.5.5 Mooring Configuration

A simple parametric mooring line design of the 2WT system is performed in
terms of the effect of the mooring lines equivalent mass density on the system
response computed at rated operating wind speed (LC2). The associated find
ings are illustrated in Figure 4.15. The mooring lines diameter is equal to 0.09
m, and the unstretched mooring line length is equal to 902.2 m. For an equiv
alent mass density of 170 kg/m the peak minimum seabed length is negative,
i.e., no portion of the mooring line rests on the seabed and the anchor tension
includes a nonzero vertical component. In order to ensure excess mooring line
length, an equivalentmass density higher than 190kg/m is thusnecessary. Peak
platform surge motion decreases with increasing mooring line weight.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of mooring line equivalent mass density on the upstream
mooring line seabed length (a) and on the platform surge motion (b). Coupled
control schedule for 2WT at the rated operating wind speed (LC2).
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Table 4.9: Load Cases  2WT dynamic analysis (Cheng et al., 2017b).

Uw

[m/s]
Hs

[m]
Tp

[s]
Wind

Condition
Wave

Condition
Simulation Length

[s]
1.1 5 2.10 9.74 NTM+KAI/VKM JSP 3600
1.2 8 2.55 9.86 NTM+KAI/VKM JSP 3600
1.3 10 2.88 9.98 NTM+KAI/VKM JSP 3600
1.4 12 3.24 10.12 NTM+KAI/VKM JSP 3600
1.5 14 3.62 10.29 NTM+KAI/VKM JSP 3600
1.6 18 4.44 10.66 NTM+KAI/VKM JSP 3600
1.7 22 5.32 11.06 NTM+KAI/VKM JSP 3600
1.8 25 6.02 11.38 NTM+KAI/VKM JSP 3600
NTM: normal turbulence type; KAI: kaimal turbulence model; VKM: von karman turbulence

model; JSP: JONSWAP

4.6 Dynamic Response Through BEM Loads
and Structural Dynamics

This section presents the dynamic response of the 2WT system by means of
fullsystem dynamics, bladeelement momentum aerodynamic loads and the
structural dynamics of tower and blades as presented in Chapter 3.

4.6.1 Load Cases

Table 4.9 lists the load cases (LCs) considered. Load cases are inspired by pre
vious work by Cheng et al. (2017b). Each load case is characterized by direction
ally congruent wind and waves. The IEC614001 standard (International Elec
trotechincal Commission, 2005) is currently adopted for FWTs, which proposes
the employment of two possible wind turbulence models, i.e., the Kaimal spec
tral and exponential coherencemodel, and theMann uniform shearmodel. The
Kaimal spectral and exponential coherence model employs the Kaimal spec
trum and a twoparameter exponential coherence model for the wind veloc
ity in the average wind direction, while no coherence is assumed for the other
directions. The Mann uniform shear model, on the other hand, is based on
the Von Karman spectrum where a uniform, mean velocity shear and a three
dimensional coherence function are considered (International Electrotechincal
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Figure 4.16: 2WT mean values and standard deviation (STD) of a) platform
surge motion, b) platform heave motion, c) platform pitch motion, and d) plat
form yawmotion for Kaimal and Von Karmanwind turbulence spectrums. OC3
singlerotor response for Kaimal spectrum is also shown for comparison.

Commission, 2005; Bachynski and Eliassen, 2019). See Bachynski and Eliassen
(2019) for further details. Two different turbulence spectrums are thus assessed
in the present dynamic evaluation, i.e., Kaimal andVonKarman, which are both
readily available in the TurbSim package. Turbulent wind conditions are de
scribed by means of the normal turbulence type (NTM) of type B. The Joint
North SeaWave Project (JONSWAP) irregular wave spectrum is used for defin
ing the wave conditions. Each simulation realizes time series of about 4000
s, where the first 400 s are removed to discard initialization transients. A net
onehour time is thus considered in the results.
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4.6.2 PlatformMotions

Figure 4.16 shows the mean and standard deviation (STD) values of the 2WT
platform surge motion, platform heave motion, platform pitch motion, and
platform yaw motion for the two different turbulence spectrums considered.
The response of the singlerotor OC3 system for Kaimal spectrum is also shown
for comparison. The response is similar in the two cases, showing maximum
mean values in LC1.3 and maximum STD values in LC1.4. The response of
the 2WT system as compared with the OC3 system response is in accordance
with results from simplified analysis, showing smaller platform pitch motion
and significant platform yaw motion STD. Von Karman turbulence spectrum
leads to higher maximum platform yaw motion STD  in LC1.4 about 6.2 deg
against 5 deg obtained by using Kaimal turbulence. This is expected, as the
power spectral density is generally higher for Von Karman than for Kaimal at
low to medium frequencies (Gontier et al., 2007). Figure 4.17 shows the 2WT
power spectra of the same motion parameters depicted in Figure 4.16 and for
the two different turbulence spectrums considered. The energy distribution is
similar in the two cases. Platform yaw motion energy is concentrated at low
frequencies as windinduced.

4.6.3 Loads and Turbine Performance

Figure 4.18 shows the mean and STD values of the 2WT tower base foreaft
bending moment, downwind fairlead tension, electric power output, and rotor
speed for the two different turbulence spectrums considered. The response of
the singlerotor OC3 system for Kaimal spectrum is also shown for comparison.
The response is similar in the two cases. Fairlead tension STD is significantly
lower than the associated mean value even for maximum response at LC1.4,
meaning that catenary slack is unreasonable (Bachynski andMoan, 2012). Fig
ure 4.19 shows the 2WT power spectra of thrust, tower base foreaft bending
moment, blade root outofplane bending moment, and blade root inplane
bending moment for the two different turbulence spectrums considered. The
energy distribution is similar in the two cases, with a marginally higher energy
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Figure 4.17: 2WT power spectra of a) platform surge motion, b) platform
heavemotion, c) platform pitchmotion, and d) platform yawmotion for Kaimal
and Von Karman wind turbulence spectrums (LC1.2).

content for blade root inplane bending moment obtained with Von Marman
turbulence.

4.7 Conclusions

The dynamic analysis of a tworotor wind turbinemounted on a spartype float
ing platform has been performed. A simple structural analysis showed how a
mass saving of about 26% may be achieved by employing the tworotor con
figuration instead of an equivalent singlerotor configuration. The numerical
simulations showed an increased lowfrequency yaw response of the tworotor
system compared with the response of a singlerotor configuration, of about 6
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Figure 4.18: 2WTmean values and standard deviation (STD) of a) tower base
foreaft bending moment, b) downwind fairlead tension, c) electric power out
put, and d) rotor speed for Kaimal andVonKarmanwind turbulence spectrums.
Only data from the left turbine are shown, as turbines behavior is analogous.
OC3 singlerotor response for Kaimal spectrum is also shown for comparison.

deg standard deviation at the rated operating wind speed. The yaw excitation
is directly induced by the turbulence intensity at the hub and the transversal
distribution of thrust loads on the structure. A rotorcollective blade pitch an
gle coupled control has been proposed for the mitigation of yaw response. The
numerical simulations showed a reduction of the yaw response of about 60%
at the cost of a reduction of mean power output at belowrated wind speed of
about 100 kW. In addition, parametric analysis showed that an equivalentmass
density of the mooring lines of at least 190 kg/m is necessary in the 2WT in or
der to avoid vertical loads at the anchors. Stiffer mooring lines configurations
in yaw direction would also reduce platform yaw response.

The analysis is based on inhouse code developed in Modelica. The aerody
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Figure 4.19: 2WT power spectra of a) thrust, b) tower base foreaft bend
ing moment, c) blade root outofplane bending moment, and d) blade root in
plane bendingmoment for Kaimal andVonKarmanwind turbulence spectrums
(LC1.2). Only data from left turbine are shown, as turbines behavior is analo
gous.

namic model is based on the mapping of the steadystate aerodynamic coeffi
cients characteristic of the wind turbines employed. The approach is therefore
not able to assess complex aerodynamic situations which may be significant.
The dynamic response of the 2WT system is also investigated considering the
fullsystem dynamics, bladeelement momentum aerodynamic loads, and the
structural dynamics of tower and blades. Results are in very good accordance
with those obtained through the simplified approach, implying that the global
dynamic response of the system is not significantly affected by distributed loads,
structural elasticity, and skewed effects. However, the aerodynamic interaction
between the rotors cannot be assessed in either case. This interaction should
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later be investigated in more detail by means of high fidelity tools.
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Abstract

Interest is steadily growing for tworotor wind turbine concepts. This type of
wind turbine offers a practical solution for scaling issues of large wind turbine
components and for the reduction of costs associated with manufacturing,
logistics, and maintenance. However, the literature lacks thorough knowledge
of the dynamic performance of tworotor wind turbine concepts installed
on floating platforms. Previous research studied the dynamic response of a
tworotor wind turbine concept mounted on a spartype floating platform
(2WT). Platform yaw motion is a significant dynamic factor directly caused
by differential turbulence intensity experienced by the two hubs coupled with
the distribution of thrust loads on the tower structure. Bladepitch control
analysis also showed how the 2WT yaw response is extremely sensitive to the
control strategy employed. In this work, a linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
is used to design an optimal controller for the 2WT prototype. Three LQR
gain schedules corresponding to three operation regions are considered. An
inhouse tool for the dynamic analysis of tworotor floating wind turbines
is used for linear statespace extraction and dynamic analysis. The control
performance in different load conditions is assessed against the baseline OC3
PI control strategy and a PIP control strategy in a previous paper presented
by the authors.

Keywords: Linear quadratic regulator, Offshore wind, Spar, Floating
wind turbines, Multirotor, Optimal control.
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5.1 Introduction

The installed capacity of offshore wind energy has steadily increased in the last
decade. Estimates from the global wind energy council (GWEC) account for
a total installed capacity offshore of about 35 GW in 2021 out of a total wind
energy capacity of about 600 GW (GWEC, 2019). Space availability, stronger
and steadier winds, and less interference with populated areas, to name but
a few reasons for the appeal of offshore wind installations (Cruz and Atche
son, 2016). Almost all of the offshore wind turbines currently installed are
bottomfixed. However, most wind potential is beyond the limit imposed by
the maximum water depth at which bottomfixed structures are economically
feasible (around 50 m). Floating offshore wind turbines (FOWT) have been
proposed as a technical solution, and several examples of FOWTs deployment
are present (Equinor, 2015; Principle Power, 2016). Multirotor FOWTs have
also been proposed, where the advantages are associated withmore economical
offshore operations and floating platform sharing. Two commercial examples
of multirotor FOWTs currently under development are TwinWind™ by Hex
icon (Hexicon, 2021a) and Flex2power by Rosenberg Worley AS (Flex2Power,
2022). The former is a tworotor wind turbine mounted on a semisubmersible
platform. Hexicon has recently signed an agreement for conditional site exclu
sivity with a reservation of 6MW for deploying a demonstrator prototype at the
Metcentre’s deepwater site off Norway’s coast (Hexicon, 2021b). Flex2power,
on the other hand, is a modularized concept for combined wind, wave, and sun
energy production. Another innovative multirotor floating wind technology
is Nezzy2, currently under development by EnBW and the North German en
gineering company Aerodyn Engineering (EnBW, 2021b; Aerodyn Engineer
ing, 2021) and composed of two wind turbines supported by a Yshaped semi
submersible platform anchored by six mooring lines (EnBW, 2021a). A 1:10
scale prototype has been recently tested in twoblades and threeblades vari
ants. To date, the literature lacks knowledge on the dynamic performance of
tworotor FOWTs systems. Recent research evaluated the dynamic response of
a tworotor wind turbine prototype mounted on a spartype floating platform
(2WT) (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a). The concept was first defined as a first
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Figure 5.1: 2WT tworotor FOWT prototype presented in El Beshbichi et al.
(2021a) and considered in this work (lengths in m).

attempt prototype by seeking simplicity of platform design, great availability of
data concerning similar platform performance in the literature, and easy result
assessment. It was found that the 2WT design is subject to significant platform
yawmotion associatedwith differential turbulence intensity at the hubs coupled
with the distribution of thrust loads on the tower structure. A simple propor
tional control (PIP) mitigating yaw motion was introduced in parallel with the
baseline OC3 proportionalintegral (OC3 PI) controller, significantly reducing
platform yaw response. Figure 5.1 presents the 2WT system. The design consid
ers two baseline NREL 5 MW wind turbines (Jonkman, 2007). Major system
parameters are listed in Table 5.1. Three catenary mooring lines are consid
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Table 5.1: System parameters (Jonkman, 2007; El Beshbichi et al., 2021a).

Diameter at SWL m 7.6
Diameter m 10.5
Draft m 140
Depth to COG 100.9
Water Displacement m3 11.7x103

Platform Mass (including ballast) kg 10.6x106

Platform Roll Moment of Inertia kgm2 1.13x1010

Platform Pitch Moment of Inertia kgm2 1.13x1010

Platform Yaw Moment of Inertia kgm2 1.7x108

Heave Hydrostatic stiffness N/m 4.56x105

Roll Hydrostatic stiffness Nm/rad 3.42x109

Pitch Hydrostatic stiffness Nm/rad 3.42x109

Total mass kg 11.8x106

Rotor Diameter m 126
Hub Height m 90
Rotor Mass kg 110x103

Nacelle Mass kg 240x103

CutIn, Rated, CutOut Wind Speed m/s 3, 11.4, 25
CutIn, Rated Rotor Speed rpm 6.9, 12.1

Table 5.2: Natural frequencies and damping ratios of the tworotor FOWT
system computed through freedecay tests.

Natural frequency [Hz] Damping ratio [%]

Surge 0.0075 8.73
Sway 0.0075 8.73
Heave 0.031 1.96
Roll 0.033 3.81
Pitch 0.033 3.81
Yaw 0.029 4.12
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ered for stationkeeping, placed at 120 deg from one another starting from the
downwind position. Themooring linesmass density is 200 kg/m, the static ver
tical length is about 250 m, and the unstretched static length is about 900 m.
Additional concentrated stiffness in the platform yaw direction of about 9.8e7
Nm/rad is considered to account for yaw stiffness given by the delta line con
figuration (Jonkman, 2007). Hydrostatic quantities are relative to the static
position of the system affected by the loading of the mooring lines. Table 5.2
lists the natural frequencies and damping ratios from logarithmic decrement of
the 2WT system computed through freedecay tests. Control of variablespeed
wind turbines is achieved by regulating bladepitch angles and generator torque
(Bossanyi, 2000). Control is generally divided into four regions as a function of
control objective:

• Region 1. Below cutin wind speed. In this region, no generator torque
allows drivetrain acceleration for startup.

• Region 2. Between cutin wind speed and rated wind speed. In this region,
aerodynamic power is optimized by regulating generator torque.

• Region 3. Between rated and cutout wind speed. In this region, genera
tor speed is maintained equal to the rated value by actuating bladepitch
angles. Generator torque control allows for either constant electric power
output or constant generator torque.

• Cutoff region. Above cutout wind speed. In this region, blades are fully
pitched for parking the wind turbine by disrupting the aerodynamic loads.

The most common bladepitch control implementation is employing a PI
logic, for instance, in the case of the baseline OC3 PI controller (Jonkman,
2007). A linear quadratic regulator (LQR) may also be employed to design the
control of FOWTs (Stol andFingersh, 2004;Wright andFingersh, 2008). Pham
et al. (Pham et al., 2012) designed an LQR control for a multiMW wind tur
bine. Christiansen et al. (2011, 2014) designed and analyzed an LQR controller
applied to a spartype FOWT.
This work presents the design of an LQR control for the 2WT system. Control

objectives are the reduction of platform yawmotion while regulating the gener
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ators’ speed. To date, no other examples of the employment of LQR as optimal
control algorithm for mitigating platform yaw response in tworotor FOWTs is
present in the literature. Results are compared against 2WT performance con
trolled with the baseline OC3 PI controller and the coupled PIP controlled as
defined in El Beshbichi et al. (2021a).

5.2 2WT Dynamic Model

Dynamic assessment and linear statespace extraction for the 2WT proto
type are performed through an inhouse tool developed in Modelica (v3.2.3)
(El Beshbichi et al., 2021b). Modelica is a nonproprietary, declarative, object
oriented language developed by the nonprofit Modelica Association and used
to convenientlymodelmultidomain systems (TheModelica Association, 2017).
The opensourceModelicabased platformOpenModelica is also used for devel
opment (v1.16.2) (OSMC, 2021).

5.2.1 Nonlinear Model

Nonlinear dynamic analysis of the floating system assumes linear (Airy) hydro
dynamics (Faltinsen, 1993). This assumption is valid in most practical cases,
i.e., when thewave height ismuch smaller than thewater depth. The frequency
domain hydrodynamic problem associated with the platform design is solved
through the commercial code WADAM within DNV SESAM (DNV, 2017). The
2WT system is assumed to be a single rigid body with six degrees of free
dom (DoF). The motions are then computed using rigid equations of motion
(Jonkman, 2007):

[M ]q̈ + [C]q + C0,3 = −[A]inf q̈ −
∫ t

0

[K(t− τ)]q̇dτ + Fw + F + Fm + F g (1)

where q are the platformDoFs, [M ] is the total inertia tensor of the 2WT system,
[C] is the hydrostatic matrix, C0,3 is the Archimede restoring load, [A]inf is the
added mass term from hydrodynamic radiation computed at infinite wave fre
quency, [K(t)] is the retardationkernel matrix from hydrodynamic radiation,
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Figure 5.2: Power coefficient (CP ).

Fw are the loads from incident waves, F are the aerodynamic loads, Fm are the
mooring loads, and F g are the gravitational loads. Stationkeeping loads from
mooring lines are included by means of a nonlinear quasistatic formulation,
i.e., the effect of the acceleration and velocity of the mooring lines on station
keeping loads is disregarded. Aerodynamic loads are assumed composed of
concentrated thrusts acting at the hubs and torques acting on the dynamics of
the drivetrain. Additional DoFs are added to account for drivetrains dynamics
and used to define the aerodynamic state of the system. Drivetrain dynamics is
described as:

(Ir + γ2Ig)ω̇r = T − γTg (2)

where Ir is the rotor moment of inertia, Ig is the generator moment of inertia,
γ is the gearbox ratio, ωr is the lowspeed shaft speed, T is the aerodynamic
torque, and Tg is the generator torque. Aerodynamic loads are computed utiliz
ing steadystate aerodynamic coefficients associated with the onshore NREL 5
MWwind turbine design. Aerodynamic coefficients of thrust, torque, and aero
dynamic power are collected in FAST and Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 show the
resulting mapping [where λ = ωrR/Urel is the tip speed ratio (TSR), Urel is the
relative wind velocity at the hub, and β is the rotorcollective bladepitch angle].
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Figure 5.3: Thrust coefficient (CT ).
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Figure 5.4: Torque coefficient (CQ).
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Aerodynamic loads are computed as:

F =
1

2
ρairCT (λ, β)AUrel

2 (3)

and:
T =

1

2
ρairRCQ(λ, β)AUrel

2 (4)

where ρair is the air density, CT is the thrust coefficient, CQ is the torque coeffi
cient,A is the rotorswept area, andR is the rotor radius. The effect of platform
motion on the relative wind speed at the hub affects the computation of the TSR
and the aerodynamic thrust and torque loads. Turbulent wind profiles are com
puted in TurbSim (Jonkman, 2009a). The dynamic response of the bladepitch
actuation system is described through a secondorder transfer function (fn = 5
Hz, ξ = 0.02).
Even though previous work demonstrated that the method is sufficiently ac

curate to determine the general dynamic response of FOWTs (Karimirad and
Moan, 2012b; El Beshbichi et al., 2021b), more complex aerodynamic effects
cannot be assessed. For instance, the aerodynamic interaction between rotors
is not available. Concentrated loads effectively neglect wind shear. The effect
of platform yawmotion on the aerodynamic performance of the wind turbine is
also not directly assessed, as well as aerodynamic drag loads on the tower and
the aerodynamic effects of the tower’s proximity on the turbine blades. These
effects may be significant and should later be investigated to determine optimal
control weights.

5.2.2 Linear Model

The nonlinear model can be described as:

ẋ = f(x, u)

y = g(x, u)
(5)

where x is the state vector, u is the input vector, y is the output vector, f is
the nonlinear relationship describing the dynamic behavior of the system, and
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g is the nonlinear output function (Prasad et al., 2014). Control design ex
ploits the linearization of the systemby using first order Taylor expansion about
the neighborhood of a steadystate operation point. If x∗ is the state vector at
the operation point and x̃ the infinitesimal variation about the operation point
(such that x = x∗ + x̃) the linear system can be expressed as:

˙̃x = [A]x̃+ [B]ũ

ỹ = [C]x̃+ [D]ũ
(6)

where [A] = ∂f(x,u)
∂x

∣∣∣
x=x∗

, [B] = ∂f(x,u)
∂u

∣∣∣
u=u∗

, [C] = ∂g(x,u)
∂x

∣∣∣
x=x∗

and

[D] = ∂g(x,u)
∂u

∣∣∣
u=u∗

are the Jacobian matrices of the system evaluated at the op

eration point. Jacobian components describe sensitivity relationships among
states, inputs, and outputs. Modelica models can be linearized in OpenModel
ica by calling the function linearize() in the OMShell and specifying the simu
lation time at which linearization occurs. Only significant platform states have
been enabled in the linearization process. Moreover, no wave loads are con
sidered and radiation damping states are disabled. The state vector considered
is:

x̃ = [βL, βR, β̇L, β̇R,ΩL,ΩR, q5, q̇5, q6, q̇6] (7)

where Ω is the rotor speed, q5 is the platform pitch angle, and q6 is the platform
yaw angle. Subscripts L and R stand for the left and right rotor, respectively.
The input vector considered is:

ũ = [βL, βR] (8)

Moreover, external wind speed is considered as additional system input (Ku
mar and Stol, 2009):

ũd = [Urel] (9)

Aboverated steadystate error of the rotor speed can be avoided by includ
ing states expressing the integral error between the reference and actual speed,
as in linearquadratic regulators with integral terms (LQI) (Feng et al., 2007).
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Keeping LQI notation, the output variables are simply defined as the generators’
speed:

ỹ = [ΩL,ΩR] (10)

The integral error can be defined as:

Ωerr =

∫ t

0
(Ωref − ỹ) dt (11)

where Ωref is the reference (rated) rotor speed. From equations 6 and 11 (and
assuming [D] = [0]) it follows:

Ω̇err = Ωref − [C]x̃ (12)

The augmented system can finally be obtained as:{
˙̃x

Ω̇err

}
=

[
A 0

−C 0

]{
x̃

Ωerr

}
+

[
B

0

]
ũ+

[
Bd

0

]
ũd +

[
0

Ωref

]
(13)

which in compact form becomes:

˙̃xT = [AT ]x̃T + [BT ]ũ+ [Bd,T ]ũd + [E] (14)

where x̃T is the global state vector:

x̃T = [βL, βR, β̇L, β̇R,ΩL,ΩR, q5, q̇5, q6, q̇6,ΩL,err,ΩR,err] (15)

The final statespace system is hence composed of 12 states.
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5.3 Control Design

5.3.1 LQR Blade Pitch Control Design

LQR control is based on the minimization of a quadratic cost function account
ing for state control and control input usage (Prasad et al., 2014):

J =

∫ t1

t0

(x̃TT [Q]x̃T + ũT [R]ũ) dt (16)

where [Q] and [R] are symmetric positive semidefinite and positive definite
weight matrices, respectively. The selection of weight parameters is typically
left to the control system designer and is often resolved by rule of thumb or ex
haustive search approaches. Sensitivity analysis and optimizationmethodsmay
be employed to determine optimal weight parameters whichmaximize the con
trol system performance according to the selected objectives (Miyamoto et al.,
2018). In this work, weight matrices are determined heuristically by consider
ing the associated control objectives and evaluating the ensuing system’s per
formance. The fullstate feedback minimizing J is given by:

ũ = −[K]x̃T (17)

where [K] is the control gain matrix given by:

[K] = [R]−1[BT ]
T [P ] (18)

where [P ] is a positive definite symmetric matrix obtained by solving the alge
braic Riccati equation (ARE):

[AT ]
T [P ] + [P ][AT ]− [P ][BT ][R]

−1[BT ]
T [P ] + [Q] = 0 (19)

LQR design is carried out in MATLAB by using the featured LQR function lqr.
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Figure 5.5: Control schematics.

5.3.2 Generator Torque Control

The generator torque control is excluded from linear control design, and a stan
dard control schedule is employed in parallel as shown in Figure 5.5. Each wind
turbine is controlled independently. Figure 5.6 shows the controlled generator
torque as a function of generator speed. The regions depicted are the standard
control regions as described in Introduction. Torque control scheme in Region
2maximizes thewind turbine aerodynamic power (see Figure 5.2) for each aero
dynamic state (Johnson, 2004; Johnson et al., 2004):

Tg = CΩ2
g

C =
1

2
ρair

CP,max(β)

λ∗(β)3
πR5

(20)

where Ωg is the generator speed, λ∗ is the optimal TSR at a given blade pitch
angle, and CP,max = CP (λ

∗(β), β) is the optimal power coefficient. The blade
pitch angle used to determine λ∗ andCP,max is at present assumed constant and
equal to the global optimal value (0 deg). The assumption is in consequence
of small mean and standard deviation values of bladepitch angles in Region
2 given by the present control design (µ ≃ 1 deg, σ ≃ 2 deg). Torque control
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Figure 5.6: Generator torque control.

scheme in Region 3 keeps constant generator power output:

Pe = TgΩg (21)

where Pe is the rated generator power.

5.3.3 LQR Blade Pitch Control Schedules

The 2WT system is considerably nonlinear and exhibits different behavior in
Region 2, Region 3, and around the rated wind speed. Moreover, control ob
jectives change in relation to the operation regime considered. Three different
LQR control schedules have thus been defined for the rotorcollective blade
pitch control. The operational wind speeds at which each controller operates
are listed in Table 5.3. Control LQRA operates at belowrated wind regimes
(between 3 and 10 m/s). Control LQRB operates close to the rated wind speed
(between 11 and 12 m/s). Finally, control LQRC operates at aboverated wind
speeds (between 13 and 25 m/s). The wind speed gaps between control sched
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Table 5.3: Operational wind speeds associated with LQR controllers em
ployed.

Urel [m/s]
LQRA 3  10
LQRB 11  12
LQRC 13  25

Table 5.4: Steadystate operation points used for linearization.

LQRA LQRB LQRC
Urel m/s 9 11.3 13
β rad 0.052 0.1 0.118

ules are associated with transitional conditions not considered in this work.
Smooth transitioning between controllers may be employed to effectively au
tomate the controller selection process (Lindeberg et al., 2012). This may be
achieved by estimating the effectivewind speed using aKalman filter (KF) (Jena
and Rajendran, 2015). As wind speed stationarity is commonly assumed (as in
TurbSim (Jonkman, 2009a)), the controller employed is at present simply de
termined using the mean wind speed used to generate the wind profile realiza
tion.
Three different operation points (one for each controller) are used to lin

earize the system, as listed in Table 5.4. The control objectives used in this
study are 1) the mitigation of platform yaw motion, and 2) the regulation of
generators’ speed at the rated value for rated and aboverated wind speeds. The
employment of as few control objectives as possible has been adopted for two
reasons. First, platform yaw motion is an important dynamic mode strictly as
sociated with the 2WT system. Consequently, more emphasis has been given
to its mitigation by means of an optimal control strategy. Secondly, fewer con
trol objectives make the evaluation of the control system performance easier
since fewer state couplings are taken into account. A much larger number of
control objectives can be considered in later control design stages. LQR con
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Table 5.5: LQR control weigths.

[Q] [R]
LQRA diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 500, 1, 0, 0) diag(100,100)
LQRB diag(0,0,0,0,500,500,0,0,2500,2500,0.01,0.01) diag(200,200)
LQRC diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5000, 5000, 1, 1) diag(100,100)

Table 5.6: LQR control gain scheduling.

[K]

LQRA
[

0, 0, 0, 0,−0.0241, 0.0241, 0, 0, 1.2244, 5.4343, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0.0241,−0.0241, 0, 0,−1.2244,−5.4343, 0, 0

]
LQRB

[
0, 0, 0, 0,−0.87,−0.38, 0, 0, 1.929, 6.52, 0.0071, 0

0, 0, 0, 0,−0.38,−0.87, 0, 0,−1.929,−6.52, 0, 0.0071

]
LQRC

[
0, 0, 0, 0,−1.617, 1, 0, 0, 5.04,−0.8838, 0.1, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1.617, 0, 0,−5.04, 0.8838, 0, 0.1

]

trol objectives are summarized as follows. Control LQRA minimizes platform
yaw motion. Control LQRB minimizes platform yaw motion while controlling
the generators’ speed at rated values. Control LQRC is similar in scope to con
trol LQRB, but more weight is given to the generator speed control to optimize
power output quality.
LQR control weights and associated gains scheduling for each controller are

selected heuristically by considering the associated control objectives and eval
uating the resulting performance of the system. Values used in this work are
listed in Tables 5.5 and 5.6.

5.4 Reference Blade Pitch Controls

5.4.1 OC3 PI control

The baseline OC3 PI control computes the rotorcollective bladepitch angle us
ing a gainscheduled proportionalintegral control on the error between gener
ator speed and the rated generator speed value (Jonkman, 2007). The control
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law can be expressed as:

β = KP (β)
(
ωg − ωg,ref

)
+KI(β)

∫ t

0

(
ωg − ωg,ref

)
dt (22)

where KP and KI are the proportional and integral gains scheduled as a func
tion of the blade pitch angle. Gain scheduling takes into account the nonlinear
relationship between bladepitch and variation of aerodynamic power.

It is known that platform pitch instability may occur if the control system is
too stiff. The gains proposed for control of the OC3Phase IV floating system
are designed to reduce the controller natural frequency from 0.6 rad/s (asso
ciated with baseline onshore gains) to about 0.2 rad/s – thus lower than the
platform pitch natural frequency of about 0.21 rad/s (Jonkman, 2010). Reduc
tion of controller frequency below the platform pitch natural period has been
proved beneficial for the avoidance of negative damping in the platform pitch
direction (Larsen and Hanson, 2007). Since the 2WT and OC3Phase IV plat
form pitch motion natural frequencies are very similar (see Table 5.2) and the
same drivetrain system is used, the same reduced gains can be employed with
out further modification, as listed in Table 5.7. No instability occurrence has
been detected with this control setup. Moreover, the OC3 PI control configu
ration applied to the 2WT system may also determine negative damping in the
platform yaw direction at aboverated wind speeds. This can be associated with
the reduction of thrust at the hub moving upwind induced by higher relative
wind speed. This effect may exacerbate the platform yaw motion, which is pre
dominantly induced by wind turbulence intensity (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a).

5.4.2 PIP Control

Previous work focusing on the dynamic response of the 2WT system proposed
a simple coupled control strategy aiming at the mitigation of platform yaw mo
tion (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a). This control strategy, called PIP for brevity,
is composed of a proportional control mitigating platform yaw motion super
imposed to the baseline OC3 PI control. The control law associated with the
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Table 5.7: Major reference controller parameters.

OC3 PI PIP
Proportional gain (yaw mitigation),Kq6   1.5
Proportional gain at min bladepitch setting,KP (0) s 0.00627 
Integral gain at min bladepitch setting,KI(0)  0.00089 
Max blade pitch rate deg/s 8 
Min blade pitch deg 0 
Max blade pitch deg 90 

proportional control component can be expressed as:
if L βq6 = max(0,−Kq6q6)

if R βq6 = max(0, Kq6q6)

(23)

where βq6 is the bladepitch angle associated with platform yawmotion control,
andKq6 is the associated proportional control gain. This control reduces thrust
at the hub experiencing relative motion in the downwind direction. Heuristic
control tuning showed best performance at around Kq6 ≃ 1.5. Table 5.7 sum
marizes the controller parameters.

5.5 Environment

The performance of the LQR control design is assessed by evaluating the fully
coupled nonlinear response of the 2WT systemover awide range of wind speeds
at belowrated, rated, and above rated environmental conditions. Results are
compared to the performance relative to the OC3 PI control and the coupled
PIP control. Environmental parameters are listed in Table 5.8. Wind speeds
range from a minimum of 5 m/s to the cutoff value of 25 m/s. The turbulence
model considered is Kaimal, and a normal turbulence type with characteristic
B (NTM  type B) is considered (Jonkman, 2009a). All hydrodynamic loads are
considered, where incident wave loads are relative to irregular waves from the
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Table 5.8: Environmental parameters.

Urel m/s 525
Turb Kaimal
I NTM B

S(ω) JONSWAP
Hs m 6
Tp s 10

JONSWAP spectrum. The effect of current is neglected. A water depth of about
320 m is considered. Waves are aligned with the wind direction. Only one sea
state is applied to the system, corresponding to a characteristic wave heightHs

of 6 m and characteristic wave period Tp of 10 s.

5.6 Results

The integration method ida is used to solve the equations of motion of the sys
tem. Integration tolerance equal to 1x10−4 is used. A time interval equal to 0.3
s is used, sufficient to cover rigid motion response. The linear solver totalpivot
and nonlinear solver kinsol are also employed. Time realizations of about
4000 s are computed. The first 400 s are removed to avoid numerical tran
sients, leaving a net 1 h simulation time to compute shortterm results. A total
of five response parameters are used to evaluate the LQR controller response
and compare it with reference control strategies (Sarkar et al., 2021). The first
parameter is the platform yaw motion. Standard deviation (STD) should be
kept as low as possible. The second parameter is generator speed. More stable
generator speed leads to higher power quality. The third parameter is the elec
tric power output, which is directly related to the variation of generator speed.
The fourth parameter is the platformpitchmotion, which can induce significant
tower foreaft (FA) bending loads if too high. Finally, the fifth parameter is the
blade pitch rate. This parameter is used as an indication of actuation usage. The
assumptions employed in this work may have a significant impact on the per
formance parameters here considered. For instance, rigid structural dynamics
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may significantly reduce STD values  especially of generator speed and elec
tric power output. The neglect of the effect of blades’ spatial orientation on the
aerodynamic loads may also significantly influence platform yaw motion STD.
Nonetheless, the results obtained are sufficiently accurate for global dynamic
performance evaluation and control system design purposes. A detailed expo
sition of the dynamic response of the 2WT system will be the subject of future
work.

Figure 5.7 shows the performance of LQR and coupled PIP controllers as
a function of wind speed. Platform yaw motion STD with OC3 PI controller is
also included. It is clear that platformyawmotion is significantwithout a proper
control strategy throughout the full wind speed range (OC3 PI). PIP controller
reduces the platform yawmotion significantly. LQR control is found to perform
significantly better than the PIP control, especially at rated and aboverated
wind speeds. At belowrated wind speeds the advantage is present but small
(about 8% LQR yawmotion STD and 11% LQR pitch motion STD if compared
to PIP response at 8 m/s). This is expected, since the only control objective
of control LQRA is platform yawmotion reduction, while the major advantage
of LQR against PI strategies is the ability to control multiple objectives (Kumar
and Stol, 2009). At nearrated and aboverated wind speeds the LQR controller
performs significantly better than the PIP controller. The advantage is signifi
cant also for operating conditions far from the one used for linearization. At 12
m/s the platform yawmotion STD is about 58% and the platform pitch motion
STD is about 40% if compared to the PIP controller. Marginally higher mean
platform pitch motion is obtained around the rated wind speed (about +5% if
compared to PIP controller). LQR performance is stable also at very high wind
speeds. Electric power quality is also increased with the LQR control. At 17
m/s, the electric power output mean and STD difference if compared to the PI
P control is about +100 kW and 17%, respectively. Excellent generator speed
control at aboverated wind speeds is obtained, with a significant STD reduc
tion obtained with the LQR controller (about 25% if compared to the PIP con
troller). It can also be noted how the average generator speed reaches closeto
rated values at about 11 m/s, while the average electric power output stabilizes
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Figure 5.7: Performance of LQR and coupled PIP controllers as a function
of wind speed. Platform yaw response with OC3 PI controller is also included.
Control regions associated with different LQR gain schedulings are highlighted
with different box colors. Response given in terms of a) platform yaw STD, b)
platform pitch motion, c) electric power, and d) generator speed. Only results
relative to the left turbine are shown.
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Figure 5.8: Aboverated 2WT response 300 s time series of a) platform yaw
motion, b) generator speed, c) bladepitch angle, and d) platform pitch motion
for LQR (control LQRC), baseline OC3 PI, and PIP controllers. Mean wind
speed 13 m/s. Only results relative to the left turbine are shown. Turbulent
wind realizations at hubs are also depicted (e).

at closetorated values at about 13 m/s. This discrepancy is mainly associated
with the relatively higher electric power STD close to the rated wind speed (17%
of themean value against the 5% associated with the generator speed). This can
further be related to the fluctuating aerodynamic torque at the lowspeed shaft
given by wind turbulence.
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show time realizations of about 300 s of the 2WT

response for LQR, the baseline OC3 PI, and the coupled PIP controllers for
aboverated (13 m/s) and belowrated (9 m/s) wind speed conditions, respec
tively. LQR control yieldsmore stable results in terms of platform yaw and pitch
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Figure 5.9: Belowrated 2WT response 300 s time series of a) platform yaw
motion, b) generator speed, c) bladepitch angle, and d) platform pitch motion
for LQR (control LQRA), baseline OC3 PI, and PIP controllers. Mean wind
speed 9m/s. Only results relative to the left turbine are shown. Turbulent wind
realizations at hubs are also depicted (e).

motions. LQR controller is able to reduce peak variations of generator speed
from the rated value. It can be also noted that the blade pitch angle experiences
a higher rate of change, associated with a more onerous actuator usage. The
increase in blade pitch rate is not problematic, as long as subsequent detailed
investigation of the loads and fatigue assessment associatedwith the blade pitch
actuation system are carried out.

It is clear how the LQR controller gives most of its advantages around and
above the rated wind speed. Four response parameters are used to further eval
uate the LQR controller response and compare it with reference controllers.
Response evaluation is given in terms of the root mean square (RMS) of plat
form yaw motion, generator speed error, electric power error, and bladepitch
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rate. Figure 5.10 shows the performance comparison for LQR, the baseline
OC3 PI, and the coupled PIP controllers at aboverated wind speeds. More
over, Figure 5.11 shows the performance comparison for LQR, the baseline OC3
PI, and the coupled PIP controllers at belowratedwind speeds. At aboverated
wind speeds, LQR is the best performing controller. The PIP controller leads to
higher speed and power errors than the OC3 PI controller at higher wind speeds
(about +10% RMS power error difference at 17 m/s). Performance must, how
ever, be paid in terms of a higher actuation usage. The RMS of bladepitch rate
is significantly higher for the LQR controller (about +27% and +35% if com
pared to PIP and OC3 PI controllers at 13 m/s, respectively). However, the
increase in bladepitch rate is well within the limits imposed by actuation rate
saturation (max 8 deg/s (Jonkman, 2007)). At belowrated wind speeds, the
LQR and PIP performance is similar.

5.7 Conclusion

This work presented the design of an optimal LQR controller for a tworotor
floating wind turbine prototype. Three different LQR control schedules were
defined, associated to belowrated, nearrated, and aboverated wind speeds.
For each controller, a related operational point was used for linearization.
Numerical evaluations were used to assess the performance of the LQR con
troller against the performance of baselineOC3PI and coupled PIP controllers.
Suited control objectiveswere considered. It was shownhow the LQR controller
performs significantly better than both reference controllers. The advantage
was found to be most significant at aboverated wind speeds. Platform yaw and
pitch motion STD is reduced considerably. Mean platform pitch motion close
to the rated wind speed is marginally higher for the LQR controller than the PI
P performance. Electric power output STD is also reduced, indicating higher
power quality. Greater performancemust be paid for higher actuator usage (es
timated in terms of bladepitch rate RMS). Nevertheless, peak values are well
within saturation limits.
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Figure 5.10: Performance comparison for LQR, baseline OC3 PI, and coupled
PIP controllers at aboverated wind speeds. RMS of a) platform yaw motion,
b) generator speed error, c) electric power error, and d) bladepitch rate. Only
results relative to the left turbine are shown.
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Figure 5.11: Performance comparison for LQR, baseline OC3 PI, and coupled
PIP controllers at belowrated wind speeds. RMS of a) platform yaw motion
and b) bladepitch rate. Only results relative to the left turbine are shown.
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Abstract

The modified environmental contour method (MECM) is assessed for the
prediction of 50year extreme response of a tworotor floating wind turbine
concept (2WT) deployed in two offshore sites in the northern North Sea
(Norway 5) and the North Atlantic Ocean (Buoy Cabo Silleiro). The sites
considered are in areas known for their floating wind development potential.
The environmental contour method (ECM) is used to reduce the computational
effort of full longterm analysis (FLTA) by only considering environmental
conditions associated with a given return period. MECM is a modification of
the ECM where additional environmental contours are included to account for
discontinuous operation modes of dynamic structures. The results obtained in
MECM are benchmarked against FLTA results and compared to ECM results.
ECM leads to large underpredictions of responses governed by wind loads
if compared to FLTA, as it is not capable of taking into account important
operational modes of the 2WT. It is found that MECM, which includes the
wind turbines cutoff contour, is able to reduce most response underpredic
tions within 15% difference compared to FLTA results. MECM may thus be
considered as a sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient method for
the longterm extreme analysis of 2WT concepts.

Keywords: Floating offshore wind turbines, Multi rotor, Longterm ex
treme response, Environmental contour method, Probabilistic design.
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6.1 Introduction

Floating offshore wind turbine concepts (FOWTs) should be designed to with
stand extreme environmental loading. The most accurate method for the pre
diction of longterm extreme responses is the full longterm analysis (FLTA).
This approach directly integrates the probability distribution of all shortterm
extreme responses and their associated environmental conditions. However,
FLTA is also computationally demanding due to the bulk response evaluation
of all the relevant environmental conditions. In the last decade, more efficient
methods able to evaluate extreme longterm responses with a sufficient level of
accuracy have been investigated. The most widely used alternative to reduce
the environmental cases to be evaluated is the environmental contour method
(ECM) (Haver andWinterstein, 2008). This method predicts the longterm ex
treme response by considering the shortterm extreme distribution of only sig
nificant conditions lying on the environmental contour surface with the same
return period as the longterm extreme response. However, the operational
space of offshore wind turbines (OWTs) is highly discontinuous. The cutin
and cutout wind speed limits, as well as full loading at rated conditions, entail
a discontinuity of the environmentstructural load relationship. ECM assumes
the design load cases to lie nearby the environmental contour surface. Conse
quently, pure ECM is found to greatly underestimate the longterm extreme
responses of OWTs and FOWTs (Saranyasoontorn and Manuel, 2004; Li et al.,
2016).
The modified environmental contour method (MECM), proposed in Li et al.

(2016), is amodification of theECM that takes into accountmultiple contours in
addition to the one associated with the ECM return period. The method allows
for the employment of environmental contours in structures with a discontinu
ous environmentload condition.
MECM has been successfully employed to assess the longterm extreme re

sponse of a variety of offshore structures, including bottomfixed OWTs (Li
et al., 2016), semisubmersible FOWTs (Li et al., 2017), and combined wind
turbine and wave energy converter systems (WECs) (Li et al., 2018). However,
no MECM assessment for the analysis of tworotor floating wind turbine sys
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tems is to date available in the relevant literature. Knowledge of the validity of
MECM results is of great practical utility given the significant reduction of the
time needed for simulation and analysis.
In this paper, the extreme longterm response of a spartype tworotor float

ing wind turbine concept (2WT) is analyzed by means of theMECM for two dif
ferent offshore sites in the North Atlantic Ocean and the northern North Sea.
The offshore sites considered in this work are in areaswell known for their float
ing wind development potential (EWEA, 2013). The accuracy of MECM results
is assessed by comparing them with results obtained from the complete FLTA
and the more general ECM.

6.2 Overview of Environmental LongTerm
Joint Distributions

A detailed exposition of longterm joint distribution assessment can be found
in Li et al. (2013). Longterm extreme response analysis is based upon the joint
distribution of the environmental parameters of a particular offshore site. That
is, for each specific environmental condition it is necessary to define the associ
ated longterm probability of occurrence given a return period, e.g., 50 years. A
large amount of data is normally necessary to estimate the environmental distri
butions. To get accurate joint distribution fittings it is suggested to use at least
ten years datasets (BitnerGregersen, 2011). It is assumed that the shortterm
responses are sequential and stationary (Li et al., 2013). It is customary to de
fine the joint distribution given by the average wind speed, Uw, the significant
wave height, Hs, and the significant wave period, Tp, by means of a marginal
distribution of Uw, a conditional distribution of Hs given Uw, and a conditional
distribution of Tp given bothHs and Tp:

fUw,Hs,Tp(u, h, t) = fUw
(u)fHs|Uw

(h|u)fTp|Uw,Hs
(t|u, h) (1)

where f denotes the probability density function operator (PDF).
fUw,Hs,Tp(u, h, t) is the joint PDF of environmental conditions at a specific
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offshore site. In other words, fUw,Hs,Tp(u, h, t) gives the relative likelihood that
a specific offshore site will experience a given environmental condition (u, h, t).
Integration of the joint PDF over the environmental space yields unity by
definition,

∫
fs(s)ds = 1 [where s is the generalized environmental variable].

The average wind speed marginal distribution is found to be best fitted by
means of a twoparameter Weibull distribution, which can be described as:

fUw
(u) =

[
αU
βU

(
u

βU

)αU−1]
exp

[
−
(
u

βU

)αU
]

(2)

where αU and βU are the fitting shape and scale parameters of the distribution,
respectively. The conditional PDF of Hs given Uw is also fitted by means of a
twoparameter Weibull distribution:

fHs|Uw
(h|u) =

[
αHC
βHC

(
h

βHC

)αHC−1]
exp

[
−
(

h

βHC

)αHC
]

(3)

where αHC and βHC are the fitting shape and scale parameters of the distribu
tion, respectively. They are fitted by means of power functions:

αHC = a1 + a2u
a3 (4)

βHC = b1 + b2u
b3 (5)

where the constants a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3 are determined from data fitting. The
conditional distribution of Tp givenHs and Uw is fitted by means of a lognormal
distribution:

fTp|Uw,Hs
(t|u, h) = 1√

2πσln(Tp)t
exp

[
− 1

2

(
ln(t)− µln(Tp)

σln(Tp)

)2]
(6)

where µln(Tp) and σln(Tp) are the mean value and standard deviation defining the
lognormal distribution. They are defined as:
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µln(Tp) = ln

(
µTp√
1 + ν2Tp

)
(7)

σ2ln(Tp) = ln
(
ν2Tp + 1

)
(8)

νTp =
σTp
µTp

(9)

The mean value of Tp is computed as:

µTp = t(h)

[
1 + θ

(
u− u(h)

u(h)

)γ]
(10)

where θ and γ are fitting coefficients, and t(h) and u(h) are the expected peak
period and average wind speed fitted as power functions:

t(h) = e1 + e2h
e3 (11)

u(h) = f1 + f2h
f3 (12)

where the constants e1, e2, e3, f1, f2, f3 are determined from data fitting. νTp(h)
may also be assumed only correlated with Hs. In this case the fitting can be
described as follows:

νTp(h) = k1 + k2exp(hk3) (13)

where the constants k1, k2, k3 are determined fromdata fitting. Empirical fitting
parameters for the marginal distribution of Uw, the conditional distribution of
Hs given Uw, and the conditional distribution of Tp given both Uw and Hs at
different offshore sites can be found in Li et al. (2013).
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6.3 Overview of LongTerm ExtremeMethods

6.3.1 Full LongTerm Analysis (FLTA)

The most accurate method to estimate the longterm extreme responses of off
shore structures is the full longterm analysis (FLTA). FLTA is mostly used as
a benchmark reference to more simplified methods. The method combines the
shortterm extreme response distribution associated with all the environmen
tal conditions for a given return period and their corresponding probability of
occurrence. The longterm distribution can be established by integrating the
product of the shortterm extreme response cumulative distribution functions
(CDF) and the longterm PDF of the environmental conditions associated with
a particular offshore site:

FLT
X (ξ) =

∫∫∫
F ST
X|Uw,Hs,Tp

(ξ|u, h, t)fUw,Hs,Tp(u, h, t)dudhdt (14)

Equation 14 is the standard representation of the full longterm analysis (Haver
andWinterstein, 2008). X is a given response variable. FLT

X and F ST
X|Uw,Hs,Tp

are
the longterm and shorttermCDFs associatedwith the variableX. That is, they
represent the probability that X will assume a value lesser or equal than ξ. The
shortterm extreme response probability distribution is often approximated by
means of a Gumbel fit of the maxima of n realizations of random seeds (Haver
and Winterstein, 2008). It is customary to use Gumbel distributions to fit ex
treme data (also denoted as extreme value distribution  type I) (Li et al., 2017).
The Gumbel distribution can be defined as:

F ST (x) ≈ e−e
−(x−µ)/β

(15)

where µ and β are, respectively, the location and scale parameters, which can
be estimated by means of the method of moments (Mahdi and Cenac, 2012):

µ = x− γβ (16)

β =
√
6sx/π (17)
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where γ is the EulerMascheroni constant (γ ≈ 0.57722), x is the mean of the
extreme values, and sx is the standard deviation of the extreme values. If a
reference time duration of 1h is used, the fulllong term extreme response can
then be estimated by means of the inverse relationship:

ξ∗ = FLT−1

X (1− 1/(N ∗ 365 ∗ 24)) (18)

where N is a given return period in years. From Equation 14 it is clear that
FLTA entails the integration of a large number of environmental states. This
method is thus extremely timeconsuming. A great effort has been put by many
researchers in designing more costeffective methods to estimate extreme re
sponses of offshore structures, such as the ECM (Haver andWinterstein, 2008)
and MECM (Li et al., 2016).

6.3.2 Environmental Contour Method (ECM)

ECM stems from the more general inverse firstorder reliability method
(IFORM) (Winterstein et al., 1993). In contrast to IFORM, ECM does not con
sider the variability of the extreme response (Li et al., 2017). Consequently,
the contour can be fully described in the environmental space. As already dis
cussed, ECM assumes that the extreme response is found along a surface con
structed within the environmental space (i.e., Uw, Hs, Tp) and associated with
the desired return period, e.g., 50 years. The environmental condition along the
contour surface which yields the largest shortterm response is designated as
design point. High empirical percentiles are used in order to take into account
the omission of the shortterm extreme response variability (Madsen, 1988; Li
et al., 2017). Percentiles values between 70% to 90% are normally used.
ECM is based on Rosemblatt transformation (Rosenblatt, 1952), whereby

sitespecific environmental PDFs are combined with the projection of a normal
CDF into a gaussian space (Uspace) associated with the desired return period.
The Uspace thus defined has the same number of dimensions of the environ
mental space. That is, the environmental space (Uw, Hs, Tp) is transformed into
the Uspace (U1, U2, U3). Figure 6.1 depicts a graphical representation of the
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Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of the Environmental Contour Method
(ECM), based on Rosemblatt transformation (Rosenblatt, 1952). Only the
marginal (Weibull) distribution of Uw is shown, relative to a standard height
of 10 m and site 14 (Table 6.3) (Li et al., 2013).
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ECM procedure. The steps required to establish an EC may be described as
follows. First, a desired return period N is defined, e.g., 50 years. The hourly
exceedance probability, pf , can then be defined as:

pf =
1

365.25 ∗ 24 ∗N
(19)

The associated nonexceedance probability, 1−pf , can then be used to compute
the Gaussian variable, β, corresponding to the desired return period (Figure
6.1a):

β = Φ−1(1− pf) (20)

where Φ is the standard Gaussian CDF operator (µ = 0, σ = 1). In the Uspace,
the distance of a point to the origin corresponds to the associated return period.
Therefore, a sphere of radius βmay be established to define all the environmen
tal conditions associated with the return period N (Figure 6.1b). The relation
ship between the environmental variables in the gaussian space (U1, U2, U3) and
the environmental variables in the physical space (Uw, Hs, Tp) can be described
as follows:

F (Uw) = Φ(U1) (21)

F (Hs|Uw) = Φ(U2) (22)

F (Tp|Uw, Hs) = Φ(U3) (23)

That is, the probability computed from normal CDF is bound to the probabil
ity computed from the environmental CDF associated with the environmental
variable considered, e.g., Weibull for the marginal distribution of Uw (Figures
6.1cd). For any given point in Uspace, (U1

∗, U2
∗, U3

∗), a corresponding point
in the physical space can be thus established, (Uw∗, Hs

∗, Tp
∗). As a consequence,

the gaussian sphere in Uspace can be transformed into a surface in physical
space corresponding to the same return period N (Figure 6.1e).

ECM entails much fewer environmental conditions compared with FLTA.
Moreover, the design points are naturally lumped either in the maximum wind
speed region or in the maximum wave height region. Therefore, often only a
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portion of the contour surface is of interest in longterm extreme analysis (Li
et al., 2013).

ECM is often not suitable to accurately analyze the longterm extreme re
sponse of systemswhose environmentstructural load relationship is notmono
tonically increasing. Structures such as FOWTs, for instance, feature many
discontinuities of the response which are associated with sudden operational
changes. It is clear that for such systems, the largest extreme response is likely
to occur during normal operational conditions.

6.3.3 Modified Environmental Contour Method
(MECM)

As previously discussed, ECM cannot be considered a reliable method to pre
dict the extreme longterm response of structures with complex dynamics such
as FOWTs. The MECM, proposed by Li et al. (2016), is a modification of the
ECMwhich takes into accountmultiple contours to incorporate nonmonotonic
behaviour. For instance, a contour surface with a maximum wind speed corre
sponding to the FOWT cutoff wind speed condition can be superimposed to the
global 50years contour surface to account for the discontinuous behaviour. In
the same manner, additional contour surfaces are included accounting for cut
in and rated conditions. The additional contours have a different return pe
riod, as a different constraint is used to define the surface in Uspace. Since the
different contours use different return periods, extrapolation is needed to get
consistent values to the original Nyear period. The largest extreme response
obtained from the environmental contours is the final MECM result. This can
be written as (Li et al., 2018):

ξ1 = F
ST (50yr)−1
X|Uw,Hs,Tp

(p1|ucontour1, hcontour1, tcontour1) (24)
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ξ2 = F
ST (50yr)−1
X|Uw,Hs,Tp

(p2|ucontour2, hcontour2, tcontour2)

...

ξECM = F
ST (ECM)−1
X|Uw,Hs,Tp

(p1|uECM , hECM , tECM)

ξ = max[ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξECM ]

where pi (i= 1,2,...) is the empirical percentile level for the additional contour
(commonly equal to 50%), while pECM is the empirical percentile used in ECM
(commonly equal to 90%). The expected value of the additional contours is
relative to a lower return period compared to the ECM. The extrapolated distri
butions equivalent to a 50year return period are thus computed as:

F
ST (50yr)
X|Uw,Hs,Tp

(ξ) = F ST
X|Uw,Hs,Tp

(ξ|uM , hM , tM)50/M (25)

whereM is the return period of the additional contour. For a full methodolog
ical description of MECM refer to Li et al. (2016).

6.4 TwoRotor SparType Floating Wind Tur
bine (2WT)

The present study focuses on the response of a spartype tworotor floatingwind
turbine concept (2WT) proposed by El Beshbichi et al. (2021a). The system
consists of two baseline NREL 5MW wind turbines (Jonkman et al., 2009)
mounted on a structure composed of horizontal arms connected to the main
tower and supported by wires. The floating foundation used is a standard spar
buoy design. Figure 6.2 shows the 2WT structural geometry. Major specifica
tions of the 2WT concept are listed in Table 6.1. The table includes geometrical
and inertial specifications, stationkeeping specifications, hydrostatic specifi
cations, and specifications related to the wind turbine design considered.
Three catenary mooring lines are used as stationkeeping systems. The un

stretched length of the lines is 902.2 m, while the static vertical length is 250m.
The mooring line mass density used is equal to 200 kg/m, and a constant yaw
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Table 6.1: Major specifications of the 2WT concept (Jonkman, 2007; El Besh
bichi et al., 2021a).

Draft m 140
Depth to CoG (full system) m 100.9
Depth to fairlead m 86.5
Diameter m 7.6 to 10.5 (tapered)
Water Displacement m3 11.7x103

Platform Mass (including ballast) kg 10.6x106

Tower Mass kg 537x103

Rotor Mass (per unit) kg 110x103

Nacelle Mass (per unit) kg 240x103

Platform Roll Moment of Inertia about CoG kgm2 1.13x1010

Platform Pitch Moment of Inertia about CoG kgm2 1.13x1010

Platform Yaw Moment of Inertia about Centerline kgm2 1.7x108

Number of mooring lines  3
Angular distance between adjacent mooring lines deg 120
Unstretched line length m 902.2
Radius to fairlead m 5.78
Line diameter m 0.09
Line mass density kg/m 200
Yaw Spring Mooring Stiffness Nm/rad 9.8x107

Heave Hydrostatic restoring stiffness N/m 4.56x105

Roll Hydrostatic restoring stiffness Nm/rad 3.42x109

Pitch Hydrostatic restoring stiffness Nm/rad 3.42x109

Surge added linear damping N/(m/s) 1x105

Sway added linear damping N/(m/s) 1x105

Heave added linear damping N/(m/s) 1.3x105

Yaw added linear damping Nm/(rad/s) 1.3x107

Rotor Diameter m 126
Hub Height m 90
CutIn, Rated, CutOut Wind Speed m/s 3, 11.4, 25
CutIn, Rated Rotor Speed rpm 6.9, 12.1
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Figure 6.2: a) OC3 geometry [m] (Jonkman et al., 2009). b) 2WT configura
tion [m] (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a).

stiffness equal to 9.8x107Nm/rad is used. A proportionalintegrative (PI) rotor
collective blade pitch control strategy on the generator speed is linearly coupled
with a proportional rotorcollective blade pitch control on the 2WT platform
yaw motion (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a). The coupled control strategy aims at
mitigating the platform yaw response by reducing the thrust on the hub surging
due to the positive yaw dynamics.

The numerical simulations rely on an inhouse code for the simplified dy
namics of tworotor FOWTs concepts (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a,b). The tool is
developed inModelica, within the opensource platformOpenModelica (OSMC,
2021). Figure 6.3 depicts a flowchart describing the simulation tool structure.
The system is assumed as a single rigid body, i.e., six equations of motion
(EoMs) are used to solve the system dynamics. The linear hydrodynamic solver
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Figure 6.3: Flowchart describing the simulation tool structure used in the
analysis.

WADAM within SESAMHydroD is used to solve the firstorder frequency
domain hydrodynamic problem (DNV, 2017). The frequencydomain added
mass, A(ω), radiation damping, B(ω), and incident wave loads per unit wave
amplitude, X(ω), can then be obtained for the given floating platform. Ra
diation damping is approximated by means of a statespace representation
(El Beshbichi et al., 2021b). A preprocessor is used to obtain operational quan
tities from input information, such as the radiation damping statespace ma
trices (A,B,C,D), the linear hydrodynamic loads from incident waves, Fw(t),
included as realizations from lookup Inverse Fourier Transformations (IFT),
and the added mass matrix computed at infinite frequency,A∞. The character
istic wave height, Hs, characteristic wave period, Tp, and seed number, Sh, are
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also used to define the hydrodynamic state of the system. Stationkeeping loads
given by mooring lines are modeled as quasistatic loaddisplacement relation
ships (Jonkman, 2007).
The aerodynamic loads are assumed as concentrated at the hub. The aero

dynamic thrust loads, T , act at the hub locations. In order to obtain the aero
dynamic state of the system, the aerodynamic torque is used to solve the rotor
equivalent EoM, included in the aerodynamic module. The aerodynamic loads
are computed bymapping the quasistatic aerodynamic thrust and torque coef
ficients. Turbulent wind realizations, (U, V,W ), are computed by means of the
NREL preprocessor TurbSim (Jonkman, 2009a). TurbSim input information
are the mean wind speed at the hub height, Uhub, and the seed number, St. The
thrust loads can be defined as:

F =
1

2
ρairCt(λ, β)AUrel

2 (26)

where ρair is the air density, Ct is the steadystate thrust coefficient, λ is the tip
speed ratio, β is the rotorcollective blade pitch angle, A is the rotor plane area,
and Urel is the relative speed between local wind and hub. The torque loads are
defined as:

T =
1

2
ρairRCq(λ, β)AUrel

2 (27)

where R is the rotor radius, and Cq is the steadystate torque coefficient. Sys
tem response parameters considered in the present study are listed in Table
6.2. Due to limitations in the present modeling strategy, only the global rigid
bodymotion responses are considered in the evaluation of longterm extremes.
However, rigid motion responses may be used as indicators for structural re
sponses.
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Table 6.2: Response parameters in consideration for longterm extreme anal
ysis of the 2WT system.

q1 m Surge
q3 m Heave
q5 deg Pitch
q6 deg Yaw
T1 kN Upstream Fairlead #1 Tension
T2 kN Upstream Farilead #2 Tension
T3 kN Downstream Fairlead Tension
q̇1 m/s Surge velocity
q̇3 m/s Heave velocity
q̇5 deg/s Pitch velocity
q̇6 deg/s Yaw velocity
q̈1 m/s2 Surge acceleration
q̈3 m/s2 Heave acceleration
q̈5 deg/s2 Pitch acceleration
q̈6 deg/s2 Yaw acceleration

6.5 Environment

The geographical sites and their environmental characteristics used in this work
are based on information fromLi et al. (2013). The sites considered are referred
to as site 3 and site 14 and are located in theNorth Atlantic Ocean and the north
ern North Sea, respectively. The geographical location of the offshore sites used
in the present study is shown in Figure 6.4. Locations are selected from wind
and wave resource assessment performed within the EUfunded project MA
RINA Platform (Ferri et al., 2018). Offshore sites selected are locations well
known for their floating offshore wind development potential (EWEA, 2013;
WindEurope, 2019). Site 14 is first selected due to harsh longterm environ
mental conditions, while site 3 is selected as a reference site in Southern Eu
ropean waters. Both sites are sufficiently deep to host deep drafted platforms
such as the spartype 2WT platform. Table 6.3 shows the characteristic values
of the offshore sites used in this study. Table 6.4 shows the basic information of
the meteorological conditions used to compute turbulent wind profile realiza
tions. The environmental cases in FLTA are initially limited to the ones listed
in Table 6.5. The bin sizes are chosen from recommendations in the standard
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Figure 6.4: Location of sites used in the present study (Li et al., 2013; Ferri
et al., 2018).

Table 6.3: Characteristic values of site 3 and site 14.

Site 3 Site 14

Location Atlantic North Sea
Water depth m 449 202
Distance to shore km 40 30
50year Uw at 10 m m/s 28.37 33.49
50yearHs m 10.19 10.96
Mean value of Tp s 11.84 11.06

Table 6.4: Meteorological conditions used for simulations of wind speed pro
files in Turbsim.

Turbulence model Kaimal
IEC standard IEC 614001ED3
Turbulence type Normal
Turbulence characteristics B
Hub height [m] 90
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Table 6.5: FLTA environmental conditions.

Min Max Bin

Uw m/s 4 50 2
Hs m 1 20 1
Tp s 2 34 2

Figure 6.5: Environmental conditions used for FLTA. The 50year contour
surface of site 14 is included to visualize the threshold of the selected conditions.

DNVGLRP0286 (DNVGL, 2019), which gives a total of 8160 environmental
conditions. The simulation time is approximately 25 minutes for each case. In
this work, the number of environmental conditions is reduced by selecting only
the conditions with a return period of fewer than 1000 years. This ensures that
conditions with low exceedance probability are considered while unimportant
conditions are omitted. Figure 6.5 shows the selected conditions relative to the
50year contour surface of site 14 and adjusted for the hub height wind speed.
Based on this method, a total of 1205 environmental conditions are selected
(about 85% fewer conditions).

As previously described, the present application of MECMmakes use of two
environmental contours. The first is associatedwith the standardECM50years
return period, while the second is associated with the wind turbines’ cutout
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Figure 6.6: Environmental contours associated with the ECM50years return
period and with the wind turbine cutoff wind speed. a) Site 3. b) Site 14 (Li
et al., 2013).

Table6.6: Comparison of number of cases and cumulative computational time
needed to perform longterm analysis (CPU time needed for a single case is 25
minutes circa).

Ncases Tsim [min] Variation w.r.t. FLTA

FLTA 1205 30125 

MECM 50years 101 170 4250 86%cutoff 69
ECM 50years 101 101 2525 91.6%

wind speed, i.e., 25 m/s. Figure 6.6 shows the ECM contour and the additional
contour represented by the cutoff wind speed for site 3 and site 14. The latter
is often referred to as the ’cutoff contour.’ For site 14, the cutoff contour is
created with a return period corresponding to approximately 105 hours, while
680 hours is used for site 3.

Table 6.6 shows a comparison of the number of cases and cumulative com
putational time needed to perform longterm analysis by means of the FLTA,
the ECM, and the MECM. As it is clear, FLTA requires a large amount of envi
ronmental cases. The contour methods presently proposed significantly reduce
the computational effort for longterm analysis. Total computational time is
reduced of about 91.6% if ECM is considered, and of about 86% if MECM is
considered.
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Figure 6.7: Full longterm extreme exceedance probability of platform surge,
heave, pitch, and yaw motions computed for site 3 and site 14. The dashed line
represents the exceedance probability associated with 50years return period.

6.6 Results and Discussion

Figure 6.7 shows the FLTA 1hour exceedance probability for platform surge,
heave, pitch, and yaw platform motions computed for site 3 and site 14. The
dashed line represents the 50years return period threshold. Moreover, Table
6.7 summarizes the 50year extreme responses obtained from FLTA. Results
show how the responses predicted are very close for both sites. This indicates
that the responses are not affected significantly by the harsher wind conditions
of site 14. Heave motion is significantly reduced in site 3, with a 50years ex
treme of about 3.6 m against 6.2 m in site 14. As heave is wavedominated,
it is reasonable to assume that the waveinduced loads, associated with lower
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Table 6.7: 50years longterm extreme responses obtained from FLTA for site
3 and site 14.

Site 3 Site 14

q1 m 77.06 77.37
q3 m 3.64 6.20
q5 deg 11.06 10.76
q6 deg 19.31 19.57
T1 kN 5122 5148
T2 kN 4897 4902
T3 kN 2827 2831
q̇1 m/s 5.03 5.72
q̇3 m/s 0.90 1.24
q̇5 deg/s 2.10 2.30
q̇6 deg/s 4.19 4.52
q̈1 m/s2 2.67 3.05
q̈3 m/s2 0.52 0.59
q̈5 deg/s2 1.09 1.26
q̈6 deg/s2 1.52 1.53

frequencies for site 3 if compared to site 14 (Table 6.3), are more prone to dy
namically amplify heave motion. As previously stated, ECM takes into ac
count the 50years contour surface, while MECM considers both the 50years
contour and the contour corresponding to the wind turbines cutoff condition,
that is, 25 m/s. It is challenging to locate the important conditions on the con
tour efficiently. The aim is to cover enough environmental conditions without
compromising accuracy and efficiency. This may be achieved, for instance, by
searching only areas of the contour in which the extreme response is expected
to be located (Li et al., 2018). However, for conceptual systems as the 2WT,
there is little evidence for dominant environmental regions. As such, the whole
contour is included in the present study. Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the
selected conditions on the 50years environmental contour surfaces for sites 3
and 14, respectively. Figure 6.10 andFigure 6.11 show the selected conditions on
the cutoff environmental contour surfaces for both sites. The design points ob
tained in the study are highlighted with filled black circles. Each design point is
associated with one response variable, even though overlap of design points can
occur. It can be noted how the design points found from the 50year contour
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Figure 6.8: Discretized conditions for 50years contour surface for site 3. The
blue circles are the selected conditions, while the filled black circles are the de
sign points.

Figure 6.9: Discretized conditions for 50years contour surface for site 14.
The blue circles are the selected conditions, while the filled black circles are the
design points.
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Figure 6.10: Discretized conditions for cutoff contour surface for site 3. The
blue circles are the selected conditions, while the filled black circles are the de
sign points.

Figure 6.11: Discretized conditions for cutoff contour surface for site 14. The
blue circles are the selected conditions, while the filled black circles are the de
sign points.
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Figure 6.12: Percentage deviation of ECM andMECM results to FLTA results
for site 3 (a) and site 14 (b). The 50years contour uses a 90% percentile, while
the cutoff contour uses a 50% percentile.

are generally located in the regions corresponding to rated wind speed, wave
period close to the platform natural periods, maximumwind speed, and cutoff
wind speed. For the cutoff contours, the design points are generally located at
the windwave peak or close to rated wind conditions.

Common percentiles used in previous studies of longterm extreme re
sponses of floating wind turbine concepts are 90% for ECM and 50% for addi
tional contours forMECM (Li et al., 2016, 2017, 2018). Same percentiles values
are thus used in this work. Figure 6.12 compares the results of ECM andMECM
as percentage difference with respect to the FLTA results for site 3 (a) and site
14 (b). Negative values indicate underprediction, while positive values indicate
overprediction. Response underprediction is clearly the major issue in using
simplified methods such as the ECM. Overpredictions above 90%, exclusively
associated with platform heave motion in site 3 (about 150% overprediction),
are omitted for figure clarity. All MECM results lay within 15% difference com
pared to FLTA results. Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 list the resulting longterm
extremes obtained from the 50years contour (ECM) and cutoff contour for
sites 3 and 14, relative to previously described percentiles. FLTA results are
also presented to illustrate the value deviations. The color grade indicates de
viation from FLTA results. Red grading indicates underprediction higher than
about 30% compared to FLTA, while green grading indicates overprediction.
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Table 6.8: Predicted 50year extreme responses with ECM andMECM for site
3. Percentiles used are 90% for the 50years contour and 50% for the cutoff
contour. The color grade indicates deviation from FLTA results. Red grading
indicates underprediction higher than about 30% compared to FLTA. Green
grading indicates overprediction.

FLTA ECM (90%) Cutoff (50%) MECM

q1 77.06 53.49 67.82 67.82 m
q3 3.64 9.78 2.71 9.78 m
q5 11.06 8.62 10.22 10.22 deg
q6 19.31 10.35 16.49 16.49 deg
T1 5122 3847 4676 4676 kN
T2 4897 4035 4596 4596 kN
T3 2827 2512 2386 2512 kN
q̇1 5.03 7.63 4.28 7.63 m/s
q̇3 0.90 1.78 0.53 1.78 m/s
q̇5 2.10 3.02 1.71 3.02 deg/s
q̇6 4.19 2.84 4.04 4.04 deg/s
q̈1 2.67 3.66 3.09 3.66 m/s2

q̈3 0.52 0.84 0.43 0.84 m/s2

q̈5 1.09 1.47 1.31 1.47 deg/s2

q̈6 1.52 0.95 1.26 1.26 deg/s2
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Table 6.9: Predicted 50year extreme responses with ECM andMECM for site
14. Percentiles used are 90% for the 50years contour and 50% for the cutoff
contour. The color grade indicates deviation from FLTA results. Red grading
indicates underprediction higher than about 30% compared to FLTA. Green
grading indicates overprediction.

FLTA ECM (90%) Cutoff (50%) MECM

q1 77.37 53.53 67.81 67.81 m
q3 6.20 9.79 2.75 9.79 m
q5 10.76 8.63 10.20 10.20 deg
q6 19.57 10.32 16.43 16.43 deg
T1 5148 3847 4662 4662 kN
T2 4902 4035 4514 4514 kN
T3 2832 2511 2307 2511 kN
q̇1 5.72 7.64 4.28 7.28 m/s
q̇3 1.24 1.79 0.58 1.79 m/s
q̇5 2.30 3.03 1.71 3.03 deg/s
q̇6 4.52 2.84 4.02 4.02 deg/s
q̈1 3.05 3.67 3.09 3.67 m/s2

q̈3 0.59 0.84 0.43 0.84 m/s2

q̈5 1.26 1.47 1.31 1.47 deg/s2

q̈6 1.53 0.96 1.26 1.26 deg/s2
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ECM performs inadequately for a wide range of the responses considered. The
most notable underpredictions are relative to surge motion, and yaw motion,
velocity, and acceleration. ECMunderpredicts yawmotion of about 50% if com
pared to FLTA. Underpredictions of the extremes can be explained by consid
ering the omittance of the wind turbine parking operational mode by using a
simple ECM approach. The greatest deviations are relative to responses dom
inated by wind loading. From Figure 6.12, it can be noted how MECM either
significantly improves or predicts the same results as ECM. In particular, long
term extreme prediction of platform yawmotion is significantly improved. Yaw
motion, which in previous work is found to be one of the major dynamic modes
of the 2WT concept, can be related to the transversal distribution of thrust loads
and towind turbulence intensity (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a). Since platformyaw
motion is wind dominated, the inclusion of the cutoff contour in MECM aids
the detection of longterm extremes near the cutoff wind condition. The signif
icant over predictions for heave motion, surge, heave, and pitch velocities and
accelerations  higher than 25% compared to FLTA responses  can be explained
by considering that the relative extreme responses are already very close to the
results obtained from FLTA. A percentile of 90%may thus be considered as too
conservative (Li et al., 2018).

6.7 Conclusions

In this paper, the modified environmental contour method (MECM) is used
to predict the 50year extreme response of a tworotor floating wind turbine
concept (2WT) deployed in two different offshore sites. The standard contour
method (ECM) is much faster than the complete full longterm analysis (FLTA)
but performs poorly if the loads acting on the system are not monotonically
increasing with the environmental state. The analysis considered the environ
mental conditions describing two specific offshore sites located in theNorth Sea
and theNorth Atlantic Ocean, known to be suitable for floating offshore deploy
ment. FLTA and ECM were carried out and used as a benchmark to assess the
performance ofMECM.MECM takes into account two environmental contours,
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that is, the baseline 50years return period contour used in ECM and an addi
tional cutoff wind speed contour. ECM leads to significant underprediction
of the system responses dominated by wind loading. In particular, underesti
mation of platform yaw motion, a typical dynamic mode of the 2WT system, is
about 50%, while the underestimation associated with platform surgemotion is
about 30%. It is found that MECM significantly improves the accuracy of wind
dominated results while predicting the same accuracy for wavedominated re
sults. ECM overestimates wavedominated results, such as surge, heave, and
pitch velocities and accelerations. Overestimation can be associated with the
high fractile level employed (90%), as results are already very close to the ones
obtained in FLTA. Most MECM responses are within 15% difference with re
spect to FLTA results. Therefore,MECMmaybe assumed suited to be employed
for the analysis of tworotor FOWTs without the risk of underestimating long
term extreme responses. The conclusions offered in this study can be summa
rized as follows:

• MECM can predict the longterm extreme response of tworotor floating
wind turbine concepts within a maximum underestimation of about 15%
compared to FLTA results.

• MECM winddominated results are especially more accurate if compared
to those obtained by means of the standard ECM, while maintaining the
same level of accuracy for wavedominated results.

• MECM overestimation of wavedominated results can be associated with
the high fractile level (90%) employed in the ECM environmental contour,
as results are already very close to the ones obtained in FLTA.

The numerical simulations relied upon a simplifiedmodel assuming concen
trated aerodynamic loads at the hubs. The model maps steadystate aerody
namic coefficients characteristic of the wind turbine employed. Therefore, this
method is not able to cover more complex dynamic effects. For instance, the
aerodynamic interaction effect between the rotors is not considered. Skewed
effects are also not considered, such as the skewed conditions related to signifi
cant yawmotion. The results obtained in this study give useful indications about
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the applicability of MECM for tworotor floating systems and sufficiently accu
rate wavedominated responses. However, winddominated responses may be
significantly affected by the aforementioned assumptions. Future work will in
clude the expansion of the analysis by means of a more sophisticated model
including a bladeelement momentum (BEM) implementation for tworotor
FOWTs and structural dynamics.
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Abstract

Multirotor floating offshore wind turbines have been recently proposed as
an innovative technology to further reduce the cost of offshore wind energy.
Even though examples of commercial prototypes are present, the literature
lacks studies on the dynamic performance of such systems. This work presents
a comparative analysis of a tworotor wind turbine concept mounted on
spartype, semisubmersible, and tensionleg platforms. Their shortterm
performance is assessed by considering five different load cases considering
directionally congruent turbulent wind profiles and irregular sea states. The
analysis is carried out through an inhouse fullycoupled code developed in
Modelica. AeroDyn v15 within FAST v8 by NREL is coupled to the Modelica
code to achieve bladeelement momentum capabilities. Results indicate
that platform yaw motion is an important dynamic mode of the systems,
particularly for the spar configuration. Stiffer stationkeeping lines and
longer fairlead distance to the platform centerline reduce significantly yaw
motion, as in the case of the semisubmersible and tensionleg configurations.
Large tower base bending moment standard deviations and the associated
concentration of energy at the platform heave and pitch motion frequencies
indicate an increased risk for fatigue damage for the TLP configuration,
especially at aboverated wind speeds. Moreover, large tendon loads can
pose concerns in terms of fatigue and limit state performance. Large mean
platform pitch angle and yaw standard deviation contribute to the reduction of
electric power output quality. Extreme storm conditions greatly increase the
response standard deviation, especially for the semisubmersible configuration.

Keywords: Offshore wind, Spar, TLP, Semisubmersible, Floating wind
turbines, Multirotor.
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7.1 Introduction

The offshore wind industry has been experiencing significant expansion in the
last decade, achieving in 2020 a total offshore wind capacity of about 6.1 GW
(GWEC, 2019). Many are the advantages of employing wind turbines in the off
shore environment. First, the wind speed is much greater and steadier than in
inland environments. Moreover, offshore deployment allows for less intrusive
interactions with populated areas. Most of the current wind energy exploitation
is located in shallow waters, where bottomfixed foundations are economically
feasible. Floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) have been recently proposed
as technological means to achieve wind energy deployment in offshore areas
with significant water depth (exceeding the conventional limit of 50m) without
increasing the associated levelized cost of energy (LCoE) (Cruz and Atcheson,
2016). Hywind Scotland was the first FOWT farm to be commercially commis
sioned in 2017 by Equinor ASA off the coast of Peterhead, Scotland (Equinor,
2015). The farm is composed of five spartype FOWTs of about 6 MW. More
recently, many other commercial projects have been commissioned. Notable
examples are the European projects initiated by Principle Power, where semi
submersible floating platforms are used (Principle Power, 2016).
Another means of reducing the LCoE of offshore wind energy is by means

of multirotor floating configurations. Multirotor wind turbines have been put
forward for the reduction of costs associatedwith exceptionally bigwind turbine
components, chiefly blades. The blade mass increases at a higher rate than the
associated increase in net energy output (Jamieson and Branney, 2012). Scal
ing big wind turbines in an array of smaller wind turbines thus allows for a net
reduction of the rotor mass employed and the associated final cost. Moreover,
employing multiple wind turbines on the same floating platform leads to sig
nificant advantages such as, for instance, the reduction of costs associated with
the manufacturing and sharing of platform and stationkeeping systems, fewer
installations, and cheaper offshore operations dealing with smaller mechanical
components.
Vestas A/S deployed a fourrotor wind turbine 225 kW each (4RV29) at

the Technical University of Denmark from 2016 to 2019, demonstrating faster
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wake recovery andmarginally higher power production if compared to an analo
gous singlerotor configuration (van der Laan et al., 2019). Notable examples of
multirotor FOWT systems under development are TwinWay byHexicon (Hexi
con, 2021a) and Flex2Power by RosenbergWorley AS (Flex2Power, 2022). The
first is a tworotor wind turbine mounted on a semisubmersible platform. A
TwinWay demonstrator is planned to be deployed in 2022 at the MetCentre
area in Norway (Hexicon, 2021b). The second instance is a modularized plat
form for combined wind, wave, and solar energy production. Other conceptual
examples areWind Catching byWind Catching Systems (WCS) (Wind Catching
Systems, 2022) and Nezzy2, under development by EnBW and Aerodyn Engi
neering (EnBW, 2021b; Aerodyn Engineering, 2021). The former is composed
of a steel grid of 117 small turbines mounted on a semisubmersible floating
platform, while the latter is composed of a tworotor wind turbine supported by
a light Yshaped semisubmersible platform (EnBW, 2021a).
To date, the literature lacks a thorough depiction of the dynamic perfor

mance of tworotor FOWTs. Previous work presented a novel objectoriented
approach to model the fullycoupled dynamics of FOWTs, aiming at the dy
namic analysis of tworotor concepts (El Beshbichi et al., 2021b). The method
was then employed to study the dynamics of a tworotor wind turbine concept
mounted on a spartype floating platform (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a). Results
showed significant platform yaw motion, associated with turbulence intensity
and related with the thrust distribution on the structure. It was also shown how
platform yawmotion can bemitigated by properly adjusting the rotorcollective
bladepitch control strategy.
In this work, the dynamic analysis of a tworotorwind turbine concept (2WT)

mounted on spartype, semisubmersible, and tensionleg (TLP) platforms is
performed. The 2WT conceptmakes use of baselineNREL 5MWwind turbines
and a tower structure as proposed in El Beshbichi et al. (2021a). The spar and
TLP platforms considered are preliminary designs defined by means of simpli
fied hydrostatic considerations, while the semisubmersible platform design is
based upon the wellknown OOStar design (Berthelsen, 2015).
Currently available commercial and opensource fullycoupled tools for the

dynamic analysis of floating wind turbines are not able to accommodate two
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rotor systems with the flexibility and performance needed for conceptual anal
ysis. To address this gap, a novel tool has been developed which offers easy
implementation of arbitrary floating platforms and number of turbines em
ployed. The tool is developed in Modelica v3.2.3 through the opensource plat
form OpenModelica v1.16.2 and is based on the freelyavailable Modelica Stan
dard Library (MSL) (The Modelica Association, 2017; OSMC, 2021). Model
ica is a nonproprietary, objectoriented, equationbased language used for the
convenient dynamic modeling of complex multidomain systems. The tool im
plements industrystandard fidelity levels, and a benchmarking exercise of the
code against FAST v8 showed an accurate response and good numerical per
formance. The bladeelement momentum (BEM) package within FAST v8, i.e.,
AeroDyn v15, has been coupled to the Modelica code because of its widespread
use in academic research (Jonkman and Buhl, 2005; Moriarty and Hansen,
2005). More complex aerodynamic effects, such as the aerodynamic interac
tion between rotors, are not considered to date. AeroDyn v15 is wellsuited to
be further modified, as it would be needed in future work for the implemen
tation of a correction factor accounting for aerodynamic interactions between
rotors within the BEM formulation. The tool will be released opensource in
the next future. The structural code relies upon the multibody systems (MBS)
package within the MSL. Tower and blades are assumed rigid in this study.
A series of load cases (LCs) are used to assess the dynamic performance of

the three FOWT concepts. Performance parameters, such as global rigid mo
tions, tower base bending moment, and upstream mooring line tension are
compared. This type of comparison is able to highlight important dynamic dif
ferences of the floating systems undergoing the same hydrodynamic and aero
dynamic loads.
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Table 7.1: NREL 5MW Baseline Wind Turbine Specifications (Jonkman,
2007).

Rated Power MW 5
Rotor Orientation, Configuration Upwind, 3 Blades
Control Variable Speed, Collective Pitch
Drivetrain High Speed, MultipleStage Gearbox
Rotor, Hub Diameter m 126, 3
Rated Tip Speed m/s 80
Hub Height m 90
Rotor Mass kg 110x103

Nacelle Mass kg 240x103

CutIn, Rated, CutOut Wind Speed m/s 3, 11.4, 25
CutIn, Rated Rotor Speed rpm 6.9, 12.1

80

126

HUB

126

HUB

138.6

12.6

Figure 7.1: Multirotorwind turbine geometry [m] (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a).

7.2 TwoRotor Wind Turbine Design

The 2WT structure employed corresponds to the design proposed in El Besh
bichi et al. (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a). The structure is composed of a primary
vertical tapered tower, two horizontal tapered arms, and an additional vertical
cylinder as depicted in Figure 7.1. Wires are employed to distribute static bend
ing loads as compression loads on the primary tower. The primary tower base
outer diameter is about 6.28 m (thickness of about 0.03 m), while its top outer
diameter is about 4.79 m (thickness of about 0.0215 m). A simplified structural
design preventing yield is employed considering the RNAs weight acting at the
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Figure 7.2: Multirotor floating wind turbine configurations selected in the
present study. a) Spartype platform. b) Semisubmersible platform (OOStar
design (Berthelsen, 2015)). c) TLP platform.

hubs, the horizontal arms selfweight, and the maximum environmental load
ing acting on the structure, i.e., maximum aerodynamic thrust at the hubs. A
safety factor of 1.4 is also employed to obtain a conservative design. Further in
formation about tower structural dimensioning and inertial specifications can
be found in El Beshbichi et al. (2021a). More sophisticated considerations, such
as fatigue, buckling, and inertial amplification effects, are not accounted to date.
Nonetheless, a more detailed structural design may be defined in future work.
Two standard NREL 5MWwind turbines are also employed in the 2WT design
(Jonkman, 2007). The space between rotors is set to 10% of the rotor radius,
similarly to themultirotor concept by Vestas A/S installed at DTU (Bastankhah
and Abkar, 2019). Major wind turbine specifications are listed in Table 7.1.

7.3 Floating Platforms

Three floating platform configurations are considered for this study, i.e., a
spartype, a semisubmersible, and a TLP, as depicted in Figure 7.2. The spar
and TLP platforms are early designs that have been specified for use with
the 2WT configuration under consideration. On the other hand, the semi
submersible design is the OOStar Wind Floater Semi 10MW (for brevity, OO
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Table 7.2: Spar platform configuration selected (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a).

Draft m 140
Diameter (tapered at SWL) m 10.5 (7.5)
Fairlead distance from SWL m 86.5
Fairlead radius m 5.78
Freeboard to tower base m 10

Star) (Berthelsen, 2015). This design has been proposedwithin the second stage
of the EUfunded LIFES50+ project (LIFES50+, 2022). The OOStar design is
also originally intended to be employed with the DTU 10MW reference wind
turbine (Bak et al., 2013).

The spar platform design is equal to the one proposed in El Beshbichi et al.
(2021a). The structure is made of steel. Hydrostatic considerations are used to
select an optimal spar geometry. The design criteria are 1) the enforcement of
hydrostatic equilibrium of the fullsystem affected bymooring lines by properly
adjusting the ballast mass, 2) the limitation of the static pitch angle to about 5
deg under maximum external loading, 3) the enforcement of pitch and heave
natural periods larger than about 2530 s in order to avoid firstorder wave ef
fects, and 4) the utilization of as little mass as possible. A complete account
of the spar design can be found in El Beshbichi et al. (2021a), where platform
design spaces are employed to determine the optimal configuration. Geomet
rical parameters relative to the specified spar platform configuration are listed
in Table 7.2. The configuration employs three catenary mooring lines with a
length of about 900 m, a diameter of 0.09 m, and an equivalent mass density
of 200 kg/m. The lines are mounted at 120 deg from each other, starting from
the downwind direction. The spar configuration is employed at a water depth
of about 320 m.

The TLP platform design is carried out following preliminary considerations
from Bachynski and Moan (2012). The design employs a main cylindrical hull
and three rectangular pontoons supporting the tension legs. The structure is
made of steel. The pontoons aremounted at the cylinder base and are displaced
120 deg from each other, starting from the downwind direction. A square pon
toon crosssection is also assumed. Design is based on hydrostatic considera
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Table 7.3: TLP platform configuration selected.

Number of pontoons  3
Draft m 43
Main hull diameter m 16
Hull height m 53
Pontoon length to axis m 32.5
Pontoon square crosssection height m 6
Pontoon vertical location from the SWL m 40
Tendon outer diameter m 1.3
Freeboard to tower base m 10

tions. The design criteria used are 1) the enforcement of surge and sway natural
periods longer than 25 s to avoid firstorder wave excitation, 2) the enforcement
of heave, roll, and pitch natural periods shorter than 3.5 s to avoid firstorder
wave excitation, 3) the limitation of the mean offset to about 5% of the water
depth under maximum aerodynamic loading and hydrodynamic loading, 4) the
yield assessment of the tendons with a safety factor (SF) equal to 2, and 5) the
enforcement of a displaced volume higher than 2000m3 for increased stability
under extreme environmental conditions. Major platform and tendon parame
ters are adjusted heuristically until a feasible configuration fulfilling all design
constraints is obtained. Surge and pitch natural periods are computed by con
sidering hydrodynamic coupling. Hydrodynamic loading for offset estimation
accounts for a sea state with a significant wave height of 4 m and a period of 10
s. Geometrical parameters relative to the specified TLP platform configuration
are listed in Table 7.3. The TLP configuration is employed at a water depth of
about 130 m.

The description of the OOStar platform design is public (Berthelsen, 2015;
PegalajarJurado et al., 2018). The platform is made up of a starshaped
pontoon connecting the central tapered column with the three outer tapered
columns. The pontoons are displaced 120 deg from each other, starting from
the upwind direction. The structure is made of concrete. The main geometrical
parameters of the platform are listed in Table 7.4. The configuration employs
three catenary mooring lines with a length of about 703 m, a diameter of 0.137
m, and an equivalent mass density of about 375 kg/m. The lines are mounted
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Table 7.4: OOStar platformmain geometrical parameters (Berthelsen, 2015).

Draft m 22
Pontoon length to axis m 37
Pontoon height m 6.5
Pontoon width m 17
Outer column height (from pontoon) m 24.5
Central column height (from pontoon) m 26
Central column diameter (tapered) m 16.2 (12.05)
Outer column diameter (tapered) m 15.8 (13.4)
Fairlead radius m 44
Fairlead distance from SWL m 9.5
Freeboard to tower base m 11

at 120 deg from each other, starting from the upwind direction. Moreover, the
original mooring system employs clumped masses, mounted at 118 m from the
fairlead along themooring lines, in order to achieve greater pretension per unit
length. In this work, the clumpmass is removed and equivalence is achieved by
increasing the mooring line mass per unit length to get the same static fairlead
tension. An equivalent mass density of 650 kg/m is thus obtained. The ballast
mass has been also properly adjusted for utilizationwith the 2WT system. Addi
tional ballasting of about 688 tonnes is included to achieve equivalent draft and
water displacement. The OOStar configuration is employed at a water depth
of about 130 m.

Figure 7.3 gives a graphical representation of the design criteria used in pre
liminary platformdesign and the corresponding design performance. Red grad
ing is used to highlight values outside the optimal design range. The figure
shows both the TLP design parameters (a) and the spar design parameters (b).
The OOStar performance when employed together with the 2WT prototype is
also included (b). To be noted the low heave period for the OOStar configura
tion (about 18.5 s), which may lead to amplification of platform heave motion
under extreme sea states.

Table 7.5 lists the inertial and hydrostatic properties of each platform. Hy
drostatic restoring stiffness values are derived frommetacentric height relation
ships and are referred to the total center of gravity (CoG) of the system (Faltin
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Figure 7.3: Design criteria used in preliminary platform design. Values out
side of the optimal design range are within the redgraded area. a) TLP design
criteria (Bachynski and Moan, 2012). b) spar design criteria (OOStar perfor
mancewhen employedwith 2WTprototype is also included) (El Beshbichi et al.,
2021a).

Table 7.5: Platforms inertial and hydrostatic properties.

SPAR OOSTAR TLP

Depth to CoG m 121.5 15.2 27.9
Depth to CoB m 72 14.2 25.83
Water displacement, Vw m3 1.17x104 2.35x104 1.13x104

Mass (including ballast) kg 1.06x107 2.17x107 2.59x106

Roll moment of inertia about CoG kgm2 1.13x1010 9.43x109 5.76x108

Pitch moment of inertia about CoG kgm2 1.13x1010 9.43x109 5.76x108

Yaw moment of inertia about centerline kgm2 1.7x108 1.63x1010 8.02x107

Waterplane area, Awp m2 45.4 548.8 201
Roll waterplane second moment of area, Iyy m4 163.8 2.95x105 3.22x103

Pitch waterplane second moment of area, Ixx m4 163.8 2.95x105 3.22x103

Heave hydrostatic restoring stiffness, C33 N/m 4.56x105 5.51x106 2.02x106

Roll hydrostatic restoring stiffness, C44 Nm/rad 3.42x109 2.16x109 1.42x109

Pitch hydrostatic restoring stiffness, C55 Nm/rad 3.42x109 2.16x109 1.42x109

Total mass (platform, ballast, tower, nacelle,
rotor)

kg 1.18x107 2.36x107 8.82x106

Depth to total CoG (platform, ballast, tower,
nacelle, rotor)

m 100.9 10.24 13.01

Distance between total CoG and CoB m 28.9 3.42 12.82
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sen, 1993). The restoring stiffness values can be estimated as:

C33 = ρgAwp (1)

C44 = ρgVw(zG − zB) + ρgIyy (2)

C55 = ρgVw(zG − zB) + ρgIxx (3)

where C33 is the heave restoring stiffness, C44 is the roll restoring stiffness, C55

is the pitch restoring stiffness, ρ is the water density, g is the acceleration due
to gravity, Vw is the water displacement, Awp is the waterplane area, zG is the
depth to the total CoG, zB is the depth to the center of buoyancy (CoB), Iyy is
the roll waterplane second moment of area, and Ixx is the pitch waterplane sec
ond moment of area. This formulation assumes positive depths from the SWL.
These formulations can be used as indicators for the stability of the unmoored
floating system. The roll and pitch hydrostatic restoring stiffness values asso
ciated with the TLP platform are negative given the relatively small waterplane
second moment of area and the negative difference between depth to total CoG
of the system and depth to CoB. This clearly indicates hydrostatic instability
of the TLP system if tendon loads are disregarded. On the other hand, hydro
static coefficients relative to the spar and OOStar configurations are positive.
This indicates hydrostatic stability of the system even without considering the
further stabilizing effect of the catenary system. It is assumed that the OOStar
platformCoG location is not significantly affected by the additional ballastmass
employed.

7.4 NonLinear Coupled Analysis

The nonlinear fullycoupled dynamic responses of the FOWT concepts are ob
tained by means of an inhouse code implemented in the language Modelica
(The Modelica Association, 2017). The opensource platform OpenModelica is
also employed (OSMC, 2021). The objectoriented coding approach allows for
easy implementation of models relative to concepts of arbitrary platform con
figuration and number of wind turbines. The structural modeling is carried out
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by using the MBS package within the freelyavailable MSL (The Modelica As
sociation, 2008). Previous work described the method in some detail, where
simplified aerodynamic loads computed by means of steadystate coefficients
were employed (El Beshbichi et al., 2021b). More recently, full BEM capabili
ties have been achieved by integrating into Modelica the wellestablished code
Aerodyn v15 within FAST v8 by NREL (Jonkman and Buhl, 2005;Moriarty and
Hansen, 2005). An aerodynamic subroutine, written in Fortran 90 and com
piled as a dynamic link library (DLL), has been developed to call AeroDyn v15
at each time step. The result is a direct functional relationship between the dy
namic state of the system and the associated steadystate aerodynamic loads.
An aerodynamic subroutine instance is called for each rotor considered in the
model. The aerodynamic DLL has been interfaced with the Modelica code by
means of a buffer written in C.
In this work, tower structure and blades are assumed to be rigid. The study

of more complex aeroelastic effects is left as a subject for further investigation.
The integration method ida is used to solve the equations of motion (EoM) of
the system. A time interval of 0.1 s is used for time series storage, sufficient to
cover rigid dynamics. Different tolerances are selected in a tradeoff between
simulation time and a sufficient level of accuracy and stability of the solver. It
is found that the spar configuration needs a tolerance of at least 1x10−5 in order
to avoid aerodynamic loads scattering. The OOStar configuration, however,
is found to be more stable and a tolerance of 1x10−3 is used without issues. A
tolerance of about 1x10−6 is used instead in the TLP configuration, as lower
tolerance levels are harder to solve. The linear solver totalpivot is used, as it is
found to be the most robust algorithm available in this context. The nonlinear
solver kinsol is also used. The simulation time used is equal to 4000 s, where
the first 400 s are removed to discard initial transients. A net 1h simulation
time is thus used to compute the resulting dynamic response parameters.

7.4.1 Aerodynamic Modeling

Aerodynamic loads are computed bymeans of the BEM formulation. TheNREL
code InflowWind within FAST is integrated into Modelica to compute the wind
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velocity components at each aerodynamic node. Global turbulent wind veloc
ity profiles are preventively generated in TurbSim and imported in InflowWind
as binary .bts files (Jonkman, 2009a). A 15x15 gridpoint matrix dimension is
used. The grid height is 160 m and the grid width is 300 m, large enough to
cover both rotors. A time step of 0.05 s is used, and a total usable time se
ries of 4000 s is computed. A steady airfoil aerodynamic model is used in all
cases considered. The aerodynamic interaction between the rotors due to their
proximity is to date not considered. Previous work in different fields regard
ing similar systems, such as the study of thrust imbalance due to aerodynamic
interactions in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), suggests that the effect of
aerodynamic interactions on the aerodynamic loads acting on the system may
not be significant enough to compromise the results obtained with the method
employed in this work (Zhou et al., 2017; Alvarez and Ning, 2017). At any rate,
this effect should later be investigated bymeans of higher fidelity methods. The
tower influence on the local wind velocity profile is also not included, as well as
the aerodynamic drag acting on the tower.

7.4.2 Hydrodynamic Modeling

In the simulations presented in this work, the hydrodynamic loads acting on the
floating platforms are computed by means of linear wave theory. The commer
cial software DNVHydroDWadamwithin SESAM is used to solve the potential
flow frequencydomain hydrodynamics (DNV, 2017). Loads are computed at
the SWL. External lookup tables are used to store and import in Modelica time
realizations of irregular wave loads. A statespace representation is employed
to approximate the effect of radiation damping inModelica (Cummins, 1962). A
statespace approximation order equal to two is used. The added mass matrix
from radiation is included by computing its value at infinite frequency. Mo
tions of a rigid floater can then be computed by using the associated equations
(Jonkman, 2007):

[M ]q̈ + [C]q + C0,3 = −[A]inf q̈ −
∫ t

0

[K(t− τ)]q̇dτ + Fw + F g (4)
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Figure 7.4: Major components of the radiative added mass matrix. Platform
surge (a), heave (b), pitch (c), and yaw (d) directions.

where q are the platform degrees of freedom, [M ] is the inertia tensor of the sys
tem, [C] is the hydrostatic matrix, C0,3 is the restoring load, [A]inf is the added
mass term from hydrodynamic radiation at infinite wave frequency, [K(t)] is
the retardationkernel matrix from hydrodynamic radiation, Fw are the inci
dent wave loads, and F g are the gravitational loads. Further information about
hydrodynamic modeling can be found in El Beshbichi et al. (El Beshbichi et al.,
2021b).
Figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 show, respectively, the major components of the ra

diative added mass, radiative potential damping, and incident wave loading for
each FOWT configuration. Added mass in the platform pitch direction is high
est for the spar configuration given the longdrafted geometry. The OOStar
configuration is subjected to the highest radiation damping in all directions.
Radiation damping is especially high in the platform heave and yaw directions
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Figure 7.5: Major components of the radiative potential damping matrix.
Platform surge (a), heave (b), pitch (c), and yaw (d) directions.

given the significantly greater waterplane area and mass distribution about the
centerline.

7.4.3 Viscous Drag Modeling

Linear wave theory assumes the fluid to be inviscid, incompressible, and irrota
tional (Faltinsen, 1993). As a consequence, viscous drag is effectively neglected.
Viscous drag can have a significant effect on the system response in extreme
sea states, i.e., if waves and current effects are much larger than in operational
conditions (Zhang et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2020b). Viscous effects are typi
cally included by means of the drag term of Morison’s equation. For a slender
structural component, the differential viscous load at a given water depth can
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Figure 7.6: Major components of the incident wave loading matrix. Platform
surge (a), heave (b), and pitch (c) directions.
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be expressed as (Zhang et al., 2020):

dFviscous =
1

2
ρCdA|uf − uc|(uf − uc)dl (5)

where dFviscous is the viscous drag acting on a single differential element, Cd is
the drag coefficient, A is the projected area per unit length of the component
perpendicular to the direction of the flow, uf is the fluid particle velocity, uc
is the component velocity, and dl is the longitudinal length of the differential
element.
Viscous loads have been included in all configurations. In the spar config

uration, the viscous load is applied to the main column. In the OOStar and
TLP configurations, the viscous loads are applied to all columns and pontoons.
Only transversal viscous drag is assumed to be acting on the pontoons. A drag
coefficient equal to 0.65 is used in all configurations.

7.4.4 Station Keeping

The spar and OOStar configurations employ catenarymooring lines. The asso
ciated stationkeeping loads are computed by means of a quasistatic formula
tion considering the fairleads loaddisplacement relationship. Additional yaw
stiffness is applied to the spar system to account for the delta catenary configu
ration (about 9.8e7 Nm/rad, as in the Phase IV OC3 design (Jonkman, 2010)).
The TLP configuration employs tendons. The tendon effect on the global sys
tem dynamics is approximated by means of a restoring axial stiffness acting
between anchor and fairlead. Tendon stiffness is applied to traction loads only,
i.e., compression loads are disregarded. Axial stiffness produced by tendons
can be computed as:

kt =
EtAt

l0
(6)

where kt is the tendon axial stiffness,Et is the tendonYoung’smodulus,At is the
tendon crosssectional area, and l0 is the tendon unstretched length (Bachyn
ski and Moan, 2012; Du Kim and Jang, 2016). Tendon structural damping is
neglected.
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7.4.5 Control SystemModeling

The baseline NREL control system for the Phase IV OC3 design is employed
(Jonkman, 2007, 2010). The control is composed of a rotorcollective blade
pitch proportionalintegral (PI) logic on the error between generator speed and
the rated generator speed, and it is active at aboverated environmental condi
tions. The PIcontrolled rotor azimuth follows a secondorder system dynamics
with characteristic natural frequency and damping ratio. These dynamic pa
rameters are often used to properly tune the PI control gains (Hansen et al.,
2005; Jonkman, 2007). Recommended natural frequency and damping ratio
values for the onshore singlerotor system are 0.6 rad/s and 0.7, respectively.
The associated proportional and integral gains at zero bladepitch angle are
0.0188 and 0.008, respectively. It is wellknown how the gains optimized for
onshore deployment must be reduced in floating applications to avoid negative
damping in the platformpitch direction associatedwith unfavorable thrust cou
pling (Hansen et al., 2005; Jonkman, 2010). The PIcontrolled rotor dynamics
natural frequency must be sufficiently smaller than the natural frequency asso
ciated with platform pitch motion to avoid negative damping. As all configura
tions considered in this work have a platform pitch motion natural frequency
higher than that of the reference singlerotor Phase IV OC3 system, the asso
ciated reduced gains for offshore application are employed (KI=0.00089 and
KP=0.0062, associatedwith a natural frequency and damping ratio of 0.2 rad/s
and 0.7, respectively) (Jonkman, 2010). As expected, pitch instability did not
occur in the load cases considered in this study. The NREL generator torque
control is also employed, aiming at the optimization of aerodynamic power at
belowrated environmental conditions and allowing for constant electric power
output at aboverated environmental conditions (Jonkman, 2007).

7.4.6 Load Cases

Six load cases are considered in this work, characterized by directionally con
gruent irregular waves and turbulent wind conditions (Bachynski and Moan,
2012). Table 7.6 lists the load cases selected. Irregular waves are produced by
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Table 7.6: Load cases (LCs).

LC1 LC2 LC3 LC4 LC5 LC6

UW m/s 8 11.4 14 18 25 50
HS m 2.5 3.1 3.6 4.4 5.9 12.7
TP s 9.8 10.1 10.2 10.6 11.3 14.1
Simulation time s 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600 3600
Wind state NTM/KAI NTM/KAI NTM/KAI NTM/KAI NTM/KAI NTM/KAI
Wave spectrum JSP JSP JSP JSP JSP JSP

NTM: normal turbulence model (type B); KAI: kaimal turbulence; JSP: JONSWAP

Table 7.7: Damped natural periods obtained from free decay tests.

SPAR OOSTAR TLP

Surge s 132.3 147.5 44.3
Heave s 32.1 18.5 0.65
Pitch s 29.7 23.8 1.05
Yaw s 33.6 108.6 25.1

JONSWAP spectra. LC1 is relative to belowrated environmental conditions,
LC2 to the rated environmental condition, and LC 35 to aboverated environ
mental conditions. In LC5 the wind turbine is parked with fullypitched blades.
Finally, LC6 represents an extreme storm condition where the wind turbine
is parked with fullypitched blades. Wave energy content increases in accord
with the wind condition. Kaimal wind turbulence model is used, based on the
standard IEC 614002 (International Electrotechincal Commission, 2005). A
normal turbulence model of class B (NTMB) is used to define the turbulence
intensity associated with each LC. The same wind and wave time realizations
are applied to all FOWT configurations.

7.5 Results and Discussion

7.5.1 Natural Periods

Table 7.7 lists the damped natural periods of each configuration obtained
through free decay tests in Modelica. Free decay tests are carried out in still
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water and without incoming wind. The flexibility of the OOStar and TLP pon
toons and columns may have a significant effect on the natural periods of the
system (especially in the platform heave and pitch directions) (Bachynski and
Moan, 2012; Berthelsen, 2015). The TLP tendons mass and added mass may
also have a significant effect on the natural period in the platform yaw direction
(Bachynski andMoan, 2012). TheOOStar natural period in the platform heave
direction is short relative to the spar configuration, given the larger waterplane
area and the stiffer mooring lines employed. The large yaw inertia of the OO
Star configuration leads to a significantly longer natural period in the platform
yaw direction if compared to the other configurations. TLP natural periods are
well within the limits imposed by the design criteria considered (Bachynski and
Moan, 2012).

7.5.2 Dynamic Response

Figure 7.7 shows the overall mean values of platform surge and pitch motions,
electric power output, and nacelle horizontal acceleration for the considered
load cases. Results are relative to the left wind turbine only. The mean values
of platform surge motion are directly associated with the equivalent stiffness
of the mooring system. As a consequence, the spar configuration experiences
the highest mean response (about twice the values obtained in the OOStar sys
tem) because it employs the softest stationkeeping system. Themean values of
platform pitch motion are instead mainly associated with the pitch hydrostatic
stiffness and the configuration layout. The platform static pitch angle due to a
given thrust can be estimated as (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a):

ϕ5 =
FTHB

C55 +K55
(7)

whereϕ5 is the platformpitch angle,FT is the thrust acting on the structure,HB
is the vertical distance between hub and CoB, andK55 is the stiffness due to the
stationkeeping system in the platform pitch direction. Although the hydro
static pitch stiffness is highest for the spar configuration (Table 7.5), the asso
ciated mean platform pitch response is the highest due to the significant longer
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Figure 7.7: Meanvalues of a) platform surgemotion, b) platformpitchmotion,
and c) electric power output, and d) nacelle horizontal acceleration. Results are
relative to the left wind turbine.

distance HB and the low stiffness due to the stationkeeping system. The TLP
is clearly the best performing configuration, showing negligible mean platform
pitch motion and mean platform surge motion well within the offset limit im
posed in the design stage (about 3.6 m offset at the rated wind speed). Only
the power output relative to the left wind turbine is depicted, as results associ
ated with the right wind turbine are analogous. Electric power output close and
above the rated wind speed is lower than the rated value, i.e., 5 MW, due to tur
bulent fluctuations of the generator speed to belowrated values (El Beshbichi
et al., 2021a). The different configurations lead to similar electric power gen
erated throughout the load cases considered. The spar configuration leads to a
slight reduction of mean electric power at belowrated wind speeds (about 140
kW difference if compared to OOStar and TLP at the rated wind speed). This
may be associated with a larger global response of the system in the platform
pitch and yaw directions, which can reduce the aerodynamic efficiency due to
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Figure 7.8: Platform yaw motion standard deviation and maximum values.

the skewed flow. The nacelle horizontal acceleration is characterized by near
zero mean values. The reduction of aerodynamic loads due to fullyfeathered
blades leads to overall negligible mean responses in extreme storm conditions.

Figure 7.8 shows the platform yaw motion standard deviation (STD) and
maximum value (MAX) for the load cases considered. The figure shows clearly
how platform yaw motion is significant for all configurations considered. Plat
form yaw motion is particularly significant in the spar configuration, showing
a STD value of about 6.2 deg and MAX of about 20.4 deg at the rated wind
speed. These values are in good accordance with results obtained in previous
work by means of simplified aerodynamic methods (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a).
In the same work, it was shown how platform yaw motion is directly caused by
the wind turbulence intensity coupled with the transversal thrust distribution
on the tower structure. Although the OOStar and TLP configurations show a
relatively appreciable platform yaw response, their magnitude is significantly
lower than in the spar configuration. This can be directly associated with stiffer
stationkeeping systems and amarkedly longer fairlead distance to the platform
centerline, increasing the effective platform yaw stiffness (Faltinsen, 1993).

Figure 7.9 shows the overall STD values of platform surge and pitchmotions,
electric power output, and nacelle horizontal acceleration for the load cases con
sidered. Whilst mean values are in the main associated with the mean wind
speed, STD values are also affected by wind turbulence intensity and the hy
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Figure 7.9: Standard deviation values of a) platform surgemotion, b) platform
pitch motion, c) electric power output, and d) nacelle horizontal acceleration.
Results are relative to the left wind turbine.

drodynamic loadings acting on the floating platform (e.g., see the response in
parked and extreme storm conditions). Within operational environmental con
ditions, the highest platform surge STD is obtained for the spar configuration
at the rated environmental condition. Platform surge STD presents a similar
trend with respect to its mean value. Moreover, platform surge STD is greatly
increased in extreme storm conditions, with peak values obtained for the OO
Star configuration of about 4.5m. Platformpitch STD is highest for theOOStar
configuration, and tends to increase with the severity of the sea state. This can
be related to the significant increase in hydrodynamic loading at higher wind
speeds, which compensate for the reduction of thrustinduced pitch torque and
the reduction of the wind turbulence intensity. On the other hand, platform
pitch STD for the spar configuration is reduced at aboverated wind speeds (ex
cluding extreme storm conditions) because the increase of hydrodynamic load
ing is not sufficient to compensate for the reduction of thrustinduced pitch
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Figure 7.10: Maxima of a) platform surge motion, b) platform pitch motion,
c) electric power output, and d) nacelle horizontal acceleration. Results are rel
ative to the left wind turbine.

torque. Platform pitch STD is significantly higher for the OOStar configura
tion in the extreme storm load case  about 2.5 times higher than in the spar
configuration. A marginally higher electric power output STD for the spar con
figuration (about 100 kW at the rated wind speed) is a direct consequence of
thrust fluctuations given by the large platform yaw and pitch responses, as dis
cussed for Figure 7.9. The nacelle horizontal acceleration STD is significantly
increased by increased severity of the sea state, with maximum values in the
extreme storm condition of about 0.9 m/s2. Moreover, results show similar ac
celeration values among the configurations considered.
Figure 7.10 shows the maxima of the performance parameters for the load

cases considered. The trend depicted is in accordance with the considerations
made for the mean values (especially in the case of the platform surge motion)
and STD values (especially for the platform pitch motion). The highest value of
the maximum platform pitch motion in the extreme storm condition is about
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11 deg for the OOStar configuration, while the maximum nacelle horizontal
acceleration is about 3.5 m/s2 and is obtained for the TLP configuration. It is
important to remark that the system response is greatly influenced by the blade
pitch control strategy employed, as previous work demonstrated (El Beshbichi
et al., 2021a). As a result, designing a specific control logic, such as integrating
platform yaw motion as a control target to be minimized, can lead to improved
system performance.

7.5.3 Tower Base Bending Moment

Figure 7.11 shows the tower base bending moment mean values, STDs, and
maxima for the load cases considered. Values associated with the 2WT em
ployed onshore are also included in the figure (considering 77.6 m tower). A
similar trend of the mean values to the one already discussed can be observed,
showing the highest mean values in the case of the spar configuration and the
lowest in the case of the TLP configuration. Mean tower base bending moment
is associated with the magnitude of the external aerodynamic loading and the
gravitational loading of the upper structure acting on the main tower. The lat
ter assumes significant values with increasing platform pitch angles. The mean
tower base bending moment for the TLP configuration is very similar to the
value associated with the towerfixed deployment, clearly due to the high pitch
stiffness. The TLP mean tower base bending moment is also about 65% of the
value associated with the spar configuration, and it holds constant for all the
load cases considered. This is clearly due to the linear relationship between
external loading and associated platform pitch angle, and the relatively small
mean platform pitch angles involved (so that sinϕ5 ≈ ϕ5).
The tower base bending moments STD tend to increase with the severity of

the environmental condition,mainly due to higher hydrodynamic loadings. The
tower base bending moment STD for the towerfixed configuration gives an in
dication of the relative significance of wind turbulence intensity, contributing
to about 3040% of the load variability at the rated wind speed.
Figure 7.12 shows the tower base bending moment power spectral density

(PSD) computed at the rated wind speed (LC2). Wave loading energy is clearly
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Figure 7.11: Tower base bending moment a) mean value, b) standard devi
ation, and c) maximum value. Onshore tower base bending moment is also
included (77.6 m tower).
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Figure 7.12: Tower base bending moment PSD (LC2  UW=11.4m/s, HS=3.1
m, TP=10.1 s). Tower and blades are assumed rigid.

visible around the characteristic wave period (10.1 s  0.09 Hz) and is similarly
distributed for the configurations considered. Turbulent wind energy is also
similarly distributed in the lowfrequency region.
An increase in the bending moment power density is associated with the ex

citation given by the platform rigid motion in the pitch and heave directions, as
clearly visible in the peaks at 1 and 1.5 Hz ca. for the TLP configuration and the
peaks in the region 0.30.5 Hz for the spar and OOStar configurations. For the
TLP configuration, it is known that viscous drag loads acting on the platform
can induce springing and increase pitch and heave motions (Shen et al., 2016).
The highfrequency energy of the tower base bending moment may contribute
to wind turbine component fatigue. Moreover, platform pitch motion may ex
perience coupling effects with elastic modes of the structure. These effects are
not considered to date and should be investigated in future work.

7.5.4 Upstream Line Tension

The standard deviation of line tension should be sufficiently small to avoid slack
conditions and increase fatigue life, and considerations are oftenmade in terms
of the ratio between the STD and the mean value (Bachynski and Moan, 2012;
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Figure 7.13: Line tensions. a) Ratio between STD and mean values. b) Ratio
between maximum and mean value.

Cheng et al., 2017a). Figure 7.13a shows the ratio between line tension STD
and the associated mean value. The largest ratio is obtained for the TLP con
figuration. It is clear from the figure that STD values are relatively significant
if compared to the associated mean tension value (maximum 22% of the mean
value for TLP configuration at 11.4 m/s). For the TLP configuration, tendon
loads are greatly increased by viscous drag effects (Shen et al., 2016). Maxi
mum line loads reach 60% of the associated mean value for the TLP configu
ration throughout the load cases considered and for the OOStar configuration
in the extreme storm condition. Large extreme line loads can pose limit state
concerns. Figure 7.14 shows the upstream lines tension PSD computed at the
rated wind speed (LC2). The energy content is clearly different for each config
uration given the variation in line pretension. The energy content for the TLP
configuration, for instance, is about four orders ofmagnitude higher than in the
spar configuration at the wave frequency. In the TLP configuration, peaks are
clearly visible at the platform heave and pitch natural frequencies.

7.6 Conclusions

This work presented a comparative dynamic performance analysis of a two
rotor wind turbine mounted on three different floating platforms, i.e., a spar
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Figure 7.14: Upstream line tension PSD (LC2  UW=11.4 m/s, HS=3.1 m,
TP=10.1 s). Tower and blades are assumed rigid.

type, a semisubmersible, and a tensionleg. The system employed 5MWbase
line wind turbines from NREL. The spartype and tensionleg platform designs
have been defined by means of simplified hydrostatic considerations applied
to the tworotor system. The wellknown OOStar platform design, originally
defined for the DTU 10MW baseline wind turbine, is instead considered as a
reference semisubmersible platform. The OOStar ballast mass is adjusted to
compensate for the different overall systemmass when employed with the two
rotor system to keep the original draft and water displacement. Fullycoupled
dynamic simulations are performed bymeans of an inhouse code developed in
Modelica. The tool implements stateoftheart simulation capabilities and in
tegrates thewellestablished bladeelementmomentumcodeAeroDyn v15 from
NREL to compute aerodynamic loads. Six load cases are used to assess the dy
namic response of the concepts considered, composed of directionally congru
ent turbulent wind and irregular wave profiles.

Results indicate that platform yaw motion is a significant dynamic mode for
each configuration. This result is in accordance with previous work employ
ing simplified aerodynamics. The greatest yaw response is obtained for the
spar configuration. Yaw motion can be directly correlated with the equivalent
yaw stiffness of the system, which can be related to the stiffness of the station
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keeping lines and the fairlead distance to the platform centerline. The spar con
figuration employs the softest mooring lines and the shortest fairlead radius,
thus resulting in amplified yaw response. Yaw response is shown to negatively
contribute to the rotors’ electric power output quality by increasing the asso
ciated standard deviation (about +100 kW if compared to TLP configuration).
It is important to remark that the system response is greatly dependent on the
bladepitch control logic employed, as previous work on the subject demon
strated. The inclusion of platform yaw responsemitigation as additional control
objective can greatly improve the system response.
The mean response of the performance parameters is largely associated with

wind loading. Meanplatformpitchmotion is greatest for the spar configuration,
given the largest distance between thrust loads and center of buoyancy. Skewed
conditions given by mean pitch motion can contribute to the reduction of the
mean electric power output. The mean tower base bending moment obtained
for the spar configuration is largest due to weight loads induced by the large
mean platform pitch angle.
The tower base bending moment standard deviation is clearly much greater

than in the case of the equivalent system deployed onshore. The dynamic vari
ation is mainly associated with the hydrodynamic loads acting on the platform,
as clearly visible in the fullypitched load case (LC5). The periodic variation of
tower base bendingmoment can lead to significant fatigue damage. The associ
ated STD increases with increased sea state severity, and it is especially high in
extreme storm conditions. Tower base bendingmoment power spectral density
also showed significant energy content at the platform heave and pitch natural
frequencies (about 1.5 and 1 Hz, respectively) for the TLP configuration. This
highfrequency load variation may have a significant impact on tower fatigue
life. Moreover, line tensions standard deviations and maxima normalized by
the associated mean value are highest for the TLP configuration, reaching 22%
and 60%, respectively. These high values may pose concerns regarding fatigue
and limit state performance of the tendons.
Even though a candidate floating platform design is still to be selected, it is

clear that the spar configuration is not ideal for tworotor applications given the
excessive platform yaw amplification and large mean pitch angle which reduce
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the aerodynamic efficiency of the rotors. The TLP configuration rigidity entails
improved dynamic response but may lead to excessive structural loading on the
system components and fatigue damage of tower, blades, and tendons, espe
cially for intense sea states. The semisubmersible configuration, even though
associated with a platform design not optimized for the specific application and
associatedwith large responses in extreme storm conditions, tended to themost
balanced response in operational conditions. Results can be greatly improved
by the utilization of a bladepitch control strategy specifically designed for the
tworotor system. The present work is limited in scope, given the assumptions
employed, the limited amount of load cases considered, and the shortterm na
ture of the time realizations. The results presented may be nonetheless used as
a basis for further detailed dynamic analysis.
Several assumptions have been used in this work. First, complex aerody

namic effects such as the aerodynamic interaction between the rotors are ne
glected. These effects may have important dynamic consequences and should
later be investigated with higher fidelity tools. In the next future, a dedicated
correction factor will be included in the code. Aerodynamic drag on the tower
is not considered, as well as the aerodynamic effect of the tower on the local
wind profile. Moreover, tower and blades have been assumed rigid. Aeroelastic
effects are thus not visible in the present results. The analysis of the aforemen
tioned issues will be covered in future work. Moreover, the present work can
be further expanded by performing a comparative dynamic analysis of the two
rotor wind turbine against a singlerotor wind turbine with the same installed
power capacity.
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Abstract

Multirotor floating wind turbines are among the innovative technologies
proposed in the last decade in the effort to reduce the cost of wind energy.
These systems are able to offer advantages in terms of smaller blades deployed
offshore, cheaper operations, fewer installations, and sharing of the floating
platform. Current design standards typically define a set of load scenarios
for which the floating wind turbine system must comply. As the bladepitch
actuation system is prone to failures, the assessment of the associated load
scenarios is commonly required. Up until now, load assessment of blade
pitch fault scenarios has only been performed for singlerotor solutions. In
this work, we address the effect of bladepitch system faults and emergency
shutdown on the dynamics and loads of a tworotor floating wind turbine.
The concept considered employs two NREL 5MW baseline wind turbines and
the OOStar semisubmersible platform. The bladepitch faults investigated
are blade blockage and runaway, i.e., the seizure at a given pitch angle and
the uncontrolled actuation of one of the blades, respectively. Bladepitch
faults lead to a significant increase in the dynamic loads acting on the system,
especially for runaway conditions. Bending moments of the faulty blade are
increased, as well as the main shaft bending moment. Torsional loads acting
on the tower are significantly increased in bladepitch runaway, manifesting
large cyclic oscillations at the 1P frequency. Emergency shutdown significantly
excites the platform pitch motion, the towerbottom bending moment, and
tower torsional loads, while suppressing the faulty blade flapwise bending
moment after a short peak. Bladepitch rate marginally increases the loads
acting on the tower and main shaft, while the shutdown delay between rotors
increases significantly the maxima of the torsional loads acting on the tower.
Comparison of blade loads with data from singlerotor spartype study show
great similarity, highlighting that the faulty blade loads are not affected by 1)
the type of platform used and 2) the multirotor deployment.

Keywords: Dynamic analysis, Pitch system fault, Floating offshore wind
turbines, Multirotor, Semisubmersible platform.
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8.1 Introduction

The need to attain renewable energy targets has thrust the development of the
offshore wind resource in the last decade. Estimates from 2019 suggest that
out of the total wind power capacity of about 600 GW, 30 GW are associated
with offshore facilities (GWEC, 2019). Wind speeds are larger offshore than
inland, so a wind turbine unit reaches higher capacity offshore (Cruz and Atch
eson, 2016). Moreover, offshore development is appealing since it is associated
with fewer interactions with populated areas and less variability on the mar
ket price (Ederer, 2015). Most of the innovative technologies proposed within
the offshore wind industry have been aimed at the reduction of the cost of elec
tricity produced. Considerable investments in floating offshore wind turbines
(FOWTs) have been recently put forward, as the most economically attractive
sites forwind energy extraction are located in deepwaters, i.e., siteswith awater
depth larger than about 50 m. Examples of successfully commissioned FOWT
projects are plenty. Hywind Scotland is the first FOWT farm composed of five
6MW wind turbines mounted on spartype floating platforms, commissioned
by Equinor ASA and deployed in Scotland in 2017 (Equinor, 2015). In the first
4.7 years of activity, the farm has exceeded a life capacity factor of about 50%
(Smith, 2022). Principle Power has also commissioned several FOWT farms
(Principle Power, 2016). For instance, WindFloat Atlantic and Kincardine Off
shore Windfarm were commissioned in 2017 and 2021, respectively. They are
composed of three 8.4MW and five 9.5MW wind turbines mounted on semi
submersible floating platforms and deployed in Portugal and Scotland, respec
tively.
Multiple wind turbines installed on a single structure have also been pro

posed as an innovative solution for the reduction of offshore wind energy costs.
The manufacturing, transportation, and installation procedures of large wind
turbine blades are especially costly (Jamieson and Branney, 2012). An exam
ple is the multirotor wind turbine concept (4RV29) installed at the Denmarks
Tekniske Universitet (DTU) by Vestas A/S (van der Laan et al., 2019). Multi
rotor wind turbines mounted on floating platforms can lead to substantial ad
vantages, such as cheaper offshore operations, fewer net installations, and shar
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ing of the floating platform and stationkeeping systems. These advantages can
significantly reduce the associated overall cost of energy. An example of multi
rotor FOWT system is TwinWay by Hexicon, a tworotor wind turbine system
mounted on a semisubmersible platform (Hexicon, 2021a). Hexicon is plan
ning to deploy a fullscale demonstrator at the Metcentre’s deep water area in
Norway by the end of 2022 (Hexicon, 2021b).
Discontinuous dynamic loads should be carefully considered during the de

sign process of wind turbine systems. Faults of various wind turbine sub
systems can lead to abnormal dynamic conditions. For instance, common fault
conditions included in International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) stan
dards are the failure of the bladepitch system, emergency shutdown events,
grid loss or failure of the power electronics, and fault of the control system
(International Electrotechincal Commission, 2005). According to the results
listed in the RELIAWIND report, failures of the bladepitch system account
for more than 20% of the total wind turbine failure rate and downtime (Gayo,
2011). These faults can be related to both actuation and sensor failures. For
hydraulic actuation, the blockage of the hydraulic valves or pressure loss of
the hydraulic oil can lead to the blockage of the actuation system, while sen
sor failures can bring about blade runaway. Research dealing with the effect of
faulted conditions on the dynamic response of FOWTs is available but limited
(Bachynski et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2014; Etemaddar et al., 2016;Karimirad and
Michailides, 2019; Jiawen et al., 2022). Analysis of the 5MW NREL baseline
wind turbine mounted on several floating platform types reported how blade
pitch faults, grid loss, and emergency shutdown lead to a significant increase
in the structural loads and motions of the system. It was found that the load
imbalance due to bladepitch fault can lead to platform yaw instability. The
emergency shutdown can also be associated with short peaks of the faulty blade
flapwise bending moment and the excitation of the tower elastic response and
platform pitch motion.
To date, in spite of the advances in the development of multirotor FOWT

systems no substantial research addressing the system response due to blade
pitch faults has been published. In this work, the influence of bladepitch sys
tem faults on the dynamic response and loads of a tworotor wind turbine de
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ployed on a semisubmersible floating platform is analyzed. The study consid
ered bladepitch blockage, bladepitch runaway, and the effect of emergency
shutdown. The work employs an inhouse tool for the fullycoupled dynamic
analysis of tworotor FOWTs (El Beshbichi et al., 2021b). The tool is devel
oped in Modelica, a nonproprietary, declarative, objectoriented, equation
based language developed by the nonprofit Modelica Association and used to
model complex physical systems (Fritzson, 2014). The tool is coupled with the
wellestablished opensource aerodynamic code NREL AeroDyn v15 based on
the blade element momentum theory (BEMT) (Moriarty and Hansen, 2005).
To date, the effect of complex aerodynamic interactions on the rotors’ aerody
namic loads is not considered. The major aims of this work are 1) to analyze
the effect of bladepitch faults on the dynamic response of a tworotor FOWT
system and compare it with the response under normal operating conditions, 2)
to compare the faulted response with and without the initiation of emergency
shutdown, and 3) to analyze the effect of bladepitch rate and shutdown delay
between rotors during emergency shutdown.

8.2 BladePitch System Faults

Variablespeed wind turbines exploit the variation of the bladepitch angles to
regulate the rotor speed when the wind speed exceeds rated values. Broadly
speaking, the bladepitch system is consisting of bladepitch angle sensors, a
controller, and bladepitch actuators. Faults can occur at the actuation level as
well as at the sensor level. Faults related to the bladepitch angle sensor can,
for instance, result in a fixed value or a gain factor on the measured value. Sen
sor faults are usually considered of low severity as physical redundancy is com
mon (Odgaard et al., 2009). Bladepitch actuation is driven either electrically
or hydraulically (Cho et al., 2020). Electrical actuation is more precise but can
lead to backlash and to fast component wear due to the presence of gears. Hy
draulic actuation, on the other hand, is less precise butmore suitable for dealing
with sudden changes in load conditions. This study assumes hydraulic actua
tion given its broad deployment. Hydraulic actuation is broadly composed of a
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Figure 8.1: Schematization of hydraulic bladepitch system.

pump, an accumulator, reservoirs, a 4/3 directional control valve actuated by
the controller, and a hydraulic piston formechanical actuation of the blade (Luo
et al., 2014). Figure 8.1 shows a schematization of the hydraulic bladepitch sys
tem. Faults of the hydraulic actuation system can be associated, for instance,
with oil pressure drop, blockage of the directional valve, and hydraulic leakages
(Odgaard et al., 2009).

Detection of faults is commonly achieved by the control system by search
ing for distinctive fault patterns in the sensors’ data. A large amount of work
has been carried out to study fault detection methods. For instance, Cho et al.
(2016) presented a modelbased fault detection method based on system state
estimation. The authors also presented fault isolation methods to classify the
fault type and faulttolerant control methods where the classical bladepitch
control strategy is reconfigured to minimize the impact of fault on the system
dynamics (Cho et al., 2018). Liu et al. (2021) presented a mixed model and
signalbased fault diagnosis architecture for detection and isolation of faults in
FOWTs. After detection of fault, the controller determines if the system can still
safely operate, or whether a preventive shutdown is necessary. Shutdown can
be executed either in a normal mode or in an emergency mode (Johnson and
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Figure 8.2: Tworotor tower structure considered in the analysis (lengths in
meters) (El Beshbichi et al., 2021a).

Fleming, 2011). The normal mode assumes minimal bladepitch deceleration
to avoid excessive dynamic disturbance (e.g., 1 rpm/s (Jiang et al., 2014)). On
the other hand, the emergency mode assumes the maximum bladepitch rate
possible to stop the turbine in the shortest amount of time.
This paper focuses on the effect of several bladepitch fault scenarios with

and without the initiation of emergency shutdown.

8.3 MultiRotor Wind Turbine System (2WT)

The tower structure accommodating the wind turbines (2WT) is the prelimi
nary design as proposed in El Beshbichi et al. (2021a), where limit state design
was considered as design criterion. The structure is made up of a main verti
cal tapered tower, two horizontal tapered arms, and a supplementary vertical
cylinder. Wires carrying the rotors’ weight are also used. Figure 8.2 shows the
2WT tower structure considered in the analysis. Hub height is about 80m from
the tower base. The minimum distance between rotors is assumed to be 10% of
the rotor radius, as in the Vestas fourrotor wind turbine prototype installed at
DTU and recently decommissioned (Bastankhah and Abkar, 2019). The system
employs standard 5MW NREL baseline wind turbines. Table 8.1 lists major
wind turbine parameters.
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Table 8.1: NREL 5MW Baseline Wind Turbine Specifications (Jonkman,
2007).

Rated Power 5 MW
Rotor Orientation, Configuration Upwind, 3 Blades
Control Variable Speed, Collective Pitch
Drivetrain High Speed, MultipleStage Gearbox
Rotor, Hub Diameter 126 m, 3 m
Rated Tip Speed 80 m/s
Hub Height 90 m
Rotor Mass 110x103 kg
Nacelle Mass 240x103 kg
CutIn, Rated, CutOut Wind Speed 3 m/s, 11.4 m/s, 25 m/s
CutIn, Rated Rotor Speed 6.9 rpm, 12.1 rpm

SEABED
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#1
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#3
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691

130

Wind
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33

17

Figure 8.3: OOStar platform major geometrical and mooring system spec
ifications in the top view (left) and side view (right) (lengths in meters)
(Berthelsen, 2015; Jiawen et al., 2022).

The floating platform considered in this study is the Olav Olsen OOStar
semisubmersible system. The Lifes50+ project has publicly released the sys
tem specifications (Berthelsen, 2015; PegalajarJurado et al., 2018; LIFES50+,
2022). The platform is composed of a Yshaped pontoon used to connect the
central column with the three outer columns. The pontoon arms are geometri
cally displaced 120 degrees from each other, starting from the upwind direction.
Figure 8.3 shows the platform configuration, together with the major geomet
rical and mooring system specifications. Table 8.2 lists the main geometrical
platform parameters. The catenary mooring lines employed have a length of
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Table 8.2: OOStar platform major geometrical parameters (Berthelsen,
2015).

Draft 22 m
Pontoon length to axis 37 m
Pontoon height 6.5 m
Pontoon width 17 m
Outer column height (from pontoon) 24.5 m
Central column height (from pontoon) 26 m
Central column diameter (tapered) 16.2 (12.05) m
Outer column diameter (tapered) 15.8 (13.4) m
Fairlead radius 44 m
Fairlead distance from SWL 9.5 m
Freeboard to tower base 11 m

Table 8.3: Damped natural periods of the 2WT floating wind turbine obtained
from free decay tests.

Natural period (s) Natural frequency (rad/s)

Surge 147.5 0.042
Heave 18.5 0.339
Pitch 23.8 0.263
Yaw 108.6 0.057

703 m, a mass density of 375 kg/m, and a diameter of 0.137 m. The standard
mooring configuration also employs clumped masses with an equivalent total
mass in water of about 50 tonnes to achieve greater pretension per unit length.
In this study, the clumped masses are disregarded, and dynamic equivalence
is achieved by increasing the equivalent mass density of the mooring lines to
match the original static fairlead tension. The final equivalent mass density
used is about 650 kg/m. The OOStar platform is originally designed in con
junction with the DTU 10MW baseline wind turbine (Bak et al., 2013). As
such, the ballast mass used in this work has been appropriately adjusted for
employing the 2WT wind turbine concept without affecting platform draft and
water displacement. The platform ballast has been thus increased by about 688
tonnes. The water depth considered is about 130 m. Table 8.3 lists the damped
natural periods of the system as obtained from free decay tests.
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Figure 8.4: Modularized schematization of the simulation tool used in the
analysis.

8.4 Methodology

The fullycoupled dynamic response of the 2WT system is obtained by means
of an inhouse code developed in the language Modelica (The Modelica Associ
ation, 2017). Figure 8.4 shows the schematization of the simulation tool used
for analysis. Development is carried out by means of the opensource platform
OpenModelica (OSMC, 2021). Rigid body dynamics and full structural flexi
bility of blades and tower are implemented by means of the multibody envi
ronment within the Modelica Standard Library (MSL) (The Modelica Associa
tion, 2008). Previous work described the developmental approach in detail, in
which a simplified aerodynamic modeling method based on steadystate coeffi
cients was used (El Beshbichi et al., 2021b). More recently, full bladeelement
momentum (BEM) capabilities were achieved by integrating into the tool the
wellknownopensource codesAeroDyn v15 and InflowWindwithin FAST v8by
NREL (Jonkman and Buhl, 2005). InflowWind is used to compute at each time
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step the wind velocity components at the location of the aerodynamic nodes.
AeroDyn v15, on the other hand, carries out the BEM steadystate computation
of the aerodynamic loads.

8.4.1 Hydrodynamic Modeling

Hydrodynamic loads acting on the FOWT systemare computed assuming linear
wave theory, i.e., Airy theory. Linear wave theory is commonly employed if the
incident wave height is significantly smaller than the water depth (Faltinsen,
1993; DNV, 2010). Airy theory assumes the fluid to be irrotational and inviscid.
The platform dynamics is assumed rigid. The platform equations of motion can
be written as:

[M ]q̈ + [C]q + C0,3 = −[A]inf q̈ −
∫ t

0
[K(t− τ)]q̇dτ + Fwaves + F g (1)

where q stands for the floater rigid degrees of freedom (DoFs), [M ] and [C] are,
respectively, the inertia and hydrostaticmatrices,C0,3 is the buoyancy load from
Archimedes’ principle, [A]inf is the added mass matrix at infinite incident wave
frequency, [K] is the waveradiationretardation kernel matrix, Fwaves are the
loads from incident waves, and F g are the gravitational loads. The ijth con
volution term describing the radiative damping can be approximated in state
space as (Cummins, 1962):

˙ξij = [α]ijξij + [λ]ij q̇j∫ t

0
Kij(t− τ)q̇jdτ ≃ [θ]ijξij + [γ]ij q̇j

(2)

where [α]ij, [λ]ij, [θ]ij, [γ]ij are the ij statespace matrices, and ξij is the ij state
vector. Previouswork demonstrated howa small set of states resolvemost of the
impulse energy (El Beshbichi et al., 2021b). Consequently, a balanced model
reduction is often employed to reduce the number of states considered. Two
states are used in this work, which account for about 80%of the impulse energy.
The frequencydomain hydrodynamic problem relative to the platform geome
try presently considered is solved by employing HydroD within the DNV com
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mercial code SESAMWADAM (see Figure 8.4) (DNV, 2017). An inhouse pre
processor is used to compute model quantities from hydrodynamic input in
formation, such as the matrices associated with the statespace approximation
of the radiation damping and timedomain realizations from inverse Fourier
transformations of the loads from incident waves.

8.4.2 Structural Dynamics

Structural flexibility of blades and tower elements are presently implemented
by considering a multibodybased approach. HAWC2, a fullycoupled tool de
veloped by DTUWind Energy, employs a similar formulation for the structural
dynamics of slender elements (Larsen and Hansen, 2007). Small, linear, and
elastic structural deformations are assumed. A series of flexible beam units are
used to approximate the local structural properties of the slender structures.
Each beam unit is composed of two rigid bodies connected by means of elastic
joints. The flexibility about the main axes is considered, e.g., the flapwise and
edgewise directions, while the torsional flexibility is disregarded. Distributed
structural damping is assumed and defined by means of the stiffness propor
tional Rayleigh damping. The coefficients assumed are about 0.3% and 3% of
the associated stiffness for the blades and tower, respectively. Previous work
demonstrated the convergence of the inertial and elastic properties of the blades
to reference values with the employment of about six beam units, i.e, twelve
rigid bodies. The tower properties, on the other hand, converge with as little as
two beam units given the structural regularity. Axial stiffness of the tower wires
is also taken into account.

8.4.3 Aerodynamic Modeling

The bladeelement momentum theory (BEMT), also called strip theory, is
widely utilized to compute the aerodynamic state of wind turbines due to its
simplicity, reasonable accuracy, and computational efficiency. AeroDyn v15
implements BEMT with the inclusion of Prandtl tip and hub losses, as well as
PittPeters skewed flow and Gaulert corrections (Moriarty and Hansen, 2005).
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Figure 8.5: Relationship between local flow condition parameters and local
aerodynamic loads of a single blade element.

In the blade element theory, the blades are discretized in finite independent
elements. The relationship between local flow condition parameters and lo
cal aerodynamic loads of a blade element is typically depicted as in Figure 8.5,
where Ω is the rotor angular speed, φ is the relative wind angle, U is the inflow
wind speed, Urel is the relative local wind speed, a is the local axial induction
factor, a′ is the local tangential induction factor, c is the blade element chord
length, r is the distance of the blade element from the rotor center, dFL and
dFD are, respectively, the differential local lift and drag forces, and dFN and
dFT are, respectively, the differential normal and tangential forces referred to
the rotation plane. The relationship between the total local aerodynamic loads
and the local flow condition can be easily derived and expressed as:

dFN =
1

2
bρU 2

rel(Clcosφ+ Cdsinφ)cdr (3)

dQ =
1

2
bρU 2

rel(Clsinφ− Cdcosφ)crdr (4)

where dQ is the differential torque acting on the rotor, b is the number of blades,
ρ is the air density, Cl is the airfoil lift coefficient, Cd is the airfoil drag coeffi
cient, and dr is the radial differential thickness of the control volume. In this
work, the tower influence on the wind field and the aerodynamic drag loads on
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the tower are not included. Moreover, the present BEMT aerodynamic imple
mentation, based on AeroDyn v15, is not able to consider aerodynamic inter
actions since each blade element is independent of other elements. The lack of
aerodynamic interaction between rotors may have a significant impact on the
fullycoupled response of the 2WT system presented in this study. Quantifica
tion of complex aerodynamic effects should later be investigated with higher
fidelity tools.

8.4.4 Station Keeping

The stationkeeping loads associated with the catenarymooring lines employed
in the OOStar platform are computed by considering a nonlinear quasistatic
formulation. Consequently, inertial and damping effects of the catenary lines
on the system dynamics are neglected and mooring loads are described as a
function of the fairlead position only. The quasistatic approach is broadly used
given its computational efficiency and accuracy for prototypal dynamics and
loads analysis (Masciola et al., 2013).

8.4.5 Control SystemModeling

Active control of variablespeed wind turbines is generally divided into two ac
tuation mechanisms: 1) a generatortorque controller, optimizing the genera
tor torque as a function of the generator speed, and 2) a bladepitch controller,
regulating the generator speed to the rated value at aboverated wind speeds
(Jonkman, 2007). The standard control action proposed for the NREL 5MW
baseline wind turbine regulation divides the generator torque control into dif
ferent regions. At belowrated conditions, the generatortorque control objec
tive is the optimization of the mechanical power available at the shaft. On the
other hand, at aboveratedwind conditions, the generatortorque control objec
tive is the regulation of either the generator torque or electric power output to
rated values. The bladepitch control generally assumes rotorcollective blade
pitch angles, i.e., the bladepitch angles are assumed to be the same. The blade
pitch control algorithm employed by the NREL 5MW baseline wind turbine
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is a gainscheduled proportionalintegral (PI) control regulating the generator
speed to the rated value.

In this work, the standard generatortorque control employed by the NREL
5MW baseline wind turbine is considered, and a linear quadratic regulator
(LQR) is used to design an optimal bladepitch controller for the 2WT proto
type, as proposed in previous work. The LQR control objectives are: 1) the mit
igation of platform yaw motion, which previous work found to be an important
dynamic mode of tworotor FOWTs employing conventional mooring systems,
and 2) the regulation of the generators’ speeds to rated values for aboverated
wind conditions. Linear quadratic regulation employs the linearized represen
tation of the system about a steadystate operational point. The global state
vector used for linearization can be described as:

x̃T = [βL, βR, β̇L, β̇R,ΩL,ΩR, q5, q̇5, q6, q̇6,ΩL,err,ΩR,err] (5)

where βL and βR are the rotorcollective bladepitch angles,Ω is the rotor speed,
Ωerr is the integral rotor speed error with respect to the rated value, q5 is the
platform pitch angle, and q6 is the platform yaw angle. Subscripts L and R are
referring to the left and right turbines, respectively. The input vector can be
described as:

ũ = [βL, βR] (6)

The LQR algorithmminimizes a quadratic cost function describing state control
and control input usage:

J =

∫ t1

t0

(x̃TT [Q]x̃T + ũT [R]ũ) dt (7)

where [Q] and [R] are weightmatrices associatedwith the control objectives and
whose definition is generally left to the control system designer. The control
system is implemented as state feedback given by:

ũ = −[K]x̃T (8)
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Table 8.4: Operating wind speeds associated with LQR controllers employed.

Urel (m/s)
Belowrated 3  10
Rated 11  12
Aboverated 13  25

Table 8.5: Steadystate operation points used for linearization.

Belowrated Rated Aboverated
Urel (m/s) 9 11.3 13
β (rad) 0.052 0.1 0.118

where [K] is the control gain matrix obtained by solving the algebraic Riccati
equation (ARE), yielding the gains minimizing the given cost function (Prasad
et al., 2014). As the system dynamics is greatly nonlinear, three gain schedules
associated with belowrated, aroundrated, and aboverated wind speeds are
used. A dedicated linearization point is used for each control region. Table
8.4 lists the LQR control regions. Table 8.5 lists the operation points used for
linearization. Table 8.6 lists the control weights used in this work. Table 8.7
lists the selected LQR gains.

8.4.6 BladePitch Actuation Modeling

During normal operating conditions, bladepitch dynamics is taken into ac
count by means of a secondorder transfer function from reference to actual

Table 8.6: LQR control weights.

[Q] [R]
Belowrated diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 500, 1, 0, 0) diag(1000,1000)

Rated diag(0,0,0,0,500,500,0,0,2500,2500,0.01,0.01) diag(5000,5000)
Aboverated diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1000, 1000, 1, 1) diag(1000,1000)
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Table 8.7: LQR control gain scheduling.

[K]

Belowrated
[

0, 0, 0, 0,−0.01, 0.01, 0, 0, 0.25, 7.11, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0.01,−0.01, 0, 0,−0.25,−7.11, 0, 0

]
Rated

[
0, 0, 0, 0,−0.42, 0.12, 0, 0, 0.63,−5.31, 0.032, 0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0.12,−0.42, 0, 0,−0.63, 5.31, 0, 0.032

]
Aboverated

[
0, 0, 0, 0,−0.10,−0.02, 0, 0, 0.30, 6.62, 0.001, 0

0, 0, 0, 0,−0.02,−0.10, 0, 0,−0.30,−6.62, 0, 0.001

]

bladepitch angle (natural frequency fn= 5 Hz and damping ratio ζ = 2 %
(Hansen et al., 2005; Hansen and Kallesøe, 2007)). Bladepitch fault cases
are introduced in the fullycoupled simulation at a particular userspecified
time. Fault initiation effectively disengages the bladepitch controller and
forces faultrelated conditions on the system.

8.4.7 Environmental Conditions

Threedimensional turbulent wind profiles needed in InflowWind are com
puted in the NREL code TurbSim starting from themean wind speed at the hub
height (see Figure 8.4) (Jonkman, 2009a). The Kaimal spectrum for IEC Class
B is used as turbulence model. The normal turbulence model (NTM) is used,
as suggested by the DNVOSJ101 guideline for load cases combining fault oc
currences (LC 2.2) (DNV, 2010). A gridpoint matrix of fifteen points is used.
The grid is characterized by a height of 160 m and width of 300 m, and thus
able to encompass the whole system. A time step of 0.05 s is used to realize the
wind profile. Irregular waves are produced from the standard JOint North Sea
WAve Project (JONSWAP) spectrum. Waves are assumed always aligned with
the wind direction.

8.4.8 Numerical Simulation

The OpenModelica version 1.18.1 is used. All parameters are evaluated during
the model translation. The solver employed is cvode and a tolerance of 1x10−4
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Table 8.8: Load cases considered in the study (800 s simulations).

UW (m/s) HS (m) TP (s) tf (s) td (s) Fault Type

1A 8 2.5 9.9  
11.5 3.2 10  
14 3.6 10.3  
22 4.2 10.5  

2A 8 2.5 9.9 600  Blockage
11.5 3.2 10 600 
14 3.6 10.3 600 
22 4.2 10.5 600 

3A 8 2.5 9.9 600  Runaway
11.5 3.2 10 600 
14 3.6 10.3 600 
22 4.2 10.5 600 

2B 8 2.5 9.9 600 0.1 Blockage
11.5 3.2 10 600 0.1 &
14 3.6 10.3 600 0.1 Shutdown
22 4.2 10.5 600 0.1

3B 8 2.5 9.9 600 0.1 Runaway
11.5 3.2 10 600 0.1 &
14 3.6 10.3 600 0.1 Shutdown
22 4.2 10.5 600 0.1

is used. Using cvode is found to be beneficial to reduce the number of Jaco
bian evaluations during simulation. The linear solver totalpivot and nonlinear
solver kinsol are used. Simulations of about 800 s are carried out, where the
first 400 s are used to initialize the system. A time interval of 0.1 s is used to
store the data, short enough to cover both rigid and structural dynamics.

8.5 Load Cases

Table 8.8 lists the load cases considered in this study, associated with both nor
mal operating conditions and faulted conditions. The load cases are based on
the work by Jiang et al. (2014). In the table, LC stands for the load case pre
fix, UW is the mean wind speed at the hub height, HS is the significant wave
height, TP is the wave period, tf is the time at which the fault occurs, and td is
the time delay from the occurrence of fault to the shutdown initiation. LC 1A
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corresponds to the system undergoing normal operating conditions. In LC 2A,
the second blade of the left turbine undergoes blockage, and its pitchangle is
fixed from tf onwards. The bladepitch angle under blockage conditions can be
described as:

βb(t) = β(tf) (9)

Blade blockage can ensue from faults in the hydraulic actuation system. The re
maining working blades are still used by the controller to regulate the generator
speed and minimize the platform yaw angle. In LC 3A, the same faulty blade is
moving uncontrollably from its value at tf to the minimum pitch angle setting
(0 deg) at the normal pitch rate. The bladepitch angle at runaway conditions
can be described as:

βr(t) = max
{
β(tf)− Pr,n ∗ t, 0

}
(10)

where Pr,n is the normal pitch rate (8 deg/s). Blade runaway can be considered
as a sensor fault of high severity, where the measured value is effectively multi
plied by a gain factor. This condition is generally a rare fault event, as physical
redundancy of sensors is usually common practice. It is nonetheless impor
tant to analyze its effect on the system dynamics and loads, as recommended
in certification guidelines (Germanischer Lloyd Industrial Services, 2010; In
ternational Electrotechincal Commission, 2010). A gain factor of zero is con
sidered to account for the most unfavorable runaway condition. In LC 2B and
LC 3B, the system undergoes the same fault conditions of LC 2A and LC 3A,
respectively, but shutdown is executed after a short time delay td. During shut
down, the operative blades are fully feathered (that is, pitched at 90 deg) at the
standard pitch rate as described in the following equation:

βs(t) = min
{
β(tf + td) + Pr ∗ t,

π

2

}
(11)
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Figure 8.6: Time histories of the blade pitch angles for the faulty and one of
the functioning blades in the case of a) blade blockage and b) blade runaway.
LC 2A/3A, UW = 14 m/s,HS = 3.6 m, TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, Pr = 8 deg/s.

8.6 Results and Discussion

8.6.1 BladePitch Faults Without Initiation of Emer
gency Shutdown

In this section, the responses of the 2WT system undergoing bladepitch faults
are presented in both the time and the frequency domains (LC 2A/3A). Emer
gency shutdown is not initiated. Figure 8.6 shows the time histories of the blade
pitch angles for the faulty and one of the functioning blades in the case of a)
blade blockage and b) blade runaway (LC 2A/3A). The fault occurs at 600 s,
after which the pitch angle of the faulty blade is either maintained constant or
rapidly decreases to the minimum pitch setting. The rapid oscillations of the
faulty blade in runaway conditions are associated with the bladepitch dynam
ics. It can be noted how themean value of the remaining working blades during
blade runaway (case b) is higher than in the blade blockage case (case a) (about
2.5 deg). The increase is clearly associated with the attempt of the controller to
compensate for the increase of aerodynamic torque at the lowspeed shaft given
by the runaway blade.

Figure 8.7 shows the time histories of the main rigid degrees of freedom of
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Figure 8.7: Time histories of a) platform surgemotion, b) platform heavemo
tion, c) platformpitchmotion, and d) platform yawmotion in the case of normal
operating conditions (black), blade blockage (blue), and blade runaway (red).
LC 2A/3A, UW = 14 m/s,HS = 3.6 m, TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, Pr = 8 deg/s.

the 2WT system under normal operating conditions, blade blockage, and blade
runaway (LC 2A/3A). It is clear from the figure how the global system dynamics
is not significantly affected by the blade fault. Only a marginal discrepancy of
platform surge and yaw motions can be detected in the case blade runaway is
considered, due to the increase of aerodynamic thrust impressed by the faulty
turbine. However, the difference in dynamic response can be considered negli
gible.
The time histories of the flapwise and edgewise bending moments of the

faulty blade (ab), the tower bottom bending moment (c), and the main shaft
(LSS) bendingmoment (d) (LSS associatedwith the left rotor) are shown in Fig
ure 8.8 (LC 2A/3A). The equivalent bending moment acting on the LSS is cal
culated by considering the square root of the bendingmoments about themajor
shaft axes. The system is generally subjected to much higher loads when blade
runaway occurs if compared to normal conditions and blade blockage condi
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Figure 8.8: Time histories of a) the flapwise bendingmoment and b) edgewise
bending moment of the faulty blade, c) the tower bottom bending moment, and
d) the main shaft bending moment of the faulty rotor in the case of normal op
erating conditions (black), blade blockage (blue), and blade runaway (red). LC
2A/3A, UW = 14 m/s,HS = 3.6 m, TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, Pr = 8 deg/s.

tions, due to the larger angle of attack of the faulty blade. The towerbase bend
ingmoment is only marginally affected. In bladepitch runaway conditions, the
peak values of the loads are much greater. Compared to normal conditions, the
maximum flapwise bending moment is increased by about 45%, the maximum
edgewise bending moment is increased by about 56%, and the maximum shaft
bending moment is increased by about 120%. Note that these estimates may
be higher, given the stochastic variability of wind and wave loads. Figure 8.9
shows the time series and power spectral densities of the torsion at the tower
bottom and tower arm root on the faulty side (LC 2A/3A). The torsional loads
are greatly affected by blade runaway conditions. Compared to normal condi
tions, the towerbottom torsion is about 1.6 times larger, while the tower arm
root torsion is about four times larger. From power spectral analysis it is clear
that the increase is associated with vibrations at the 1P rotor frequency. An ad
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Figure 8.9: Time history (a) and power spectral density (b) of the tower bot
tom torsion. Time history (c) and power spectral density (d) of the tower arm
root torsion on the faulty side. Normal operating conditions (black), blade
blockage (blue), and blade runaway (red). LC 2A/3A, UW = 14m/s,HS = 3.6 m,
TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, Pr = 8 deg/s.

ditional lowenergy component at the platform pitch frequency is present for
the towerbottom torsion, which is present in all the cases considered. This
component is associated with the pitchyaw coupling given the gyroscopic in
ertia of the rotors and the large inertia of the semisubmersible platform in the
yaw direction. The increase of aerodynamic thrust on the faulty blade due to
the increased angle of attack generates a net torsional moment on the tower
armwhich varies orientation once per rotor revolution. The same is true for the
main towerbottom torsion, as the moment arm of the rotor thrust with respect
to the main tower axis changes in length once per revolution. A large periodic
variation of the torsional loads on the tower at a high frequency poses serious
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concerns for the structural safety of the tower in terms of fatigue damage (1P
frequency at aboverated wind speeds is about 0.2 Hz, thus inducing 300 high
amplitude periodic load cycles perminute on the structure). Therefore, the load
imbalance given by bladefault conditions on tworotor wind turbine systems
must be effectively considered during the structural design process of the tower
to avoid excessive loading and fatigue damage.
Figure 8.10 shows the maximum of the major system responses occurring

during bladepitch fault as a function of the mean wind speed (LC 2A/3A). The
maxima are normalized with respect to the maxima obtained under operat
ing conditions (LC 1A). The general trend shows a negligible influence of the
blade faults on the global system motions, greater loads on the structure un
der blade runaway conditions if compared to blade blockage conditions, and
harsher loading for higher wind speeds. For blockage conditions, the normal
ized increment of blade flapwise bendingmoment,main shaft bendingmoment,
and towerbottom torsion (all about 20% larger than the operating maxima) is
similar throughout the wind speeds considered. This can be related to the rel
ative adjustment of the bladepitch angle by the control system before failure.
For runaway conditions, the normalized increment is greatly increasing with
wind speed, as the angle of attack is forced to the minimum setting. The in
crease is especially large for the towerbottom torsion and the main shaft bend
ing moment, which reach values about 150% larger than the corresponding op
erating maxima. At belowrated wind speeds the bladepitch controller is only
used to mitigate platform yaw motion, which is a relatively small response if
semisubmersible applications are considered. Consequently, the maxima at
8 m/s clearly indicate that the effect of blade faults on the system response at
belowrated wind conditions is negligible.

8.6.2 BladePitch Faults with Initiation of Emergency
Shutdown

This section presents the responses of the 2WT system undergoing bladepitch
faults together with the initiation of emergency shutdown, as prescribed in LC
2B/3B (Table 8.8). Figure 8.11 shows the time histories relative to the blade
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Figure 8.10: Maxima of global motions and structural responses normalized
by themaximum in normal operating conditions as a function of themeanwind
speed. Normal operating conditions (black), blade blockage (blue), and blade
runaway (red).
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Figure 8.11: Time histories of the blade pitch angles for the faulty and one of
the functioning blades in the case of a) blade blockage and b) blade runaway.
System shutdown initiated. LC 2B/3B, UW = 14 m/s, HS = 3.6 m, TP = 10.3 s,
tf = 600 s, td = 0.1 s, Pr = 8 deg/s.

pitch angles for the faulty blade and for one of the functioning blades in the two
fault cases considered (LC 2B/3B). After the occurrence of fault at 600 s, the
functioning blades are rapidly pitched to feather at the prescribed pitch rate.
The load discontinuity given by the shutdown process affects the system global
response, as the time histories of platform pitch and yaw motion depicted in
Figure 8.12 indicate. After emergency shutdown initiation, the sudden drop of
aerodynamic thrust on the rotors induces pitch motion excitation at the pitch
natural frequency. Platform yaw motion is not significant if compared to the
platform pitch motion. The large radiative damping in the yaw direction also
effectively dissipates yaw oscillations after shutdown.

Figure 8.13 shows the time histories and power spectral densities of the
thrustinduced bending moments at the towerbottom and tower arm root on
the faulty side (LC 2B/3B). The emergency shutdown triggers large oscilla
tions in the tower bending moments and contributes to larger negative maxima
(about 17% larger than in operating conditions). The overall response obtained
in the two structural points considered is similar. Blockage and runaway fault
conditions are also leading to a similar response, indicating that the dynamic
amplification is mainly associated with the initiation of emergency shutdown.
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Figure 8.12: Time histories of a) platform pitch motion and b) platform
yaw motion in the case of normal operating conditions (black), blade blockage
(blue), and blade runaway (red). System shutdown initiated. LC 2B/3B, UW =
14 m/s,HS = 3.6 m, TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, td = 0.1 s, Pr = 8 deg/s.

The power spectra indicate that the energy of the faulty load cases is mainly
concentrated at the platform pitch natural frequency. Smaller energy contents
around the wave frequency and for the foreaft elastic response of the tower
are also visible. While the wave energy is present for all load cases, the elastic
response is related to the faulty cases only. At any rate, the elastic contribu
tion is small if compared to the major energy component at the platform pitch
frequency.
Figure 8.14 shows the time history of the flapwise bending moment of the

faulty blade. The emergency shutdown initiation effectively reduces the load
increase associated with the faulted conditions. In runaway conditions, imme
diately after the fault occurrence and before the load suppression due to shut
down, the bending moment is still able to rise to a high value for a short period
of time (about 20% larger than in operating conditions). This increase can be
detrimental to the structural integrity of the blade. This behavior is in accor
dance with previous work on singlerotor FOWT systems undergoing similar
fault conditions (Jiang et al., 2014).
Figure 8.15 shows the time history and power spectral density of the tower

bottom torsion (LC 2B/3B). The shutdown initiation at 600 s coupled with the
runaway fault induces large oscillations of the torsional load on the tower. Peak
values are about three times the operating maxima in runaway conditions, and
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Figure 8.13: Time history (a) and power spectral density (b) of the tower bot
tom bending moment. Time history (c) and power spectral density (d) of the
tower arm root bending moment on the faulty side. Normal operating condi
tions (black), blade blockage (blue), and blade runaway (red). System shutdown
initiated. LC 2B/3B, UW = 14 m/s, HS = 3.6 m, TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, td = 0.1
s, Pr = 8 deg/s.

about twice in blockage conditions. The oscillation frequency is about 0.31
Hz, associated with the foreaft flexibility of the tower arms. The oscillation
frequency is clearly detected in the power spectral density. Note that in this
work the torsional flexibility of the slender elements is disregarded (see Section
8.4.2). The oscillations can be associated with the different rates of change of
the aerodynamic thrusts acting on the rotor hubs. The torsion increase may
pose concerns about the structural integrity of the tower.

Figure 8.16 shows the normalizedmaxima of themajor system responses oc
curring during bladepitch fault and emergency shutdown as a function of the
mean wind speed (LC 2B/3B). As in the case without shutdown initiation (see
Figure 8.10) the global motions of the system are only marginally affected by
the wind speed. Throughout the wind speed range considered, platform surge
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Figure 8.14: Time history of the flapwise bendingmoment of the faulty blade.
Normal operating conditions (black), blade blockage (blue), and blade runaway
(red). System shutdown initiated. LC 2B/3B, UW = 14 m/s, HS = 3.6 m, TP =
10.3 s, tf = 600 s, td = 0.1 s, Pr = 8 deg/s.
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Figure 8.15: Time history (a) and power spectral density (b) of towerbottom
torsion. Normal operating conditions (black), blade blockage (blue), and blade
runaway (red). System shutdown initiated. LC 2B/3B, UW = 14 m/s, HS = 3.6
m, TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, td = 0.1 s, Pr = 8 deg/s.
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Figure 8.16: Maxima of global motions and structural responses normalized
by themaximum in normal operating conditions as a function of themeanwind
speed. Normal operating conditions (black), blade blockage (blue), and blade
runaway (red). System shutdown initiated (LC 2B/3B).
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Figure 8.17: Comparison of normalized maxima of flapwise bending moment
of the faulty blade as a function of the mean wind speed against values obtained
for singlerotor spartype FOWT by Jiang et al. (2014). System shutdown initi
ated (LC 2B/3B).

motion assumes lower levels than in operating conditions due to reduction of
thrust, while the platform pitch motion is steadily about 50% larger than the
operating maxima. The towerbottom bending moment is also only marginally
affected by the fault occurrence, and in most environmental conditions a re
sponse lower than the operating maxima is obtained. For the flapwise bending
moment of the faulty blade, the runaway case can be up to 40% larger than the
operating maxima. However, the maxima are generally reduced by about 20%
if compared to those associated with the case without initiation of shutdown
(see Figure 8.10c). This reduction is dominant throughout the environmen
tal conditions considered (vertical shift of the response curve). The main shaft
bending moment maxima are increased from 50% to 100% than in operating
conditions. The decrease at rated conditions can be related to the larger shaft
bending moment in operating conditions due to the discontinuous controller
activation. No clear trend of the shaft moment variation as a function of wind
speed can be detected. The largest values of the tower torsion maxima are close
to the rated wind speed. The torsion decreases with higher wind speeds, as the
blades are already pitched and the overall aerodynamic thrust is reduced.

Figure 8.17 reproduces the normalized maxima of flapwise bending moment
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of the faulty blade as presented in Figure 8.16c, and compared against values
obtained by Jiang et al. (2014) for the same 5MWNREL baseline wind turbine
mounted on a spartype floating platform. The responses are relative to similar
wind turbine system parameters. The trend is almost identical, highlighting
that 1) the platform type and 2) the tworotor configuration are generally not
influential on the blade loads during bladepitch faults. That is, maximumblade
loads during faults are only influenced by the local system dynamics, which is
much faster than the overall global dynamics.

8.6.3 Parameter Analysis

Effect of BladePitch Rate during Emergency Shutdown

Bladepitch rate can have a significant effect on the system dynamics and loads
during fault and shutdown initiation (Jiang et al., 2014; Jiawen et al., 2022).
Consequently, it is worth analyzing its parametric effect in more detail. The
blade flapwise bending moment is not affected significantly as compared to the
operating conditions. Figure 8.18 shows the normalized maxima of major re
sponse parameters as a function of the bladepitch rate. The globalmotionmax
ima are reduced by increasing the pitch rate, as can be seen for the platform
pitch motion. This behavior can be related to the filtering of highfrequency ex
citation loads by the large system inertia. Themain shaft bendingmomentmax
ima are increased by about 45% and 20% the operatingmaxima from 6 deg/s to
12 deg/s in the runaway case and blockage case, respectively. The towerbottom
bending moment maxima are increased by about 20% from 6 deg/s to 12 deg/s
for both fault cases. Towerbottom torsion maxima are largest around 8 deg/s
and rapidly decrease for higher bladepitch rates. This can be associated with
a less pronounced excitation of the torsional flexibility of the system by the un
balanced loads due to fault when the shutdown process is achieved rapidly.
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Figure 8.18: Normalized maxima of platform global motions and structural
responses as a function of the bladepitch rate. Normal operating conditions
(black), blade blockage (blue), and blade runaway (red). System shutdown ini
tiated. UW = 14 m/s,HS = 3.6 m, TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, td = 0.1 s.

Effect of Shutdown Delay Between Rotors during Emergency Shut
down

In tworotor designs, the rotors can have a certain degree of independence re
garding the control system deployment and actuation of the associated pitch
mechanisms. Consequently, during emergency shutdown initiation a short time
delay between rotors may occur. Figure 8.19 shows the normalized maxima of
the tower loads as a function of the shutdown delay between rotors. It is as
sumed that the shutdown is always initiated first on the rotor experiencing fault
conditions. The global system dynamics and blade loads are not affected by the
shutdown delay. The towerbottom bending moment tends to decrease by in
creasing the delay (about 5% for a delay of 0.5 s). Moreover, the towerbottom
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Figure 8.19: Normalized maxima of the tower loads as a function of the shut
down delay between rotors (shutdown is initiated first on the faulty rotor). UW
= 14 m/s,HS = 3.6 m, TP = 10.3 s, tf = 600 s, td = 0.1 s.

torsion is greatly affected by the delay, exhibiting a linear increase of the asso
ciated maxima for longer delay times. The torsion increase with respect to the
nominal value is about +30%with a delay of about 0.5 s, reaching values as high
as +280% the maxima obtained during operating conditions.

8.7 Conclusions

This work presented the dynamic response of a tworotor floating wind turbine
undergoing several bladepitch fault scenarios. Two bladepitch scenarios are
considered, i.e, blade blockage and blade runaway. The effect of these faults on
the system dynamics is investigated with and without initiation of emergency
shutdown.
The dynamic analysis is performed by means of an inhouse code developed

in Modelica. The tool takes into account the structural flexibility of blades and
tower and assumes a rigid floating platform. Quasistatic mooring loads are as
sumed. Linear hydrodynamic loads are considered by coupling the code with
the external commercial tool HydroD within DNV Sesam. The system is con
trolled by means of a linear quadratic regulator, aiming at regulation of the ro
tors’ speeds above rated conditions and the mitigation of platform yawmotion.
Moreover, the aerodynamic loads are computed by coupling the opensource
code AeroDyn v15 within NREL FAST. To date, no complex aerodynamic inter
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action between the rotors is considered. This assumptionmay have a significant
impact on the fullycoupled response of the system and should be later investi
gated in more detail.
If no emergency shutdown is initiated, bladepitch faults lead to significant

variations of the dynamic loads acting on the system. The global motion of the
floater, on the other hand, is leftmostly unaffected. Loads are increased close to
the faulty blade, especially the flapwise and edgewise bending moments of the
faulty blade and the associatedmain shaft bendingmoment. Bendingmoments
are much larger in the runaway fault than in the blockage fault due to the large
angle of attack. Towerbottom torsion and tower arm root torsion are found to
be significantly affected by the runaway fault due to uneven excitation loads.
The response is characterized by a cyclic oscillation at the 1P frequency. High
amplitude cyclic torsional loads can be critical to the structural integrity and
fatigue life of the tower.
The initiation of emergency shutdown induces significant dynamic effects

on the system. A large platform pitch resonant motion is excited due to the
drop of aerodynamic thrusts. The towerbottom bending moment is also in
creased; its energy content is mainly concentrated at the platform pitch nat
ural frequency, wave frequency, and to a lesser extent at the foreaft elastic
mode of the main tower. The flapwise bending moment of the faulty blade is
effectively suppressed, aside from a large increase shortly after shutdown. The
towerbottom torsion is also significantly excited by the emergency shutdown
for the runaway fault. Large damped oscillations are detected at the tower arm
foreaft elastic frequency.
Comparison with literature data of a similar analysis focusing on a single

rotor wind turbine mounted on a spartype floating platform showed very simi
lar results regarding blade loads, highlighting that the loads on the faulty blade
are not affected by 1) the platform type used and 2) the tworotor deployment.
The effect of bladepitch rate during shutdown as well as the shutdown delay

between rotors were also investigated. Higher bladpitch rate leads to smaller
global motions. Some responses are marginally increased, as the towerbottom
bending moment and the main shaft bending moment. Longer shutdown delay
between rotors leads to significantly largermaxima of the towerbottom torsion
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due to the unbalanced loads on the hubs.
Subjects for future work include the study of the effect of complex aerody

namic interactions between the rotors during fault occurrence, the study of
faulttolerant control strategies for tworotor floating wind applications, and
the inclusion of torsional flexibility of the tower elements and the associated im
pact on the torsional loads. The design of an optimal tower design that is fault
compliant may also be performed by including the considerations discussed in
this work. Moreover, the effect of grid loss of either one or both turbines on the
system’s response should be investigated.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 Summary

This thesis focused on the development and benchmark of a novel compu
tational tool for the dynamic analysis of tworotor floating offshore wind
turbines. The tool was then employed to examine the global dynamics of
tworotor floating wind turbine concepts. The primary aimwas to gather useful
information and inform researchers, designers, and standards organizations
about the performance of such systems. All the research objectives formulated
in this thesis (Section 1.3) are investigated and answered. Themain conclusions
are summarized as follows:

Research objective (1):

To establish and benchmark a comprehensive fullycoupled tool for
the dynamic analysis of tworotor floating offshore wind turbines.
The tool should enable industrystandard fidelity levels and should
be able to easily accommodate arbitrary platform and tower geome
tries and number of wind turbines used.

This thesis presented a novel objectoriented tool to model the fullycoupled
dynamic response of tworotor floating offshore wind turbines. The tool is
developed in Modelica by means of the opensource platform OpenModelica.
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The first development stage defined the general tool structure and imple
mented the external environmental loads and wind turbine servo systems.
Major assumptions considered at this stage were 1) single rigid body dynamics,
2) simplified rotor dynamics, and 3) concentrated aerodynamic loads. This
approach resulted useful to extract early results and perform analysis where a
simplified approach was convenient. The second development stage defined
the complete multibody system dynamics, the structural dynamics of blades
and tower, and localized aerodynamic loads based on the bladeelement
momentum approach. The MBapproach was employed to model the system
structural dynamics, resulting in a flexible and accurate representation of the
vibration modes of the system. Full bladeelement momentum capabilities
were achieved by integrating into Modelica the aerodynamic module AeroDyn
v15 within NREL FAST. A dedicated aerodynamic subroutine was developed
in Fortran 90 and imported as dynamic link library by means of a dedicated C
buffer. Benchmark work against FAST demonstrated the tool accuracy. Some
general conclusions regarding the development stage can be listed as follows:

• The tool structure entails easy implementation of models of arbitrary plat
form geometry and platform/rotor configuration.

• The objectoriented nature of the Modelica language offers a flexible mod
eling environment, resulting in easy model setup, code modification, and
further development.

• The tool offers good numerical performance and industrystandard fi
delity.

• Thorough singlerotor benchmark exercises against code FAST by NREL
resulted in almost identical responses.

Research objective (2):

To analyze the global dynamic response of a tworotor floating
offshore wind turbine concept undergoing operational environ
mental conditions. Themajor dynamic aspects of the system should
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be highlighted.

The present research investigated the dynamic analysis of a tworotor
wind turbine concept mounted on a spartype platform. The global dynamics
was first evaluated in the time domain by means of the fullycoupled simplified
tool related to the first development stage of this thesis. The tworotor wind
turbine concept employs NREL 5 MW baseline wind turbines, while the tower
is defined by performing a simplified ultimate limit state design. The spar
type platform employed is dimensioned through hydrostatic considerations,
such as hydrostatic equilibrium, a limit on the maximum static platform
pitch angle, a limit on the platform pitch and heave periods, and a limit on
the system mass. A mass saving of about 26% may be achieved by employing
the tworotor configuration in place of an equivalent singlerotor configuration.

The system response was evaluated in operational environmental conditions
and compared against the baseline OC3 Phase IV singlerotor system. Results
showed a significantly large platform yaw response of the tworotor system,
of about 6 deg standard deviation at the rated wind speed. The platform
yaw response is directly induced by the wind turbulence intensity at the
hub and the transversal distribution of thrust loads on the structure. Mean
platform surge motion is about twice than in the singlerotor system due to
the increased thrust and the equivalent mooring system employed. Mean
platform pitch motion is also about 1 deg lower than in the singlerotor system.
A rotorcollective bladepitch control strategy superimposing to the baseline
control a proportional contribution to the platform yaw angle was proposed
for platform yaw response mitigation. Results showed a reduction of the
platform yaw response of about 60% at the cost of a reduction of the mean
electric power output at belowrated wind speed of about 100 kW. The system
response was also evaluated by means of the complete tool incorporating
bladeelement momentum aerodynamics and structural dynamics. Associated
results were very similar to those obtained by means of the simplified method,
thus highlighting the validity of the latter for global dynamic analysis.
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Research objective (3):

To design and test a bladepitch control algorithm suitable for
tworotor applications.

This thesis presented the design and performance analysis of an optimal
rotorcollective bladepitch control strategy for a tworotor wind turbine
concept mounted on a spartype floating platform. The baseline nonlinear
generator torque control was employed, while the optimal bladepitch control
strategy considered is a linear quadratic regulator reducing platform yaw
motion while regulating the generators’ speed at aboverated wind speeds. The
fullycoupled simplified tool related to the first development stage of this thesis
resulted suitable for the linear statespace extraction and the dynamic assess
ment of the control system performance. Three gain schedules corresponding
to belowrated, nearrated, and aboverated wind regions were considered to
better accommodate system nonlinearities.

The performance of the controller was evaluated against the baseline OC3
proportionalintegral control and the coupled control mitigating platform
yaw response previously presented by the authors. Results showed that the
linear quadratic controller performs significantly better than both reference
controllers. The advantage is significant, especially at aboverated wind speeds.
Platform yaw and pitch motions standard deviation is reduced considerably,
about 58% and 40% than the coupled control at 12 m/s. This indicates
better dynamic performance and stability. Electric output standard deviation
is also reduced, about 17% than the coupled control at 17 m/s, indicating
higher power quality. Performance is paid in terms of a higher bladepitch rate
rootmeansquare, which can be correlated with actuation usage. However,
peak values are well within the actuation saturation limits.

Research objective (4):

To investigate the longterm extreme response of a tworotor
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FOWT concept. Simplified methods, such as the environmental
contour method and the modified environmental contour method,
should be assessed to test their feasibility in tworotor applications.

This work presented the evaluation of the 50year extreme response of a
tworotor wind turbine concept mounted on a spartype floating platform
by means of a complete full longterm analysis (FLTA) and by means of
simplified contour methods able to drastically reduce the amount of shortterm
simulation needed. The contour methods considered in the work are the stan
dard environmental contour method (ECM) and the modified environmental
contour method (MECM). The ECM is used to reduce the computational effort
of the FLTA by only considering environmental conditions associated with a
given return period. However, the ECM performs poorly if the loads acting
on the system are not monotonically increasing with the environmental state.
The MECM, on the other hand, is a modification of the ECM where additional
contours are included to account for dynamic nonlinearities of the system. In
this work, an additional contour considering the system cutoff initiation was
included in the MECM. The fullycoupled simplified tool related to the first
development stage of this thesis resulted suitable for the present analysis given
its computational efficiency and the number of simulations needed.

As expected, the ECM leads to large underpredictions of responses governed
by wind loads compared to the FLTA, as it is not capable of taking into account
the system cutoff condition. Underestimation of platform yawmotion is about
50%, while underestimation of platform surge motion is about 30%. It was
found that the MECM significantly improves the accuracy of winddominated
results while predicting the same accuracy of the ECM for wavedominated
results. Most responses obtained by means of the MECM are within 15%
difference with respect to FLTA results. Results gathered in this study suggest
that the MECM may be assumed suited for the quick analysis of tworotor
floating wind turbines without the risk of underestimating longterm extreme
responses.
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Research objective (5):

To compare the dynamic response of a tworotor wind turbine
mounted on different floating platform types. Elements aimed at
the definition of an optimal platform type for tworotor applications
should be highlighted.

This work presented a comparative dynamic analysis of a tworotor wind
turbine concept mounted on three different floating platforms, i.e., a spartype,
a semisubmersible, and a tensionleg. The spartype and tensionleg platforms
have been defined by means of simplified hydrostatic considerations applied
to the tworotor system. The OOStar platform design was instead considered
as reference semisubmersible platform. Fullycoupled dynamic simulations
have been carried out by means of the complete tool related to the second
development stage of this thesis. Complete multibody dynamics of the system
was thus considered, as well as bladeelement momentum aerodynamic loads.
The structure was assumed rigid.

Major results can be summarized as follow:

• Platform yawmotion is a significant dynamicmode for each configuration.
The greatest response is obtained for the spartype configuration. Platform
yaw motion can be directly correlated with the equivalent platform yaw
stiffness of the system, which can be associated with the stiffness of the
stationkeeping lines and the fairlead distance to the platform centerline.
The spar configuration employs the softest mooring lines and the shortest
fairlead radius, thus resulting in amplified platform yaw response. Plat
form yaw response is shown to negatively impact the electric power output
quality by increasing the associated standard deviation.

• Mean motion responses, largely associated with wind loading, are largest
for the spartype configuration given the low stationkeeping stiffness and
the large distance from thrust loads and center of buoyancy.

• The tower base bending moment standard deviation is much greater than
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onshore conditions given large hydrodynamic loads. The standard devia
tion is especially high in extreme storm conditions. Periodic variation of
the tower bending moment can lead to significant fatigue damage. Tower
base bending moment power spectral density shows highfrequency con
tent for the tensionleg platform, indicating higher sensitivity to fatigue
damage.

• For tensionleg platforms, large tendon loads can pose concerns in terms
of fatigue and limit state performance.

• The semisubmersible configuration is associatedwith the largest response
standard deviation in extreme storm conditions given its sensitivity to hy
drodynamic loading.

Even though a candidate floating platform design is still to be selected, it is clear
that spartype configurations are not ideal for tworotor applications given the
excessive platform yaw amplification and large mean platform pitch response
reducing the operational efficiency of the rotors. Tensionleg rigidity entails
improved dynamic response but may lead to excessive structural loading on
the system components and fatigue damage of tower, blades, and tendons,
especially for intense sea states. The semisubmersible configuration, although
associated with the largest response standard deviation in extreme storm
conditions, tended to the most balanced response in operational conditions.
Results can be greatly influenced by proper design of the control system. The
latter should be thus considered integral to the platform design process.

Research objective (6):

To analyze the dynamic response and loads of a tworotor floating
offshore wind turbine concept undergoing bladepitch actuation
faults.

The last work of this thesis presented the dynamic response of a tworotor
wind turbine concept mounted on the OOStar semisubmersible platform
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undergoing several bladepitch scenarios. The bladepitch faults investigated
are blade blockage and runaway, i.e., the seizure at a given pitch angle and the
uncontrolled actuation of one of the blades, respectively. The effect of these
faults on the system dynamics was investigated with and without initiation of
emergency shutdown. Fullycoupled simulations considered complete multi
body dynamics, structural dynamics of tower and blades, and aerodynamic
loads based on the bladeelement momentum approach.

Bladepitch faults lead to significant variations of the dynamic loads acting
on the system, while the global motion is left almost unaffected. Loads are
increased close to the faulty blade, especially the flapwise and edgewise bending
moments of the faulty blade and the associated main shaft bending moment.
Bending moments are much larger in the runaway fault than in the blockage
fault due to the large angle of attack. Towerbottom torsion and tower arm
root torsion are found to be significantly affected by the runaway fault due to
uneven excitation loads. The associated response is characterized by a cyclic
oscillation at the 1P frequency. These torsional oscillations can be critical to
the structural integrity and fatigue life of the tower.

The initiation of emergency shutdown induces significant dynamic effects
on the system. Large platform pitch resonant motions are excited due to the
drop of aerodynamic thrusts. Towerbottom bending moment is increased,
and its energy is concentrated at the platform pitch natural frequency, wave
frequency, and the frequency associated with the foreaft elastic mode of the
tower. The flapwise blade bending moment is effectively suppressed. The
towerbottom torsion is greatly excited shortly after shutdown for the runaway
fault, with oscillations at the tower arm foreaft elastic frequency.

Literature data focusing on a singlerotor wind turbine mounted on a
spartype floating platform showed very similar results regarding the faulty
blade loads, highlighting that blade loads during fault are not affected by 1) the
platform type used and 2) the tworotor application. Higher bladepitch rate
resulted in smaller global motions, while the towerbottom bending moment
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and main shaft bending moment are marginally increased. Longer shutdown
delay between rotors leads to significantly larger maxima of the towerbottom
torsion due to the unbalanced loads on the hubs.

9.2 Recommendations for Future Research

The results of presented study assume that the proximity between rotors has no
influence on the wind velocity profile. That is, the aerodynamic loads on blades
are computed by considering the undisturbed turbulent wind profile and the
blade local velocity induction factors only. The current modeling assumption
resulted adequate to extract useful information about the global dynamics of
tworotor floating wind turbine systems. Nonetheless, the effect of the aero
dynamic interaction between rotors on the system response should be later in
vestigated in detail by means of highfidelity tools and findings should be inte
grated into the code.
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